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Abstract

Most isogeny-based cryptosystems ulti-
mately rely, for their security, on ℓ-
IsoPath, i.e. the problem of finding a se-
cret ℓ-smooth isogeny between two elliptic
curves. As cryptographic applications usu-
ally employ weaker variants of ℓ-IsoPath
for practical reasons, it is natural to ask
whether these variants are equally hard
from a computational perspective. For ex-
ample, what happens if the endomorphism
ring of one of the curves is known? Does
the existence of suitable pairings affect the
hardness of ℓ-IsoPath? What happens
if some non-trivial endomorphisms of the
domain and codomain curves are known?
These kinds of questions lead to different
problems, some of which are considered
throughout this thesis.
To prevent anyone from knowing the en-
domorphism ring of a supersingular ellip-
tic curve, we would need a method to hash
in the supersingular isogeny graph, i.e. the
graph whose vertices are supersingular ellip-
tic curves (up to isomorphism) and whose
edges are isogenies of fixed degree. We give
examples of cryptographic protocols that
could benefit from this and survey some
known methods. Since none of them is at
the same time efficient and cryptographi-
cally secure, we also point out a few alter-

native approaches.
Later on, we leverage the classic Deuring
correspondence between supersingular ellip-
tic curves and quaternion orders to study a
weaker version of ℓ-IsoPath, inspired by
the study of CM theory from the previous
part.
We then focus on the construction of pair-
ings of elliptic curves, showing that, in the
general case, finding distinct pairings com-
patible with a secret isogeny is no easier
than retrieving the isogeny itself. In the
presence of an orientation, on the other
hand, we show that the existence of suit-
able self-pairings, together with a recent
attack on the isogeny-based key-exchange
SIDH, does lead to efficiently solving ℓ-
IsoPath for some class-group-action-based
protocols. In particular, we completely
characterize the cases in which these self-
pairings exist.
Finally, we introduce a different graph of
elliptic curves, which has not been consid-
ered before in isogeny-based cryptography
and which does not arise, in fact, from iso-
genies: the Hessian graph. We give a (still
partial) account of its remarkable regularity
and discuss potential cryptographic appli-
cations.
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Je cessai de me demander ce qu’il fallait faire pour pouvoir faire quelque
chose.

À la recherche du temps perdu, Marcel Proust.
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Introduction

Dicebat Bernardus Carnotensis nos esse quasi nanos gigantium humeris
insidentes, ut possimus plura eis et remotiora videre, non utique proprii
visus acumine, aut eminentia corporis, sed quia in altum subvehimur et
extollimur magnitudine gigantea.

Metalogicon, John of Salisbury.

In the timeline of the study of elliptic curves – which began in the third century
AD with the works of Diophantus and continued, in more recent times, with those of
Fermat, Jacobi, Weierstrass, Poincaré, Deuring, Mordell, and many others – isogeny-
based cryptography occupies no more than a negligible ending segment. Its story begins
in the 1990s, when Couveignes [Cou06] and then Rostovstev and Stolbunov [RS06]
observed that elliptic curves and the maps between them – called isogenies – could be
used to construct a Diffie-Hellman-like key-exchange protocol called CRS.

There would be no practical reason to prefer CRS to the classical DLog-based
Diffie-Hellman, if Shor had not proven, in [Sho97], that the latter could be broken by
quantum computers. Shortly after, however, the CRS scheme turned out to be prone
to a subexponential quantum attack devised by Childs, Jao, and Soukharev [CJS14],
and to be too inefficient to cope with it.

Nevertheless, the shadow of the quantum threat motivated researchers to keep look-
ing for isogeny-based cryptosystems, under the fundamental assumption that finding a
secret isogeny between two elliptic curves is computationally hard – even for a quantum
computer. This gave birth to two main branches of isogeny-based cryptography, which
sprouted from two essentially different key-exchange protocols: the older one, born in
2011, is SIDH [DFJP14], which exploited the highly connected and ‘unpredictable’
structure of the isogeny graph of supersingular elliptic curves. The younger one, born
in 2018, is CSIDH [Cas+18a], which is conceptually closer to the original CRS and at-
tempts to overcome its efficiency issues by exploiting, once again, supersingular elliptic
curves.

As we said, isogeny-based cryptography sits on top of a mountain of theorems and
theoretical results on elliptic curves – and, more generally, abelian varieties. This
mountain turned out to be more crumbly than expected, in July 2022, when three
attacks [CD23; Mai+23; Rob23], based on results dating back to the 1980s, led to the
fall of SIDH. While we write this thesis, rocks are still rolling, and more and more
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researchers – including ourselves – feel motivated to dig in the mountain and see how
strong the schemes that survived the SIDH attack really are.

This thesis gathers some problems and results, related to isogeny-based cryptog-
raphy, which represent part of the author’s work as a PhD student in Trento. About
two-thirds of the materials collected here have already appeared in preprints [MMP22]
and publications [Cas+23; MMP]: only minor revisions were made to fit them in a
more coherent and up-to-date dissertation. Other sections are instead unpublished, as
they have not (yet) reached the maturity necessary to be considered articles in their
own right. The following table summarizes the main sources for each part of this thesis.

[MMP22] I.1-I.6, II.1-II.2
[Cas+23] I.7-I.8, III.2.2.
[MMP] Minor insertions

Unpublished I.9, II.3, III.1, III.2.1, Chap. IV

We detail below the content of each chapter:

• Chapter I serves as a mathematical introduction and gathers some classic results
about elliptic curves over perfect fields of characteristic different from 2, 3.

• Chapter II is devoted to the full supersingular isogeny graph, which is the graph
used in SIDH. The first problem considered is that of hashing in this graph. We
survey various ways to do that, with emphasis on the methods based on the
theory of CM curves over C. Finally, we show that the only efficient methods
do not result in cryptographically secure hash functions and we propose some
possible alternative approaches. The second part of the chapter compares the
hardness of the main problem on which most isogeny-based protocols rely – i.e.
the problem of finding a secret isogeny of power-smooth degree between two given
supersingular elliptic curves (ℓ-IsoPath) – and a decisional problem, which we
call IsMSmaller, somehow inspired by the CM methods from the first part of
the chapter. In Proposition II.3.2 we use the well-known correspondence between
supersingular elliptic curves and quaternion algebras to provide some evidence
that, as might be expected, solving the second problem is not enough to solve
the first.

• Chapter III is mostly devoted to the existence and construction of ‘compati-
ble’ pairings on isogenous curves. In Proposition III.2.3, we show that, in the
general case, computing ‘intrinsically distinct’ couples of compatible pairings on
two isogenous curves is as hard as solving ℓ-IsoPath. While computing these
pairings seems unfeasible in the general case, the situation is radically different if
additional information is available. In particular, in the oriented case, compatible
self-pairings between oriented curves can be combined with the SIDH attack to
break some weak instances of CRS. Propositions III.2.6 and III.2.8 characterize
the cases in which such self-pairings exist.

• Chapter IV, which is part of a collaborative work in progress, borrows from classic
algebraic geometry the definition of Hessian of an elliptic curve and uses it to
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define a new type of graphs of elliptic curves, which we call Hessian graphs. We
state partial results on their structure and suggest some possible cryptographic
applications.

Given the heterogeneous composition of this work, it is unsurprising that its chap-
ters – except for Chapter I – can be read in any desired order. Nevertheless, we suggest
a chronological order, which, in our opinion, also allows for a pleasing climax from the
survey-level results of Chapter II to the more advanced constructions of Chapter III
and the bizarre wonders of Chapter IV.





Chapter I

Preliminaries

This chapter gathers some classic results which will be used throughout the remainder
of this thesis.

Sections I.1, I.2 and I.3 introduce the core objects of our study, namely elliptic
curves and the maps (isogenies) between them. Section I.4 gives a brief account of
the surprising connection between elliptic curves over C and those over finite fields,
while Sections I.5 and I.6 list various characterizations of supersingular elliptic curves
and analyse the peculiar structure of the graphs that arise when their isogenies are
considered. These results will be used mainly in Chapter II. In view of Chapter III, in
Section I.7 we define orientations for both ordinary and supersingular elliptic curves,
following mostly [CK20; Onu21]. In Section I.8 we see how every imaginary quadratic
order O gives rise to a class group action on the set of elliptic curves oriented by O.
Finally, in Section I.9, we recall some basic notions about pairings.

I.1 Elliptic curves

Throughout this thesis, we will always use k to denote a perfect field with chark /∈
{2, 3}. An elliptic curve over k is a projective curve that can be written, up to birational
equivalence, as an irreducible cubic in P2(k) in (short) Weierstrass form

Y 2Z = X3 + AXZ2 +BZ3 with A,B ∈ k

and such that the discriminant, ∆(E) = −16(4A3 + 27B2), is not 0. We will almost
always work in the affine chart X ̸= 0, where the Weierstrass form becomes

y2 = x3 + Ax+B with A,B ∈ k (1)

and the only non-affine point, corresponding to O = [0 : 1 : 0], is called the point at
infinity. The k-rational points of E, denoted by E(k), are the solutions in k of (1)
together with O.
Every elliptic curve E can be endowed with the structure of an abelian group (E,+)
whose zero element is O [Sil09, § III.2].

5



6 Preliminaries

Since elliptic curves are defined up to birational equivalence, there exist various rep-
resentations other than the Weierstrass model considered above. In Table I.1, we sum-
marize the form of the affine equation and the corresponding definition of the j-invariant
(whose definition is recalled in the following Section I.2) for some of these alternative
models. We also provide the values of the coefficients A and B of a birationally-
equivalent elliptic curve in Weierstrass form.

Table I.1: Other models of elliptic curves

Model Affine equation j-invariant Weierstrass form

Legendre
[Sil09, p. 49]

y2 = x(x− 1)(x− λ) 28
(λ2 − λ+ 1)3

λ2(λ− 1)2


A =

−λ2 + λ− 1

3

B =
−2λ3 + 3λ2 + 3λ− 2

27

Montgomery
[CS17, § 2.4]

B′y2 = x3 + A′x2 + x
256(A′2 − 3)3

A′2 − 4


A = B′2

(
1− A′2

3

)
B =

B′3A′

3

(
2A′2

9
− 1

)
Jacobi

[BJ03, § 3]
y2 = ϵx4 − 2δx2 + 1 64

(δ2 + 3ϵ)3

ϵ(δ2 − ϵ)2


A = −4ϵ− 4

3
δ2

B = −16

27
δ(δ2 − 9ϵ)

The singular case The only case in which (1) does not yield an elliptic curve is the
singular case, which occurs when ∆(E) = 0. There are then two possibilities, up to
birational equivalence: the cuspidal curve, of equation y2 = x3, and the nodal curve, of
equation y2 = x3 + x2.

I.2 Isogenies and isomorphisms

An isogeny between two elliptic curves E1, E2 over k is a morphism

φ : E1 → E2

such that φ(O) = O. We say that φ is a k-isogeny, or that φ is defined over k, if the
rational functions defining φ can be chosen with coefficients in k. We refer to [Sil09,
§ III.4] for the definition of degree – denoted by deg(φ). For our purposes, it is enough
to keep in mind the following facts.

Proposition I.2.1. Let φ : E1 → E2 be an isogeny.

(i) deg(φ) is a multiple of #ker(φ), and equality holds if and only if φ is separable.
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(ii) For each finite subgroup G of an elliptic curve E1 there exists a unique1 isogeny
with domain E1 and kernel G.

Two elliptic curves are called isogenous if there exists an isogeny between them.
The following celebrated theorem characterizes isogenous curves.

Theorem I.2.2 (Tate). Let E and E ′ be two elliptic curves defined over k. Then E

and E ′ are isogenous if and only if #E(k) = #E ′(k).

An isogeny of degree 1 is an isomorphism. Every isomorphism class of elliptic curves
over k can be uniquely identified by an element j ∈ k, called the j-invariant. The value
of j can be easily retrieved from the coefficients of any elliptic curve E : y2 = x3+Ax+B
in the isomorphism class as

j(E) = −1728(4A)
3

∆(E)
.

We recall from [Sil09, Prop. III.1.4.b-c] the fundamental properties of j-invariants.

Proposition I.2.3.

(i) Two elliptic curves over k are isomorphic if and only if they have the same j-
invariant.

(ii) Let j0 ∈ k. There exists an elliptic curve over k(j0) whose j-invariant is j0.

Given an elliptic curve E, for each positive integerm, let [m] denote the ‘multiplication-
by-m’ map which is an isogeny from E to itself such that:

[m]P = P + P + · · ·+ P︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times

.

The above definition easily extends to negative integers, setting [−m]P = −([m]P ).
For each m ∈ Z, the m-torsion of E is the subgroup E[m] = ker([m]).

Finally, for each isogeny φ : E1 → E2 of degree m there exists a unique isogeny
φ̂ : E2 → E1, called the dual isogeny of φ, such that φ ◦ φ̂ = φ̂ ◦ φ = [m].

I.3 Endomorphism rings

Let End(E) be the set of endomorphisms of an elliptic curve E, i.e. the isogenies
E → E. In this section, we summarize some fundamental facts about the structure of
End(E).

1Up to post-composition with an isomorphism [Sil09, Prop. III.4.12].
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Since End(E) is a torsion-free ring, the map

[ ] : Z→ End(E)

m 7→ [m]

is injective. Endomorphisms in the image of the injective map [ ] are called trivial or
scalar. However, End(E) may have a richer structure rather than being a simple copy
of Z, as we will shortly see.

Characteristic polynomial of an endomorphism A first insight into the struc-
ture of End(E) comes from the observation that every endomorphism satisfies an equa-
tion of degree 2.

Lemma I.3.1. Let φ be an endomorphism of an elliptic curve E over k, and define

d = deg(φ) and a = 1 + deg(φ)− deg(1− φ).

Then
φ2 − [a] ◦ φ+ [d] = [0]. (2)

Proof. This can be checked directly using the properties of dual isogenies.

The integer a from Corollary I.3.1 is called the trace of φ and denoted by tr(φ). In
particular, when E is over a finite field Fq of characteristic p, the endomorphism

φq : E → E

(x, y) 7→ (xq, yq)

is called the q-th power Frobenius endomorphism of E, and its trace is the trace of E
over Fq. Moreover, its degree equals q [Sil09, Prop. II.2.11], so that the following yields(

xq
2

, yq
2)− [tr(φq)](x

q, yq) + [q](x, y) = O

for each (x, y) ∈ E(Fq).

Structure of End(E) Recall that an algebra B over Q is a quaternion algebra if
there exist i, j ∈ B such that 1, i, j, ij form a basis for B as a Q-vector space and

i2 = a, j2 = b, ji = −ij (3)

for some a, b ∈ Q×. Moreover, an order O in a quaternion algebra (resp. in a quadratic
number field) is a Z-module of rank 4 (resp. 2) which is also a subring.

Remark I.3.2. Let K be a quadratic extension of Q and denote by OK is its ring of
integers. Then the orders in K are exactly the rings O = Z + fOK , where f is a
positive integer called the conductor of O [Cox13, Lemma 7.2].
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Theorem I.3.3 (Structure of End(E)). Let E be an elliptic curve over k. Then
End(E) is either Z, an order in an imaginary quadratic number field, or a maximal
order in the quaternion algebra ramified at p and ∞, which we denote by Bp,∞.

Proof. The fact that End(E) is either Z, an imaginary quadratic order or an order in a
quaternion algebra follows from Lemma I.3.1 and [Voi21, Thm. 3.1.1]. The remainder
of the statement is proven in [Voi21, Thm. 42.1.9].

It is natural to ask how frequently these three structures for End(E) can occur.
The answer differs depending on the characteristic of k:

• If k has characteristic 0, then ‘most’ elliptic curves have only trivial endomor-
phisms. Some elliptic curves, on the other hand, have their endomorphism rings
isomorphic to some imaginary quadratic order O. We say that they have complex
multiplication (CM) by O.

• If k has characteristic p > 0, then there are about p/12 isomorphism classes of
elliptic curves whose endomorphism rings are maximal orders in Bp,∞. We call
these curves supersingular. The others are called ordinary.

I.4 CM reduction

Isogenies are not the only examples of group homomorphisms between elliptic curves.
A relevant family of group homomorphisms between (non-isogenous) elliptic curves
are the reductions modulo primes, which Deuring proved to be the connecting bridge
between elliptic curves over Q and those defined over finite fields.

Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a number field L, and P a prime of L.
We say that E has a good reduction modulo P if the P-adic valuation of ∆(E) does
not equal 0 (see [Sil09, §VII.5] for more details). In particular, this means that the
coefficients of E can be regarded as elements of some finite extension of Fp, and they
define an elliptic curve Ẽ called the reduction of E modulo P. Similarly, every point
P of E can be sent to its reduction modulo P, giving rise to a map

E → Ẽ

P 7→ P mod P,

called the reduction map of E modulo P, which is a group homomorphism.

Example 1. Let E be the elliptic curve over Q of equation

y2 = x3 − 187

25
x+

991

125
.
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Since ∆(E) = −24 ·23, E does have good reduction modulo 5. However, the coefficients
of E are not readily suitable for being seen as elements of F5. One needs to consider
the isomorphic curve

y2 = x3 − 187x+ 991.

whose reduction yields
Ẽ : y2 = x3 + 3x+ 1.

Notice that the reduction map modulo 5 sends the point (0 : α : 1) of E, where
α2 = 991/125, into the point at infinity (0 : 1 : 0) of Ẽ.

Remark I.4.1. In the light of Proposition I.2.1.(ii), the notion of reduction modulo P

also extends to isogenies: if φ is an isogeny with domain E and kernel coprime with p,
then its reduction φ̃ is the isogeny with domain Ẽ and kernel k̃er(φ). If the kernel of
φ is generated by a p-torsion point, on the other hand, then its reduction is either the
zero map or the Frobenius map over Fp.

Every elliptic curve over Fq arises as the reduction of some CM curve over Q.

Theorem I.4.2 (Deuring). Let E be an elliptic curve over a field of characteristic p
with a non-trivial endomorphism α0. Then there exists an elliptic curve E defined over
a number field L, an endomorphism α of E and a good reduction Ẽ of E at a prime
P of L over p, such that E is isomorphic to Ẽ and α0 corresponds to α̃ (the reduction
of α at P) under the isomorphism.

Proof. See [Deu41; Lan87, Thm. 13.14].

From a computational perspective, Deuring’s result suggests that, to find an elliptic
curve over Fq with a non-trivial endomorphism of prescribed degree, one might look
for a CM curve over Q and check whether it has good reduction modulo p (or some
ideal P over p).

For a better insight of this approach, which will come in handy in Chapter II, we
will now delve deeper into the connection between elliptic curves and lattices over C.

From complex lattices to complex elliptic curves Let x1 and x2 be two R-
linearly independent vectors in the complex plane C (viewed as a 2-dimensional R-
vector space). The complex lattice generated by x1 and x2 is the set

Λ = {z1x1 + z2x2 | z1, z2 ∈ Z} .

Two lattices Λ1,Λ2 are homothetic if there exists β ∈ C \ {0} such that Λ2 = βΛ1.

We will now recall how an elliptic curve E over C can be constructed from a complex
lattice Λ, and also how End(E) can be retrieved from Λ. For this part we follow [Cox13,
§ 10; Sil09, §C.11; Was08, § 9.1-9.3, 10.1] (see also [Gal18, § 16.1] for a general overview
on lattices in Rn).
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Let Λ be a complex lattice generated by x1, x2 ∈ C. The quotient C/Λ is a complex
torus. For each integer k ≥ 3, the Eisenstein series

Gk(Λ) =
∑
ω∈Λ
ω ̸=0

ω−k

converges [Was08, Lem. 9.4]. In order to ease the notation, 60G4(Λ) and 140G6(Λ) are
usually denoted by g2(Λ) and g3(Λ), respectively.

Finally, the j-invariant of a complex lattice Λ is defined as

j(Λ) = 1728
g2(Λ)

3

g2(Λ)3 − 27g3(Λ)2
. (4)

Theorem I.4.3. Two complex lattices are homothetic if and only if they have the same
j-invariant.

Proof. See [Cox13, Thm. 10.9]

As the use of the word ‘j-invariant’ suggests, complex lattices and elliptic curves
(over C) are closely related.

Theorem I.4.4. Let Λ be a complex lattice, and define the elliptic curve

EΛ : y2 = 4x3 − g2(Λ)x− g3(Λ).

Then the groups C/Λ and E(C) are isomorphic. Moreover, the map

{Homothety classes of complex lattices} → {Isomorphism classes of elliptic curves over C}
Λ 7→ EΛ

is well defined, one-to-one and j(Λ) = j(EΛ).

Proof. See [Was08, § 9.2 and 9.3].

The following proposition clarifies the connection between a complex lattice Λ and
the endomorphism ring of EΛ.

Proposition I.4.5. Let Λ be a complex lattice, and EΛ the corresponding elliptic curve
as in Theorem I.4.4. Then

End(EΛ) ∼= {β ∈ C | βΛ ⊆ Λ}. (5)

Proof. See [Was08, Thm 10.1].
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Therefore, for a complex lattice Λ such that Z ⊊ {β ∈ C | βΛ ⊆ Λ}, the correspond-
ing elliptic curve EΛ has complex multiplication. In fact, every such Λ is homothetic
to a fractional ideal in some imaginary quadratic field, as we are going to prove in
Corollary I.4.10.

Proposition I.4.6. Let O be an order in an imaginary quadratic field k. Then every
non-zero fractional ideal of O is a complex lattice.

Proof. See [Cox13, § 10.C].

Remark I.4.7. On the other hand, a complex sublattice of an imaginary order O is not,
in general, a fractional ideal, nor even a subring, of O. For example, consider k = Q(i)

and the sublattice Λ generated by 2 and i =
√
−1 in the ring of integers of k. The

square of the second generator is −1, which does not lie in Λ. Therefore, Λ is not
closed under multiplication.

Let S be the right-hand side of (5), i.e.

S = {β ∈ C | βΛ ⊆ Λ},

and assume that Λ is a fractional ideal of an order O in a quadratic imaginary field.
The inclusion O ⊂ S holds trivially. The other inclusion needs not to be true, though
(see[Cox13, § 7.A]. When it does (i.e. Λ is not a fractional ideal of any order greater
than O), Λ is called a proper ideal.

Proposition I.4.8. Let O be an order in an imaginary quadratic field k, and Λ a
proper non-zero fractional ideal in O. Then End(EΛ) ∼= O.

Proof. It follows immediately from the definition of proper ideal and Proposition I.4.5.

The above result provides a class of complex elliptic curves whose endomorphism
ring is exactly O, that is those of the form EΛ, where Λ is a proper fractional ideal
of O. Actually, up to isomorphism, there are no other complex elliptic curves with
endomorphism ring O.

Theorem I.4.9. Let Λ be a complex lattice, and α ∈ C \ Z. Then, the inclusion
αΛ ⊂ Λ holds if and only if there exists an order O in an imaginary quadratic field k
such that α ∈ O and Λ is homothetic to a proper fractional ideal of O.

Proof. See [Cox13, Thm. 10.14].

Corollary I.4.10. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order and E a complex elliptic
curve with End(E) ∼= O. Then there exists a proper fractional ideal of O, say Λ, such
that E ∼= EΛ.
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Proof. Theorem I.4.4 ensures that E ∼= EΛ′ for some complex lattice Λ′. Since we are
assuming that E is a CM curve, by (5) there exists α ∈ C\Z such that αΛ′ ⊆ Λ′. From
Theorem I.4.9 we know that there exists an imaginary quadratic order O′ containing
α and Λ′ is homothetic to a proper fractional ideal of O′, which we denote by Λ. By
Proposition I.4.8, End(EΛ) = O′. Moreover, since Λ and Λ′ are homothetic, the curves
EΛ and EΛ′ are isomorphic. Hence, their endomorphism rings are isomorphic too, i.e.
O = O′.

Corollary I.4.11. Let O be an order in an imaginary quadratic field. Then the map
f : Λ 7→ j(EΛ) yields a one-to-one correspondence between the ideal class group Cl(O)
and the j-invariants of CM curves with endomorphism ring O.

Proof. It is easy to prove that two proper fractional ideals ofO determine the same class
if and only if they are homothetic as complex lattices. Therefore, f is well-defined on
equivalence classes of ideals, and by Theorem I.4.3 it is also injective. Proposition I.4.8
ensures that f(Λ) is a CM j-invariant and that the image is a set of j-invariants of CM
curves with endomorphism ring O. Finally, surjectivity follows from Corollary I.4.10.

Hilbert class polynomials Corollary I.4.11 alone does not provide an explicit strat-
egy to compute CM j-invariants. In fact, even though a suitable complex lattice Λ can
be easily determined, the infinite sums g2(Λ) and g3(Λ) involved in (4) make any di-
rect computation quite impractical. Furthermore, a priori it is not ensured that the
CM j-invariants considered in Corollary I.4.11 are algebraic over Q (f they were not,
we would not be able to perform modular reductions of their coefficients). The latter
problem is addressed in the following proposition.

Proposition I.4.12. Let O be an order in an imaginary quadratic field k, and denote
by Λ1,Λ2, . . . ,Λh a complete set of representatives for the ideal class group Cl(O). Then
the polynomial

PO =
h∏

i=1

(
X − j(EΛi

)
)

(6)

has integer coefficients. In particular, the CM j-invariants j(EΛ1), . . . , j(EΛh
) are al-

gebraic over Q.

Proof. See [Cox13, Thm. 13.2].

The polynomial PO defined in (6) is called the Hilbert class polynomial (or ring
class polynomial, whenever O is not maximal) of the imaginary quadratic order O.

There exist several algorithms to compute the Hilbert class polynomial of a given
imaginary quadratic order O in time Õ(discO). For the sake of completeness, we
sketch below the classical approach from [Coh93, § 7.6.2]:
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1) compute a set of representatives Λ1,Λ2, . . . ,Λh for Cl(O). Equivalently, follow-
ing [Coh93, § 5.3.1], enumerate all the positive-definite reduced integral binary
quadratic forms aX2 + bXY + cY 2 of discriminant D = disc(O), i.e. the triples
of integers (a, b, c) such that

• |b| ≤ a ≤ c,
• if |b| = a or a = c, then b ≥ 0,
• b2 − 4ac = D.

2) Let (a, b, c) be one of the triples from the previous step. Then the corresponding
representative is Λ = Z + τZ with τ = −b+

√
D

2a
, and j(Λ) can be approximated

via the expansion

j(τ) = 1728

(
1 + 240

∑∞
k=1

k3qk

1−qk

)3
(
1 + 240

∑∞
k=1

k3qk

1−qk

)3
−
(
1− 504

∑∞
k=1

k5qk

1−qk

)2 , (7)

where q = e2πiτ [Was08, Prop. 9.12].

3) If the approximations j̃1, . . . , j̃h from the previous step are ‘good enough’, thanks
to Proposition I.4.12 the exact Hilbert class polynomial of O can be found by
rounding the coefficients of

∏h
i=1(X − j̃i) to the nearest integers. More precisely,

the closeness of j̃i to j(Λi) depends on both the partial sums from (7) considered
for the approximation and the precision used for numerical computations. While
the impact of the first choice is limited by the rapid convergence of (7), the second
one requires a deeper analysis of the coefficients of PO [Eng06, § 4].

I.5 Supersingular elliptic curves

We will now recall some characterizations of supersingular elliptic curves. Such criteria
for supersingularity will be exploited in Section II.2 to generate supersingular curves.
In the following, we will use p for a prime number larger than 3 and q for a generic
power pn with n ∈ N.

Theorem I.5.1 (Definitions of supersingular elliptic curve). Let E : y2 = x3+Ax+B

be an elliptic curve over Fq. For each r ≥ 1 let

φr : E → E(pr)

be the pr-th power Frobenius map, where E(pr) is the elliptic curve of equation y2 =

x3 + Aprx+Bpr . Then the following are equivalent:

(a1) E[pr] = {O} for some r ≥ 1.

(a2) E[pr] = {O} for each r ≥ 1.

(ii) The endomorphism [p] : E → E is purely inseparable2 and j(E) ∈ Fp2.
2We refer to [Sil09, p. 21] for a precise definition of purely inseparable isogenies.
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(iii) End(E) is an order in a quaternion algebra over Q.

(iv) #E(Fq) ≡ 1 mod p.

If an elliptic curve satisfies one of the above conditions, it is called supersingular. In
particular, the set of supersingular j-invariants, i.e.

{ j(E) | E is supersingular over k },

lies in Fp2.

Proof. See [Sil09, Thm.V.3.1; Was08, Prop. 4.31].

Non-supersingular elliptic curves are called ordinary.

Corollary I.5.2. Every supersingular elliptic curve over a field of characteristic p is
isomorphic to a supersingular elliptic curve over Fp2.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of part (b) of the previous theorem and the
properties of j-invariants in Proposition I.2.3.

I.6 Supersingular isogeny graphs

Supersingular isogeny graphs are a major object of study in isogeny-based cryptogra-
phy. Their peculiar structure allows ‘walking’ from a vertex – the isomorphism class
of a supersingular elliptic curve – to another in such a way that

• each step can be performed quickly (via Vélu’s formulae, see [Gal18, § 25.1.1;
Vél71]);

• starting from a given supersingular elliptic curve, every other supersingular ellip-
tic curve can be reached within a ‘small’ number of steps;

• the endpoints of ‘long enough’ random walks have an ‘almost uniform’ distribu-
tion (rapid mixing).

While the use of supersingular isogeny graphs in cryptography is quite recent [DFJP14],
the first results on their structure date back to the works of Eichler [Eic73], Mestre [Mes86],
Pizer [Piz98] and Kohel [Koh96].

In this section we provide a general introduction to random walks over graphs,
showing the relation between the ‘randomness’ of a random walk and the structure
of the graph. Finally, referring to a famous result due to Pizer [Piz98] (and probably
already known to Eichler [Eic73] and Mestre [Mes86]), we show that random walks on
suitably-chosen supersingular isogeny graphs end on ‘random’ vertices.
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I.6.1 Random walks

Let G be a graph with set of vertices V and set of edges E . A random walk on G is
the stochastic process (Xt)t≥0 defined as follows:

• each state Xt is a vertex of G;

• the starting node X0 is any vertex of G;

• for each pair of vertices i, j ∈ V ,

Pi→j =

{
#{ edges between i and j }
#{edges starting from i} if there is an edge between i and j,
0 otherwise,

where Pi→j denotes the probability that, given Xt = i for some t ≥ 0, the next
state Xt+1 equals j.

The length of a random walk is the (possibly infinite) number of its states.

The above definition implies that a random walk is a Markov chain. If G is k-
regular, then its transition matrix T is closely related to the adjacency matrix A,
namely:

T =
1

k
A.

Since the adjacency matrix encloses all information about the structure of G, it is
natural to ask which assumptions on G ensure that a sufficiently long random walk
on the graph approaches the uniform distribution, no matter how the starting vertex
is chosen. To address this question, we call a probability function a non-negative map
p : V → R such that

∑
x∈V p(x) = 1.

Remark I.6.1. Let n be the number of vertices of G, and suppose that we are able
to sample a starting node X0 in G according to a certain probability function p =

(p1, p2, . . . , pn). Then, a random walk from X0 of length t and transition matrix T on
G allows us to sample vertices with probability distribution T tp.

Theorem I.6.2. Suppose that the graph G = (V, E) is connected, non-bipartite and
k-regular with n vertices. Let A be its adjacency matrix and T = (1/k)A the Markov
transition matrix. Then, for every probability function p on G we have

lim
t→∞

T tp = u

where u is the uniform function, i.e. u(x) = 1/n for each x ∈ V .

Proof. See [Ter99, Thm. 6.1].

Moreover, the convergence of a random walk to the uniform distribution is partic-
ularly fast if the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix are small (in absolute value).
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Theorem I.6.3. Let G = (V, E) be a connected non-bipartite k-regular graph with n

vertices. Denote by A its adjacency matrix, and by T = (1/k)A its transition matrix.
Define

µ =
max(|λ2|, |λn|)

k
,

where λ1 = k > λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn are the eigenvalues of A. Then, for every probability
function p on G and every positive integer t,

∥T tp− u∥1 ≤
√
nµt,

where u is the uniform probability function and ∥ · ∥1 is defined as ∥f∥1 =
∑

x∈V |f(x)|
for each f : V → R.

Proof. See [Ter99, Thm. 6.2].

I.6.2 Ramanujan property

Theorem I.6.3 suggests that the ‘speed of expansion’ of random walks is related to the
absolute value of the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of the graph.

A k-regular graph with n vertices is Ramanujan if

max(|λ2|, |λn|) ≤ 2
√
k − 1,

where λ1 = k > λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn are the eigenvalues of its adjacency matrix.

Lemma I.6.4 (Rapid mixing on Ramanujan graphs). Let G be a k-regular Ramanujan
graph with n vertices, S be any subset of s vertices, and v be any vertex of G. Then,
a random walk of length at least

log
(

n√
s

)
log
(

k
2
√
k−1

)
starting from v ends in S with probability between 1

2
s
n

and 3
2
s
n
.

Proof. See [JMV09, Lem. 2.1].

Corollary I.6.5. Let G be a k-regular Ramanujan graph with n vertices. The diameter
of G, i.e. the maximal distance between any pair of its vertices, is O(log(n)).

Proof. Fix two vertices v and w. Then, setting S = {w} in Lemma I.6.4, we can
conclude that a random walk of length log(n)/ log

(
k/(2
√
k − 1)

)
starting from v ends in

w with non-zero probability. In particular, the distance between v and w is O(log(n)).
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I.6.3 Gℓ(Fp)

Let ℓ and p be two distinct primes, p ≥ 5 and q = pr for some r ∈ N. By Tate’s
theorem [Tat66, § 3], two elliptic curves over Fq are Fq-isogenous if and only if they
have the same trace over Fq. We can thus define the ℓ-isogeny graph Gℓ(Fq, a) as follows:

• its vertices are the elliptic curves with trace a over Fq modulo isomorphism over
Fq;

• its edges are the isogenies over Fq of degree ℓ between vertices.

An easy consequence of Tate’s theorem is that two curves in the same isogeny graph
are either both supersingular or both ordinary, depending on whether their trace over
Fq is a multiple of p. In this chapter, we will focus on supersingular isogeny graphs,
while in chapter III we will say more about the ordinary case.

In order to represent the set of supersingular j-invariants in Fp2 (see Theorem I.5.1)
in terms of an ℓ-isogeny graph, we wonder if the trace a can be chosen in such a way
that the vertices of Gℓ(Fp2 , a) are in bijection with the supersingular j-invariants. We
address this question by rephrasing a result in [AAM19].

Proposition I.6.6. Let a ∈ {2p,−2p}. Then, each supersingular j-invariant j0 ∈ Fp2

is represented by exactly one vertex in Gℓ(Fp2 , a).

Proof. See [AAM19, pp. 5–6].

An alternative supersingular ℓ-isogeny graph, denoted by Gℓ(Fp), can be defined as
follows:

• its vertices are the supersingular j-invariants in Fp2 ;

• its edges are the isogenies of degree ℓ between vertices.

Working with Gℓ(Fp) or with Gℓ(Fp2 ,±2p) is actually the same.

Theorem I.6.7. Gℓ(Fp) and Gℓ(Fp2 ,±2p) are isomorphic.

Proof. See [AAM19, Thm. 6].

Gℓ(Fp), or equivalently Gℓ(Fp2 ,±2p), enjoys the very properties which ensure ‘good
mixing’ of random walks. First of all, we consider the regularity of the graph.

Proposition I.6.8. Every vertex of Gℓ(Fp2 ,±2p) has outdegree ℓ+ 1.

Proof. See [AAM19, §5].
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Actually, with the possible exception of the vertices 0 and 1728 and their neighbours
(see [AAM19, Thm. 7], we can consider Gℓ(Fp) as an undirected (ℓ+ 1)-regular graph.
In [Piz98], a stronger result is proven.

Theorem I.6.9. Gℓ(Fp) is Ramanujan.

Therefore, Gℓ(Fp) enjoys the rapid mixing property stated in Lemma I.6.4. More-
over, since the number of supersingular j-invariants is at most ⌊p/12⌋ + 2 (see Corol-
lary II.2.15), from Corollary I.6.5 we conclude that the diameter of Gℓ(Fp) is O(log p).

I.6.4 The quaternion side

While finding paths between the vertices of Gℓ(Fp) is a computationally hard task,
one can construct an alternative version of Gℓ(Fp) by working, as we will say, on the
quaternion side. Indeed, the link between supersingular j-invariants over Fp2 and
maximal orders in Bp,∞ is even deeper than one might expect from Theorem I.3.3,
because the endomorphism ring of any supersingular curve E0 somehow ‘encodes’ the
whole structure of Gℓ(Fp). We will now give a more precise account of this fact.

Some preliminaries As in the case of number fields, fractional ideals can be defined
together with an equivalence relation which makes the set of ideals ‘almost’ into a group
(namely, a groupoid : see [Voi21, §19]). The main difference from the number field case
is non-commutativity.
The following definitions are drawn from [Voi21, §10, 16].

• The left order of a lattice I ⊂ B is the order

OL = {α ∈ B | αI ⊂ I}.

• A left fractional O-ideal is a lattice I ⊂ B such that O ⊆ OL(I).

• The (reduced) norm of an ideal I is

nrd(I) = gcd{nrd(α) | α ∈ I}.

• An ideal I is principal if I = OL(I)α, or, equivalently,3 if I = αOR(I) for some
α ∈ B×.

• A lattice I is invertible if there exists another lattice I ′ such that{
II ′ = OL(I) = OR(I

′),

I ′I = OL(I
′) = OR(I).

3Voi21, Ex. 16.2.
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• An O-left and O′-right ideal I is invertible if it is invertible as a lattice and

O = OL(I), O′ = OR(I).

The class set of an order O can now be defined, as in [Voi21, §17].

• Define an equivalence relation: two ideals I, J are in the same right class if

J = αI

for some α ∈ B×. The equivalence class of I is denoted by [I]R.

• Finally, the set of equivalent classes of ideals is the right class set of O:

ClsRO = {[I]R : I ⊂ B invertible ideal}.

Remark I.6.10. The product of two ideals I, J is defined only when they are compatible
in the sense that

OR(I) = OL(J).

Deuring’s correspondence While the original results date back to Deuring’s arti-
cle [Deu41] in 1941, here we follow [Voi21; Koh96].

Theorem I.6.11. Let E be a supersingular elliptic curve and O be the maximal order
of Bp,∞ such that End(E) ∼= O. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence

{ supersingular j-invariants in Fp2 } → ClsR(O)

In particular, each separable isogeny φ : E → Ej of degree n corresponds to a left
O-ideal of norm n, which is a right Oj-ideal with Oj

∼= End(Ej) .

Proof. See [Voi21, §42; Koh96, §5.3].

Even though we omit the complete proof, it is worth recalling the construction
used to move back and forth from isogenies to quaternionic ideals. Denote by O the
endomorphism ring of E.

• Let φ : E → E ′ be an isogeny. The corresponding left O-ideal is

Iφ = {α ∈ O | ker(φ) ⊆ ker(α)}. (8)

• Let I be a proper leftO-ideal. The corresponding isogeny is the unique4 separable
isogeny φI : E → EI such that

ker(φI) =
⋂
α∈I

kerα,

and I = IφI
. See [Wat69, Prop. 3.15].

4Up to post-composition with an isomorphism [Sil09, Prop. III.4.12].
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• degφI = nrd(I).

• OR(I) ∼= End (EI). More precisely, following [Voi21, Lem42.2.9], we can define
the right action of End(EI) on I as

αβ =
φ̂I ◦ β ◦ φI ◦ α

degφI

for each α ∈ I and β ∈ End(EI).

Since we also know OL(I) ∼= End(E), we say that I connects the endomorphism rings
of E and EI .

Problems that are computationally difficult on Gℓ(Fp) are much easier on the quater-
nion side. In particular, computing a path between two vertices of Gℓ(Fp) amounts to
computing an ideal I of ℓ-powersmooth norm connecting two orders O and O′. This
can be done in polynomial time by means of [KV10, Alg. 3.5] and [DF+20, Alg. 4].

I.7 Orientations

For a given elliptic curve E over Fq, we now focus on the commutative subrings of
End(E) – regardless of whether it is commutative or not, i.e. whether E is ordinary or
not. This brings us to the notion of orientations.

Let K be an imaginary quadratic field. A K-orientation on an elliptic curve E over
k is an injective ring homomorphism

ι : K ↪→ End0(E) := End(E)⊗Z Q.

The pair (E, ι) is called a K-oriented elliptic curve. For an order O ⊆ K, we say
that a K-orientation ι : K ↪→ End0(E) is an O-orientation if ι(O) ⊆ End(E). An
O-orientation is called primitive if ι(O′) ̸⊆ End(E) for every order O′ ⊋ O in K. Note
that any K-orientation ι is a primitive O-orientation for a unique order O ⊆ K, which
is ι−1(End(E)). We call this order the primitive order for the K-orientation.
Finally, an O-orientation on an elliptic curve E over k is locally primitive at a positive
integer m if the index of O inside the primitive order is coprime to m. The following
is a convenient sufficient condition for local primitivity:

Lemma I.7.1. Let E/k be an elliptic curve, let σ ∈ End(E) and let m be a positive
integer such that

(i) char(k) ∤ m,

(ii) E[ℓ, σ] ∼= Z/ℓZ for every prime divisor ℓ | m, where E[ℓ, σ] denotes E[ℓ]∩ ker(σ)

Then the natural Z[σ]-orientation on E is locally primitive at m. As a partial converse,
we have that this orientation is not locally primitive at m as soon as E[ℓ, σ] ∼= Z/ℓZ×
Z/ℓZ for some prime divisor ℓ | m.
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Proof. If the orientation is not locally primitive at m, then we must have (σ − a)/ℓ ∈
End(E) for a prime divisor ℓ | m and some a ∈ Z. Thus σ would act as multiplication-
by-a on E[ℓ]. By assumption (ii) we necessarily have a = 0, but then E[ℓ, σ] = E[ℓ] ∼=
Z/ℓZ × Z/ℓZ in view of assumption (i): a contradiction. Conversely, if E[ℓ, σ] ∼=
Z/ℓZ × Z/ℓZ then by [Sil09, Cor. III.4.11] we know that there exists an α ∈ End(E)

such that α◦[ℓ] = σ, so the primitive order must contain σ/ℓ, hence the Z[σ]-orientation
is not locally primitive at m.

If φ : E → E ′ is an isogeny and if ι is a K-orientation on E, then we can define an
induced K-orientation φ∗(ι) on E ′ by letting

φ∗(ι)(α) =
φ ◦ ι(α) ◦ φ̂

deg(φ)
, ∀α ∈ K.

Given two K-oriented elliptic curves (E, ι) and (E ′, ι′), we say that an isogeny φ : E →
E ′ is K-oriented if ι′ = φ∗(ι). In this case we write φ : (E, ι)→ (E ′, ι′). The dual of a
K-oriented isogeny is automatically K-oriented as well. Two K-oriented elliptic curves
(E, ι) and (E ′, ι′) are called isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism φ : E → E ′ such
that φ∗(ι) = ι′.

I.8 Class group actions on oriented elliptic curves

In a similar way as we defined the correspondence between the left class set of a super-
singular elliptic curve and the set of all supersingular j-invariants (Theorem I.6.11),
for an imaginary quadratic order O we can now define an action of Cℓ(O) on the set

Eℓℓall
k (O) = { (E, ι) |E ell. curve over k, ι primitive O-orientation on E }/ ∼=

of primitively O-oriented elliptic curves over k up to K-oriented isomorphisms. The
case in which the orientation is by Frobenius is treated in [Sch87; Wat69] and consti-
tutes the main ingredient of CSIDH [Cas+18a]. This group action, which we describe
below in more detail, is free, but in general not transitive – see e.g. [Sch87, Thm. 4.5]
and [Onu21, Prop. 3.3]. To avoid issues arising from the non-transitivity, we define

Eℓℓk(O) ⊆ Eℓℓall
k (O)

to be a fixed orbit.

The action is defined as follows. Let (E, ι) be a primitively O-oriented elliptic curve
and let [a] ∈ Cℓ(O) be an ideal class, which by [Cox13, Cor. 7.17] can be represented
by an invertible ideal a ⊆ O of norm coprime to p. One defines the a-torsion subgroup
as

E[a] =
⋂
α∈a

ker(ι(α)),
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which is finite of order N(a) = #(O/a). Thus there exists a unique5 separable isogeny
φa : E → E ′ with ker(φa) = E[a]. The isomorphism class of (E ′, φa∗(ι)) is independent
of the choice of the representing ideal a. By defining [a](E, ι) to be this isomorphism
class, one can prove that a free group action is obtained.

The general approach to compute the action of a random element [a] ∈ Cℓ (O) is
the following:

• find an ideal b ⊂ O that can be written as a product of ideals
∏

i b
ei
i such that the

norm of each bi is at most M and [b] = [a] (such b always exists for M = O(log p)
by [BV07, §9.5]).

• Compute the chain of isogenies

E0

φb1−→ . . .
φbn−→ En

using Vélu’s formulas.

With no further assumption on O, however, finding a suitable b takes subexponential
time. The state-of-the-art algorithm, presented in [BFJ16], also ensures that the expo-
nents ei are suitably small. Another possible problem is that the kernels of b1, . . . , bn,
needed to apply Vélu’s formulas, might lie in large extensions of Fp. We will now see,
as an example, how CSIDH circumvents these issues by means of an appropriate choice
of parameters.

Example 2 (The Frobenius-oriented case, aka CSIDH). The CSIDH scheme sets O =

Z[
√
−p] for p = 4ℓ1 · . . . · ℓn − 1. The first advantage of this choice is that Eℓℓall

k (O)
consists of the (Fp-isomorphism classes of) supersingular elliptic curves defined over
Fp, with the orientation given by ι :

√
−p 7→ π. Moreover, by construction, each odd

prime ℓi dividing p+ 1 splits in O, i.e. ℓiO can be written as a product of two distinct
prime ideals li and li. Precisely (see e.g. [Mil20, Thm. 3.41]), li = (ℓi,

√
−p − 1) and

li = (ℓi,
√
−p+ 1). We stress that [li] = [li]

−1 since lili = ℓiO, which is principal.

The action of these ideals on Eℓℓall
k (O) is transitive and can be efficiently evaluated.

In fact, for all i = 1, . . . , n and [E] ∈ Eℓℓall
k (O), the curves [li](E, ι) and [li](E, ι) are the

image curves of the separable isogenies with domain E and kernels

E (Fp) ∩ E[ℓi] and
{
P ∈ E (Fp2)

∣∣ π(P ) = −P} ∩ E[ℓi],
respectively.

I.8.1 Oriented isogeny graphs

Isogeny graphs can be also constructed in the context of oriented elliptic curves. In
the light of cryptographic applications, we do not limit our construction to isogenies

5Up to post-composition with an isomorphism [Sil09, Prop. III.4.12].
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of powersmooth degree (as we did for the construction of Gℓ(Fp) in Chapter II), nor to
supersingular elliptic curves. We consider instead a finite set of primes S = {ℓ1, . . . , ℓs},
and, for an order O in an imaginary quadratic field K, we define the oriented graph
ΓS(O, p) as the graph whose vertices are isomorphism classes of O-oriented elliptic
curves defined over Fp, and whose edges are K-oriented isogenies of degree ℓi for each
i = 1, . . . , s.

Example 3. The graph Gℓ (Fp), defined in Section I.6.3, is a subgraph of Γ{ℓ}(Z[
√
−p], p).

When S = {ℓ}, one can prove that the connected components of ΓS(O, p) contain,
as subgraphs, the ℓ-isogeny volcanoes introduced by Kohel [Koh96]. They are not the
same, though, because each of them has infinitely many levels (and, in particular, in-
finitely many vertices). We refer to [CK20, Cor. 8] and [Onu21, §4] for a more thorough
description of their structure.

For our purposes, however, it is only relevant to remark that every fixed orbit
Eℓℓk(O) of the action of Cℓ(O) can be seen as a finite subgraph of ΓS(O, p), where the
primes in S split in K and their prime factors generate Cℓ(O).

I.9 Pairings

Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a finite field Fq of characteristic p, and n be a
positive integer coprime with p. We denote by µn be the set of n-th roots of unity in
Fq. As remarked in [Sil10], if we choose a Z/nZ-basis {P,Q} for E[n] and a primitive
n-th root of unity ζn, then every bilinear pairing T : E[n]× E[n]→ µn corresponds to
a 2× 2 matrix in M2

(
Z/nZ

)
MT =

(
x y
w z

)
whose entries are such that

T (P, P ) = ζxn , T (P,Q) = ζyn,

T (Q,P ) = ζwn , T (Q,Q) = ζzn.

We say that T is

• nondegenerate if MT ∈ GL2(Z/nZ) or, equivalently, R ∈ E[n] \ {O} implies
T (R, S) ̸= 1 for some S ∈ E[n].

• alternating if MT is antisymmetric, or, equivalently, T (R,R) = 0 for each R ∈
E[n].

Remark I.9.1. Recall how a basis change on E[n] affects MT . Let P ′ = aP + bQ and
Q′ = cP + dQ be two other generators of E[n]. Then the corresponding matrix is
AtMTA, where A is the invertible matrix

A =

(
a b

c d

)
.
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The map τA : M 7→ AtMA actually defines an action τ : A 7→ τA of GL2(Z/nZ) over
M2(Z/nZ). Thus, the matrices MT and M ′

T representing T w.r.t. different bases lie
in the same orbit, i.e. M ′

T = AtMTA for some A ∈ GL2(Z/nZ). The submodule of
anti-symmetric matrices is τ -invariant and consists of the orbit of the matrix W defined
in (9). More precisely, AtWA = (det(A))−1W .
Symmetric matrices are τ -invariant as well.

We are mostly interested in families of pairings and their compatibility with iso-
genies. Given a (possibly inseparable) isogeny φ : E → E ′ and two pairings T, T ′ on
E and E ′ respectively, we say that T and T ′ are compatible with φ if they satisfy
T ′(φ(P ), φ(Q)) = T (P,Q)degφ for every P,Q ∈ E[n]. Expressing this condition in
terms of MT requires some distinctions:

• if deg(φ) is coprime with n, denote by MT ′ the matrix corresponding to T ′ with
respect to the basis {φ(P ), φ(Q)}. Then MT ′ = deg(φ)MT .

• if deg(φ) is not coprime with n, it is not true that the images of P and Q generate
all E ′[n]. Still, we can express the compatibility condition, w.r.t. a given basis
{P ′, Q′} of E ′[n], as MT ′ = deg(φ)BMTB

t, where B denotes the coefficients of
φ(P ) and φ(Q) in the basis {P ′, Q′}. We stress that B is not invertible, in this
case.

Remark I.9.2. The set of pairings over E[n] × E[n] forms a group (T , ·) w.r.t. the
point-wise product (T · U)(P,Q) = T (P,Q) · U(P,Q). It is immediate to check that
the matrix corresponding to T · U is MT +MU . This also shows that, if there exist
pairings T ′ and U ′ on E ′[n]×E ′[n], s.t. T, T ′ and U,U ′ are compatible with an isogeny
φ : E → E ′, then also T · U and T ′ · U ′ are compatible with φ.

It is well-known that the Weil pairing on E[n], which we denote by en, satisfies all
the above properties: see e.g. [BSS05, §IX.6]. In particular, it is compatible with any
isogeny φ : E → E ′. The corresponding matrix is a scalar multiple of the matrix

W =

(
0 1
−1 0

)
. (9)

In fact, whene E is supersingular, every pairing on E[n] arises from ‘distorting’ en
by means of some endomorphism (also called distortion map in this context).

Proposition I.9.3. Let E be a supersingular elliptic curve over Fq and n a positive
integer coprime with p = char(Fq). Then every bilinear pairing T (X, Y ) of E[n] has
the form en(X,ω(Y )) where en is the Weil pairing and ω is a distortion map.

Proof. Let MT ∈M2(Z/nZ) be the matrix corresponding to T , and define W as in (9).
We can obviously write MT = WΩ with Ω = W−1MT . To conclude, it is enough to
prove that every Ω ∈ M2(Z/nZ) represents some endomorphism ω. This is a well-
known argument [Len96, §3], which we briefly recall. Let K be an extension of Fq such
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that E[n] ⊂ E(K) and EndK(E) is the full endomorphism ring of E. Then there is an
injective ring homomorphism

End(E)⊗ Z/nZ→ End(E[n]).

Since both rings are free Z/nZ-modules of rank 4, they have both cardinality n4 and
the above map is an isomorphism.

While Proposition I.9.3 shades light on how all pairings arise from the Weil pairing
from a theoretical perspective, it is of little use for actually constructing families of
compatible pairings on distinct curves: if φ : E → E ′ is an isogeny and ω is an endo-
morphism of E, computing a compatible pairing on E ′ would require to know how φ
acts on the kernel of ω, which is unlikely to be the case in cryptographic applications.
We defer to Section III.2 the introduction of more practical approaches.



Chapter II

Hashing and crawling in the full
supersingular isogeny graph

We will now focus on the graph Gℓ(Fp) introduced in I.6, and consider two problems of
cryptographic interest: the first arises from the observation that some isogeny-based
protocols, such as IS-CUBE [Mor23] and M-SIDH [FMP23], may require a supersingu-
lar elliptic curve with unknown endomorphism ring as a starting point. In other words,
they may require to hash in Gℓ(Fp) in a ‘cryptographically secure’ way. The best-known
algorithm to produce supersingular elliptic curves over a finite field of cryptographic
size is only able to ‘directly’ extract a negligible fraction of all the existing supersingu-
lar elliptic curves. The other supersingular elliptic curves can be sampled ‘indirectly’
as the endpoints of random walks in suitable isogeny graphs. This approach, however,
reveals the endomorphism ring of the output curve – unless an oblivious computation
is used, which in turn requires a trusted authority or a multiparty protocol. Therefore,
a mathematical solution to the problem of sampling supersingular elliptic curves with
unknown endomorphism ring, or cSRS problem, is yet to be found: we will survey the
known approaches and point out some possible research directions.
The latter problem is somehow inspired by the CM methods from the first part of the
chapter: to each supersingular elliptic curve we attach an integer, say M , which is
the degree of its smallest non-trivial endomorphism, and we ask whether being able
to compare different values of M might be enough to break the problem on which
most isogeny-based protocols rely, i.e. the problem of finding a secret isogeny of power-
smooth degree between two given supersingular elliptic curves (ℓ-IsoPath). We will
disprove this in Proposition II.3.2, by leveraging the connection between supersingular
elliptic curves and quaternion algebras.

The structure of the chapter is as follows: in Section II.1 we motivate and formalize
the cSRS problem and ℓ-IsoPath. The former is then discussed in Section II.2, while
Section II.3 introduces the problem IsMSmaller and compares it with ℓ-IsoPath.

27
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II.1 Some cryptographic problems

The purpose of this section is to introduce and motivate the remainder of this chapter
from a cryptographic perspective.

In Section II.1.1 we present the main hard mathematical problems on which the se-
curity of isogeny-based cryptography is based. As we will see, they essentially amount
to efficiently finding short paths between given vertices of Gℓ(Fp). Finally, in Sec-
tion II.1.2, we provide some examples of cryptosystems whose security is affected by
the (partial) knowledge of the endomorphism ring of the starting supersingular elliptic
curve – which will be the motivating problem of Section II.2.

II.1.1 Hard problems on Gℓ(Fp)

The following mathematical problems are considered computationally hard [Gal+16,
§ 2.2].

Problem 1 (ℓ-IsoPath). Let p and ℓ be distinct primes. Given two uniformly-random
supersingular elliptic curves E and E ′ over Fp2, find an ℓ-isogeny path between them,
i.e. a path

E → E1 → · · · → E ′

on Gℓ(Fp2 , 2p).

Problem 2 (EndRing). Given a prime p and a uniformly-random supersingular el-
liptic curve E over Fp2, compute End(E), i.e. find four endomorphisms that generate
End(E) as a Z-module.

There exist supersingular elliptic curves whose endomorphism rings can be easily
computed – namely, those having non-trivial endomorphisms of small degree. We will
discuss this in Section II.2.2.

Solving either ℓ-IsoPath or EndRing turns out to be the same.

Theorem II.1.1. ℓ-IsoPath and EndRing are computationally equivalent under
heuristic assumptions or Generalized Riemann Hypothesis. More precisely:

• if two elliptic curves E,E ′ are given together with their endomorphism rings
End(E) and End(E ′), then an ℓ-isogeny E → E ′ can be computed in polynomial
time;

• if an elliptic curve E is given together with an ℓ-isogeny E ′ → E and the endo-
morphism ring End(E ′), then End(E) can be computed in polynomial time.

Proof. This was proven first under heuristic assumptions in [Eis+20, § 5.5], and later
in [Wes21] under the Generalised Riemann Hypothesis.
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However, not all the instances of EndRing need be hard, as we will see in Sec-
tion II.2.2. Namely, the endomorphism ring of a supersingular elliptic curve with a
small non-trivial endomorphism can be computed efficiently (Proposition II.2.6). From
this fact stem the two directions of research that we will consider in the rest of this
chapter: avoiding these ‘weak’ curves when choosing the starting parameters of some
protocols (Section II.2), and, conversely, trying to reach them to efficiently navigate
Gℓ(Fp) (Section II.3).

II.1.2 Cryptographic applications

Hard mathematical problems can often be exploited to construct secure cryptographic
protocols, and ℓ-IsoPath and EndRing are no exceptions. Here we focus on examples
that highlight the importance of avoiding ‘weak curves’ in the choice of the starting
parameters.

CGL hash function The CGL function [CLG09] is a hash function based on the
isogeny graph Gℓ(Fp) for some small prime ℓ ̸= p. Such function is outlined in Algo-
rithm 1 for the case ℓ = 2. Figure II.1 depicts the path in G2(Fp2) determined by the
computation of the image of the bitstring 101.

Algorithm 1: CGL hash function
Input: A supersingular elliptic curve E0 over Fp2 ; a bitstring m of n bits, i.e.

m = b1b2 · · · bn.
Output: CGL(m).
Choose a 2-torsion point P of E0;
Compute the isogeny φ0 : E0 → E0/⟨P ⟩ with kernel ⟨P ⟩;
Set E1 = E0/⟨P ⟩;
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do

Find the 2-torsion points of Ei, other than O;
Rule out the 2-torsion point P such that the map Ei → Ei/⟨P ⟩ with kernel
⟨P ⟩ is the dual of φi−1;

Label the remaining 2-torsion points by P0, P1 (according to some
convention);

Compute the isogeny φi : Ei → Ei/⟨Pbi⟩ with kernel ⟨Pbi⟩;
Set Ei+1 = Ei/⟨Pbi⟩;

end
Set CGL(m) = j (En+1);

In this setting, a collision happens whenever the same curve En+1 can be reached
through two distinct ℓ-isogeny paths starting from E1. Therefore, the hardness of ℓ-
IsoPath ensures that the CGL function is, in general, collision-resistant (see [CLG09,
§ 5]).
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E0

E1

E2

0 1
E3

E4

0 1

0 1

0 10 1

0 1

0 1

Figure II.1: The path followed by the CGL function within the graph G2(Fp2) for the
bitstring 101.

However, Theorem II.1.1 suggests that the starting curve E0 for the CGL hash
function should be chosen carefully. Namely, if computing End(E0) is by any chance
easy, then finding collisions becomes easy as well.

VDF based on isogeny graphs A function is called a verifiable delay function
(VDF) [Bon+18] if it requires a specified number of sequential steps to be evaluated
(independent of the hardware architecture used for the computation) and it is possible
to efficiently verify that a value is the correct output of the function. In particular, eval-
uating a VDF over any input should not be significantly easier if parallel computation
is employed.

In [DF+19, §3, §5], De Feo et al. construct a VDF that consists in evaluating at
some point Q ∈ E ′(Fp) a given ℓT -degree isogeny φ̂ : E ′ → E between two supersingular
elliptic curves defined over Fp. Such evaluation requires, in general, polynomial time
in T .

However [DF+19, §6.2], if End(E) is known, an auxiliary isogeny ψ : E → E ′ of
small degree can be precomputed and exploited to speed up the computation of φ̂(Q),
breaking the sequentiality of the VDF. Therefore, as in the previous example, E should
be chosen in such a way that no information about its endomorphisms can be retrieved
easily.

Delay encryption The same computational challenge described above – i.e. evalu-
ating at some point Q ∈ E ′(Fp) a given ℓT -degree isogeny φ̂ : E ′ → E between two
supersingular elliptic curves defined over Fp – is also exploited in [BDF21] to instanti-
ate a new cryptographic primitive called delay encryption, used to produce encrypted
messages that can be decrypted (by anyone) only after a given amount of time T . In
this case, too, the choice of E is problematic for the same reasons described in the pre-
vious paragraph, so that anyone knowing End(E) would be able to decrypt messages
earlier than expected.
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Public-key cryptosystems Until July 2022, the key encapsulation mechanism SIKE,
based on the public-key cryptosystem SIDH [DFJP14], was one of the flagships of
isogeny-based cryptography. Its fall was due to three attacks [CD23; Mai+23; Rob23],
the latter of which proved that randomizing the starting curve is not enough to avoid
the attack. However, new protocols are still rising from the ashes of SIKE: two ex-
amples that require random supersingular elliptic curves among their parameters are
IS-CUBE [Mor23] and M-SIDH [FMP23].

Other applications We have already observed that the knowledge of EndE can be
exploited to speed up the computation of isogenies starting from E. When this fact
does not represent a security issue, it provides on the contrary a good motivation for
using E instead of some other supersingular elliptic curve with unknown endomorphism
ring. This is the case for CSIDH [Cas+18b], SQISign [DF+20], SQISignHD [Dar+23],
the VDF in [CSRHT22] and many other isogeny-based protocols. However, we can-
not exclude that the discovery/refinement of attacks might eventually force the use
of supersingular elliptic curves with unknown endomorphism rings for some of these
protocols, too.

II.2 The SRS problem

Section II.1.2 suggests that starting from random supersingular elliptic curves is a good
safety practice in a wide variety of protocols. In this section we see to which extent
this is feasible in practice.

The first question that needs to be answered is whether sampling any supersingular
elliptic curve is possible – and this has a positive answer thanks to CM-reduction meth-
ods (Section II.2.2). However, there is no cryptographically secure way to randomize
the outputs of CM-reductions: this is only possible using trusted setups or multiparty
computations [Bas+23]. In the later sections, we will focus instead on alternative ways
to sample supersingular elliptic curves in a single-handed and cryptographically secure
way.

To this end, we need a more precise formalization of the problem, which comes in
two different flavors:

• the first, weaker, version solely focuses on the mathematical problem;

• the second, stronger, version adds some further requirements which take into
account the cryptographic applications.

II.2.1 Formalization of the problem

A supersingular random sampler is a randomized algorithm A, on input a prime p,
that produces a supersingular elliptic curve E over Fp2 in such a way that the output
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distribution – for p ranging over the set of all supersingular elliptic curves over Fp2 –
is almost uniform, in the sense that it is computationally indistinguishable from the
uniform distribution.

Remark II.2.1. Suppose that A′ is a deterministic algorithm that, on the input of a
prime p, produces a supersingular elliptic curve E over Fp2 . Then, A′ can be easily
turned into a supersingular random sampler A thanks to the rapid mixing property of
Lemma I.6.4. Namely, on input p, A simply performs a random walk in Gℓ(Fp2) starting
from E ← A′(p), and outputs the endpoint of the random walk.

The first problem we define is named the Supersingular Random Sampler (SRS in
short) problem:

Supersingular Random Sampling (SRS) problem
Construct a supersingular random sampler whose time complexity is

polynomial in log p.

To formulate a stronger version of the SRS problem, for any supersingular random
sampler A we define a slight variation of Problem 2, relative to A itself.

Problem 3 (EndRingA). Given E ← A(p) and the randomness used by A to produce
E, compute End(E).

Given a supersingular random sampler A, we say that A is a supersingular random
crypto-sampler if EndRingA is computationally hard. This definition motivates the
following stronger version of the SRS problem.

Crypto Supersingular Random Sampling (cSRS) problem
Construct a supersingular random crypto-sampler whose time complexity is

polynomial in log p.

Remark II.2.2. Let A be a supersingular random sampler consisting of a random walk
E → E ′ that starts from the output of a deterministic algorithm A′, as described
in Remark II.2.1. In this case, the randomness used by A is the random walk itself.
It is then clear, in the light of Theorem II.1.1, that computing End(E ′) using the
randomness of A is equivalent to computing End(E). Therefore, if computing End(E)

is easy, then A′ cannot be a supersingular random crypto-sampler.

SRS and cSRS problems over Fp Our formalization of the SRS and cSRS prob-
lems deals with supersingular elliptic curves defined over Fp2 , while the majority of
applications considered in Section II.1.2 make use of supersingular elliptic curves de-
fined over the subfield Fp. Nothing ensures that an efficient supersingular random
(crypto-)sampler can find supersingular elliptic curves over Fp as efficiently as over
Fp2 , since the probability that a random supersingular elliptic curve over Fp2 is defined
over Fp is about 1/√p [DG16, §4]. However, all the methods considered in this section
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can be easily adapted to sample supersingular elliptic curves defined over Fp (in fact,
most of them can be made more efficient in this way). For this reason we will often
switch between Fp2 and Fp.

We stress that some extra information about End(E) is automatically known when
E is defined over p, since in this case E is Frobenius-oriented as we have seen in Exam-
ple 2. Nevertheless, retrieving the full endomorphism ring of E from this information
is considered a hard problem. In fact, the security of CSIDH relies (also) on it [Wes22,
Cor. 5].

Related work The SRS and cSRS problems are also tackled in an independent work
by Booher et al. [Boo+22].

In [Boo+22, §2] the Hasse invariant Hp(λ) is considered for elliptic curves in Legen-
dre form, with additional remarks on how some root over Fp could be found, using an
iterative method which also requires an efficient evaluation of the derivative H ′

p(λ) over
Fp. Moreover, some variants of the method that we derive from Proposition II.2.31 are
illustrated in [Boo+22, §4].

The following new approaches are also presented in [Boo+22]:

• Computing the roots of gcd (Φn(x, x
p),Φm(x, x

p)), where n,m are positive inte-
gers coprime with p and Φn,Φm denote the modular polynomials of levels n and
m, respectively [Boo+22, §3]. This amounts to finding j-invariants of elliptic
curves having two non-trivial endomorphisms of degrees np and mp, respectively.
The roots found have good chances of being supersingular and can be computed
in time linear with respect to m,n and log(p). However, since the output curve
has a non-trivial endomorphism of degree nm, either m or n should have the
same size as p (otherwise the endomorphism ring can be retrieved [LB20], as we
will explain more thoroughly in the proof of Proposition II.2.7).

• Finding supersingular elliptic curves as components of algebraic varieties of higher
dimension or higher genus [Boo+22, §5]. One method consists of performing a
random walk on the isogeny graph of abelian surfaces, starting from a product
of supersingular elliptic curves, until another product of (supersingular) elliptic
curves is reached. Another method starts from Kummer surfaces of superspecial
abelian surfaces and looks for their supersingular components (if any).

• Using a quantum computer to perform a random chain of ℓ-isogeny paths ‘in
superposition’, for some small primes ℓ [Boo+22, §5]. This method hides most of
the information that a classic ℓ-isogeny path would otherwise reveal, but requires
a quantum computer to be implemented.

Despite their theoretical interest, none of the methods presented in [Boo+22] result in
an efficient supersingular random crypto-sampler.
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II.2.2 Known approaches

We now survey some known supersingular random samplers that solve the SRS prob-
lem, showing that none of them leads to a supersingular random crypto-sampler.

First, we provide a detailed description of the most efficient, to the best of our
knowledge, supersingular random sampler. It consists of the combination of two build-
ing blocks: an algorithm due to Bröker and a random walk over Gℓ(Fp). Our goal
for this section is to provide a comprehensive explanation of the combination of these
blocks.

In Section II.2.2 we will discuss why the resulting algorithm is not a supersingular
random crypto-sampler. Finally, in Section II.2.2 we present some cSRS algorithms.
They are mainly of theoretical interest, though, since their computational cost is at
least sub-exponential in log(p), and therefore they are not a solution to the cSRS
problem.

Bröker’s algorithm

For any given prime p ≥ 5, at least one supersingular j-invariant over Fp2 can be
efficiently found thanks to Bröker’s algorithm [Brö09], whose core is the reduction of
a suitable CM elliptic curve.

Theorem II.2.3 (Deuring). Fix a prime p ≥ 5. Let E be an elliptic curve over a
number field L, with End(E) isomorphic to an order O in an imaginary quadratic field
k. Let P be a prime of L over p, and suppose that E has a good reduction modulo P,
which we denote by Ẽ. Then Ẽ is supersingular if and only if p has only one prime of
k above it (that is, p does not split in k).

Proof. See [Deu41; Lan87, Thm. 13.12].

Deuring’s theorem provides a criterion for determining whether the reduction mod-
ulo a suitable prime ideal P of a CM curve is supersingular or not. More precisely,
constructing a supersingular elliptic curve over Fp is equivalent to constructing a CM
curve E – over some number field – such that p does not split in End(E). Equivalently,
if we denote by k the imaginary quadratic field which End(E) is an order of, and by
D the discriminant of k, p does not split in k if and only if(

D

p

)
̸= 1, (10)

where the left-hand expression denotes the Legendre symbol [Cox13, Prop. 5.16, Cor. 5.17].

Once a quadratic field k satisfying (10) is fixed, the goal is to determine the CM
j-invariants whose endomorphism rings lie in k. In Section I.4 we have depicted the
following strategy to generate a supersingular j-invariant in Fp2 for a fixed prime p ≥ 5:
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1) Choose an imaginary quadratic field k whose discriminant D satisfies equa-
tion (10);

2) Choose an order O in k;

3) Compute the Hilbert class polynomial PO;

4) Consider the reduction modulo p of PO and find one of its roots.

Remark II.2.4. This method can be adapted, more generally, to generate elliptic curves
of any prescribed order, as shown in [Brö06].

Bröker’s algorithm, which is summarized in Algorithm 2, is just a special case of the
above strategy. In particular, it performs steps (1) and (2) in such a way that the
computation time is polynomial in log(p), and the j-invariant found lies in Fp. This is
achieved by executing the following steps:

• compute the smallest prime q ≡ 3 mod 4 such that
(

−q
p

)
̸= 1;

• set k = Q(
√
−q);

• set O = Z[(1 +
√
−q)/2], that is the maximal order of Q(

√
−q).

In particular, the fact that q is the smallest possible ensures that O is uniquely deter-
mined by p, and for this reason we will denote it by Op in the following. Thus, the
output of Bröker’s algorithm depends only on p and the root of PO chosen at step (4).

Algorithm 2: Bröker’s algorithm
Input: A prime p ≥ 5.
Output: A supersingular j-invariant j ∈ Fp.
Set q = 3;

while
(

−q
p

)
= 1 do

Assign q to the next prime equivalent to 3 modulo 4;
end
Compute the Hilbert class polynomial PO relative to the quadratic order O of
discriminant −q;

Find a root α ∈ Fp of PO modulo p;
Set j = α.

According to Bröker’s analysis in [Brö09, Lem. 2.5], the expected running time of
Algorithm 2 is Õ

(
(log p)3

)
due to the following reasons:

• heuristically, q is likely to be below 50 for p ∼ 2256. This fact seems reasonable
since half of the elements of Z/pZ are quadratic non-residues. In [LO77] it is
proven that, under the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, q has size O

(
(log p)2).
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• PO can be computed in Õ(disc(O)) = Õ(q) = Õ
(
(log p)2) time, as we have

already pointed out in Section I.4.

• a root of PO in Fp can be found, as described for example in [GG13, § 14.5], in
probabilistic time

Õ
(
deg(PO)(log p)

2
)
,

that is Õ
(
(log p)3

)
because deg(PO) = h(O) = Õ(

√
q). The latter equality is a

classical result from [Sie35], where h(O) denotes the class number of the order
O).

Extending Bröker’s algorithm

The output distribution of Bröker’s algorithm is far from being uniform. In fact, for
any p, the output belongs to a pre-determined subset of all possible supersingular j-
invariants over Fp2 , i.e. the roots of PO in Fp, which are Õ(√q). Following [LB20], we
now go back to the general strategy on which Bröker’s algorithm is based and see to
what extent it can be translated into an efficient SRS algorithm.

Listing imaginary quadratic orders Imaginary quadratic orders can be listed
according to their discriminants:

Theorem II.2.5. Write every integer as f 2D, where D is square-free. There is a
bijection

{ Imaginary quadratic orders } ↔ Z<0

O ⊆ Q(
√
D) 7→

{
discO if D ≡ 1 mod 4,
discO

4
if D ≡ 2, 3 mod 4

Order of conductor f in Q(
√
D)← [ f 2D.

In particular, if we denote by D the set

D = {discO | O imaginary quadratic order },

we have

D =
{
f 2d | f, d ∈ Z, d < 0, d square-free and either d ≡ 1mod 4 or f is even

}
. (11)

Proof. We recall from [Cox13, § 5.B] that every imaginary quadratic field can be written
as Q(

√
D) with D negative square-free integer, and its discriminant is

dQ(
√
D) =

{
D if D ≡ 1 mod 4,

4D if D ≡ 2, 3 mod 4.
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Let OD be the ring of integers of Q(
√
D). Any positive integer f yields a unique order

O = Z+fOD of conductor f , and every imaginary quadratic order can be constructed
in this way [Cox13, Lemma 7.2].
Finally, the discriminant of an order of conductor f in Q(

√
D) is f 2dQ(

√
D) (see [Cox13,

p. 134]). Therefore, the maps defined above are one inverse to the other.

Increasing the number of outputs The general strategy on which Bröker’s al-
gorithm is based consists of choosing a random imaginary quadratic order O whose
discriminant is not a square modulo p and finding a root of PO modulo p. Algorithm 3,
which we label ‘Extended Bröker’s algorithm’, exactly follows this strategy, setting a
lower bound −4M for discO.

Algorithm 3: Extended Bröker’s algorithm
Input: A prime p ≥ 5 and a positive integer M .
Output: A supersingular j-invariant j ∈ Fp2 .
Choose a random negative integer n ∈ D ∩ [−4M,−3], with D as in (11);
Write n = f 2d with d square-free;

while
(

d
p

)
= 1 do

Choose a new n;
end
Let O be the imaginary quadratic order of discriminant f 2d;
Compute the Hilbert class polynomial PO;
Compute any root α ∈ Fp2 of PO modulo p;
Set j = α.

We stress that M should be large enough so that at least one quadratic discriminant
n ∈ [−4M,−3] is not a quadratic residue modulo p (otherwise the algorithm would
run endlessly). Under the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, it is enough to set M =
Õ
(
(log p)2

)
[LO77].

The analysis of Algorithm 2 can be straightforwardly adapted to show that the
expected running time of Algorithm 3 is Õ

(√
M · (log p)2

)
:

• |n| is at most 4M .

• PO can be computed in Õ(disc(O)) = Õ(M) time.

• a root of PO in Fp2 can be found in probabilistic time

Õ
(
deg(PO)(log p)

2
)
= Õ

(√
M · (log p)2

)
.

In the light of Theorem II.2.3 and since any supersingular elliptic curve is a CM
curve, Algorithm 3 can generate any supersingular j-invariant in Fp2 , provided that M
is large enough. Therefore, it is natural to ask which is the minimum value of M for
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which this holds. A first, rough estimate immediately suggests that M must be quite
big (a more precise estimate can be found in [LB20, Prop. A.5]).

Proposition II.2.6. Let N be the number of possible outputs of Algorithm 3. Then
N = Õ(M3/2).

Proof. Let O be any quadratic order whose discriminant lies in the range [−4M,−3].
We have already observed that the class number h(O), which is equal to the number
of distinct roots of PO modulo p, is Õ(M1/2). If we denote by h(n) the class number
of the quadratic order of discriminant n, then

N =
∑
n∈D

−4M≤n

h(n) ≤ 4M · Õ(M1/2) = Õ(M3/2), (12)

where D is defined as in (11).

For N to be (close to) the total number of supersingular j-invariants over Fp2 , which
is about p/12 (see Corollary II.2.15 and [Was08, Cor. 4.40]), the previous proposition
rules that the value of M must be Õ(p2/3). In that case, though, the running time of
Algorithm 3 is exponential, namely, it is Õ(p1/3).

Endomorphisms of small degree On the other hand, for values of M that make
Algorithm 3 efficient, the output supersingular elliptic curve is not suitable for crypto-
graphic applications.

Proposition II.2.7. If E is an output of Algorithm 3 (on input M polynomial in
log(p)), then End(E) can be computed efficiently.

Proof. The statement is remarked in [LB20, p. 1], but here we provide a more explicit
explanation. Following [LB20], we say that a curve is M-small if it has a non-trivial
endomorphism of degree at most M . Let O be the quadratic order selected at the end
of the while loop in Algorithm 3, and E be an elliptic curve over Fp2 whose j-invariant
is the output of the algorithm.

A copy of O is embedded in End(E). To prove this, recall from Section I.4 that j(E)
is the reduction modulo p of some complex CM j-invariant, say j̃, whose endomorphism
ring is isomorphic to O. Let Ẽ be a complex CM curve with j-invariant j̃, and suppose
that its reduction is E. The reduction map End(Ẽ)→ End(E) is a degree-preserving
injective ring homomorphism [Sil94, Prop. 4.4]. Therefore, O is embedded in End(E).

In particular, E is M -small [LB20, Prop. 2.4], i.e. End(E) contains a non-trivial
endomorphism of degree |discO| ≤ M , which can be found applying Vélu’s formulae
to every subgroup of E having order |discO|. This can be done efficiently since we are
assuming that M is polynomial in the log(p).

In fact, the whole structure of End(E) can be computed as follows:
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1) Depending on p, consider a ‘special’ order as in [Eis+18, Prop. 1]. By [Eis+18,
Prop. 3], one can compute a j-invariant j0 whose endomorphism ring is isomorphic
to such order. Let E0 be a curve of j-invariant j0. By construction, assuming the
Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, E0 is O(log2 p)-small.

2) [LB20, Thm. 1.3] shows that isogenies of power-smooth degree between M -small
curves can be computed in polynomial time in the log(p). Thus, since End(E0)

and a power-smooth isogeny E0 → E are known, End(E) can be retrieved by
Theorem II.1.1.

Bröker’s algorithm and random walks

We will now consider the extended Bröker’s algorithm (Algorithm 3) under the as-
sumption that M is polynomial in the log(p) (so that the running time is polynomial,
too).

The only known algorithm for (almost) uniformly sampling over the set of all su-
persingular j-invariants over Fp2 [Vit19, p. 71] is constructed according to the strategy
described in Remark II.2.1. In particular, it performs a random walk in Gℓ(Fp2) (for
some small prime ℓ ̸= p) starting from an output of Algorithm 3. This algorithm,
though, does not solve the cSRS problem, as we are going to show in Section II.2.2.

Almost uniform output Let n = #{Supersingular j-invariants} (n is about p/12:
see Corollary II.2.15 and [Was08, Cor. 4.40]). How long should a random walk be, in
order to ensure that every supersingular j-invariant can be reached with probability
close to 1/n? The answer to this question follows from Section I.6.3. Namely, starting
from a given supersingular j-invariant in Fp2 (in this case, the output of Algorithm 3),
every other supersingular j-invariant in Fp2 can be reached within O(log(p)) steps in
Gℓ(Fp2) with probability between 1/2n and 3/2n (which is indeed close to 1/n for large
values of p). Thus, the combination of (extended) Bröker’s algorithm and random
walks solves the SRS problem.

Non-minimal output Unfortunately, combining the (extended) Bröker’s algorithm
with random walks does not solve the cSRS problem. This is a corollary of Proposi-
tion II.2.7.

Corollary II.2.8. Let A be the algorithm that performs random walks starting from
an output of Algorithm 3 (on input M polynomial in the log(p)). Then EndRingA

can be solved in polynomial time in the log(p). In particular, A is not a supersingular
random crypto-sampler.
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Proof. The argument is the same as in Remark II.2.2: once End(E) and an ℓ-isogeny
E → E ′ are known, End(E ′) can be computed efficiently by Theorem II.1.1.

Exponential-time algorithms

Here we present two alternative approaches to solve the cSRS problem, based on classic
results: exhaustive search via Schoof’s algorithm and computation of Hasse invariants.
Within this section, we will also explain why the computational cost of these two
methods is exponential in log(p).

Exhaustive search There exist efficient algorithms to check whether a given elliptic
curve E over Fp2 is supersingular or not. One of them computes the number of Fp2-
rational points of E via Schoof’s algorithm [Sch85, § 3] and checks if it equals 1 modulo
p (in the light of Theorem I.5.1.d). Therefore, it is natural to ask if an algorithm
to solve the cSRS problem might be as simple as an exhaustive search, i.e. sampling
random elements in Fp2 until a supersingular j-invariant is found.

Unfortunately, exhaustive search over Fp2 is unfeasible because supersingular j-
invariants are ‘rare’, about 1 out of p elements of Fp2 is a supersingular j-invariant, as
we are going to review in Corollary II.2.15.

One might wonder if the probability of finding a supersingular j-invariant increases
when the sample space is restricted to the smaller set Fp. The following estimate
suggests that this is true, even though the probability of success is still negligible:

Theorem II.2.9. There are O(√p log p) supersingular j-invariants over Fp.

Proof. See [DG16, pp. 2–3].

Therefore, a random element in Fp is a supersingular j-invariant with probability
about log p/

√
p. This rules out exhaustive search over both Fp2 and Fp as a solution

for the cSRS problem.

Hasse invariant Let Fq be a finite field of odd characteristic p. Hasse [Has35] defines
a polynomial Aq ∈ Fq[g2, g3], such that Aq(g̃2, g̃3) = 0 if and only if the elliptic curve
over Fq of equation

y2 = 4x3 − g̃2x− g̃3

is supersingular. Below, we generalize Hasse’s characterization of supersingular elliptic
curves to other models of elliptic curves.

Consider an elliptic curve E over Fq given by an equation

E : y2 = f(x),
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where f(x) is a polynomial of degree 3 or 4 as in Table I.1. For any k > 0, define

Apk = coefficient of xp
k−1 in f(x)(p

k−1)/2.

In particular, we call Ap the Hasse invariant of E.

The case in which f(x) has degree 3 is considered in [Sil09, Thm. V.4.1.a]. For
use in Section II.2.3, we prove here an extension of that case to the polynomials f in
Table I.1.

Theorem II.2.10. Consider a finite field Fq of odd characteristic p and an elliptic
curve E over Fq given by an equation

E : y2 = f(x),

where f(x) is a separable polynomial of degree 3 or 4 as in Table I.1. Then E is
supersingular if and only if its Hasse invariant equals 0.

Proof. Since the case deg(f) = 3 is already covered in Silverman’s proof, we assume
that E is in Jacobi form.
First of all, we count the Fq-rational points of E. [BJ03, § 3] shows that the points of E
are in one-to-one correspondence with non-zero triplets (X : Y : Z)[1,2,1] which satisfy

Y 2 = ϵX4 − 2δX2Z2 + Z4, (13)

where (X : Y : Z)[1,2,1], or simply (X : Y : Z), denotes weighted projective coordinates
defined by the equivalence relation

(X : Y : Z) = (X ′ : Y ′ : Z ′) ⇐⇒ ∃ k ∈ Fp
× such that


X ′ = kX,

Y ′ = k2Y,

Z ′ = kZ.

(14)

The affine points of E are the image of the bijection

{(X : Y : Z)[1,2,1] | Z ̸= 0} → A2(Fp)

(X : Y : 1) 7→ (X, Y ),

that is, they are the solutions of the affine equation y2 = ϵx4− 2δx2 +1. In particular,
if we let χ : F×

q → {−1, 0, 1} be the map such that

χ(z) =


−1 if z is not a square,

0 if z = 0,

1 if z is a non-zero square,

we have
#
(
E(Fq) ∩ A2(Fq)

)
=
∑
x∈Fq

(
1 + χ

(
f(x)

))
= q +

∑
x∈Fq

χ
(
f(x)

)
.
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The ‘points at infinity’ of E, on the other hand, are triplets (X : Y : 0) satisfying (13).
Notice that X and Y must be non-zero since ϵ ̸= 0, so that the equation Y 2 = ϵX4

yields two Fq-rational points if ϵ is a square, zero points otherwise. In conclusion,

#
(
E(Fq)

)
= 1 + χ(ϵ) + q +

∑
x∈Fq

χ
(
f(x)

)
. (15)

Since F×
q is cyclic of order q − 1, the equality

χ(z) = z
q−1
2

holds for every z ∈ Fq. In particular, (15) becomes

#E(Fq) = 1 + ϵ
q−1
2 + q +

∑
x∈Fq

(
f(x)

) q−1
2 .

We stress that, if we represent equivalence classes modulo p by integers in {−(p −
1)/2, . . . , (p− 1)/2}, then ϵ

q−1
2 , (f(x))

q−1
2 ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and the latter equation holds in

Z.

Furthermore, one can prove the following equality [Was08, Lem. 4.35] for every
i ∈ N: ∑

x∈Fq

xi =

{
−1 if q − 1 | i,
0 if q − 1 ∤ i.

As a consequence, since f(x) has degree 4, the only non-zero terms in
∑

x∈Fq
f(x)(q−1)/2

are (up to the sign) the coefficients of xq−1 and x2(q−1) in f(x)(q−1)/2. Namely, the
coefficient of xq−1 is Aq by definition, while the coefficient of x2(q−1) is the leading
coefficient of f(x)(q−1)/2, which is ϵ

q−1
2 . Then we have

#E(Fq) ≡ 1 + ϵ
q−1
2 − ϵ

q−1
2 − Aq ≡ 1− Aq mod p.

Moreover, from [Sil09, Theorem V.2.3.1] we know that

#E(Fq) = q + 1− a,

where a is the trace of the q-th power Frobenius endomorphism. By Theorem I.5.1.d
we can therefore conclude

E is supersingular ⇐⇒ a ≡ 0 mod p ⇐⇒ Aq = 0.

The implication Aq = 0 ⇐⇒ Ap = 0 follows by induction from the relation

Apr+1 = AprA
pr

p ,

which can be proven exactly as in the cubic case (see [Was08, Lemma4.36]).
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The explicit formula for the Hasse invariant of a generic elliptic curve in Legendre
form is a classical result. Seen as a polynomial in the variable λ, the Hasse invariant
can be exploited to find supersingular elliptic curves by determining its roots.

Proposition II.2.11. Let y2 = x(x − 1)(x − λ) be the equation defining an elliptic
curve in Legendre form. Then

Ap = (−1)m
m∑
i=0

(
m

i

)2

λi,

where m = (p− 1)/2.

Proof. See [Deu41, p. 201; Was08, Thm. 4.34; Sil09, Thm. V.4.1.b].

As a polynomial in the variable λ, Ap has the following coefficients (considered
modulo p)1

ci =
(m!)2

(i!)2
(
(m− i)!

)2 for i = 0, . . . ,m.

It is easy to see that they can be computed recursively, starting from c0 = 1, via the
following formula:

ci+1 = ci ·
(m− i)2

(i+ 1)2
.

In particular, since no coefficient is zero, Ap is far from being sparse and therefore very
impractical to store. In terms of computational complexity, computing the zeroes of
Ap appears to be worse than an exhaustive search of supersingular j-invariants over
Fp2 (described in Section II.2.2). We will say more on this subject in Section II.2.3.

II.2.3 Hasse invariant of other models of elliptic curves

It is natural to wonder whether the Hasse invariant for a generic elliptic curve in a model
other than the Legendre one can lead to a sparser polynomial for which computing roots
is efficient.

In this section, the Hasse invariant Ap (defined in Section II.2.2) is explicitly com-
puted for a generic elliptic curve in Weierstrass, Montgomery, and Jacobi form. Namely,
for each model, we construct Ap as a (bivariate or univariate) polynomial whose coef-
ficients lie in Fq, and whose roots are coefficients of supersingular elliptic curves over
(some extension of) Fq.

We make use of the same notation as in Section II.2.2, i.e.

m =
p− 1

2

where p ≥ 5 is a prime.
1The factor (−1)m can be neglected since we are interested in the zeroes of Ap.
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Weierstrass model

Consider the family of elliptic curves over Fq in Weierstrass form, i.e. the curves of
equation y2 = x3 +Ax+B with A,B ∈ Fq. Thus, the Hasse invariant Ap for a generic
curve in this family can be regarded as a polynomial in Fq[A,B].

Proposition II.2.12. The Hasse invariant of an elliptic curve E : y2 = x3 +Ax+B,
over Fq and in Weierstrass form, is

Ap =

⌊ p−1
3

⌋∑
i=⌈ p−1

4
⌉

(
m

i

)(
m− i
2m− 3i

)
A2m−3iB2i−m. (16)

Proof. Write

(x3 + Ax+B)m =
m∑
i=0

(
m

i

)
x3i(Ax+B)m−i

=
m∑
i=0

(
m

i

)
x3i

(
m−i∑
j=0

(
m− i
j

)
(Ax)jBm−i−j

)
.

In each term, the degree of x equals p− 1 if and only if j = p− 1− 3i. Therefore

Ap =

⌊ p−1
3

⌋∑
i=⌈ p−1

4
⌉

(
m

i

)(
m− i
2m− 3i

)
A2m−3iB2i−m.

To find supersingular elliptic curves over Fp2 , we wonder which values of A,B ∈ Fp2

are roots of Ap. The cases A = 0 or B = 0 yield elliptic curves with j-invariant 0
or 1728, for which the following result holds [Sil09, Thm. V.4.1.c; Was08, Prop. 3.37,
Cor. 4.40]:

E with j-invariant 0 is supersingular ⇐⇒ p ≡ 2 mod 3,

E with j-invariant 1728 is supersingular ⇐⇒ p ≡ 3 mod 4.

A andB may therefore be regarded as elements in the multiplicative group F×
p2 . Namely,

we can express A and B as powers of some primitive element g ∈ F×
p2 , say

A = gk, B = gℓ with k, ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , p2 − 2}.

Thus we can rewrite Ap as follows:

Ap =

⌊ p−1
3

⌋∑
i=⌈ p−1

4
⌉

(
m

i

)(
m− i
2m− 3i

)
gk(2m−3i)gℓ(2i−m)

=

⌊ p−1
3

⌋∑
i=⌈ p−1

4
⌉

(
m

i

)(
m− i
2m− 3i

)
gm(2k−ℓ)+i(2ℓ−3k)
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To find the coefficients A,B defining supersingular elliptic curves, it is necessary to
look for values of k, ℓ such that the latter expression is zero. Moreover, by multiplying
the expression by the inverse of gm(2k−ℓ), it is enough to consider

⌊ p−1
3

⌋∑
i=⌈ p−1

4
⌉

(
m

i

)(
m− i
2m− 3i

)
gi(2ℓ−3k). (17)

Notice that (17) can be seen as a polynomial over Fp in the variable g2ℓ−3k.

Lemma II.2.13. Let n be a positive integer and fix C ∈ Z/(pn − 1)Z. Then

2L− 3K ≡ C mod pn − 1 (18)

has pn − 1 solutions in L and K.

Proof. Observe that

• if k ≡ C mod 2, the following pairs(
k,

3k + C

2

)
and

(
k,

3k + C

2
+
pn − 1

2

)
are distinct solutions of (18);

• if k ̸≡ C mod 2, there is no ℓ ∈ Z/(pn − 1)Z such that (k, ℓ) satisfies equa-
tion (18).

Therefore, equation (18) has

2 · p
n − 1

2
= pn − 1

solutions.

The zeroes of (17), seen as a polynomial over Fp in the variable g2ℓ−3k, correspond
to the supersingular j-invariants over Fp2 as detailed in the following results.

Theorem II.2.14. Let g be a primitive element of Fp2, and fix C = 2ℓ′−3k′ such that
gC is a root of

G(X) =

⌊ p−1
3

⌋∑
i=⌈ p−1

4
⌉

(
m

i

)(
m− i
2m− 3i

)
X i ∈ Fp[X]. (19)

Denote by
E ′ : y2 = x3 + A′x+B′

the corresponding supersingular elliptic curve having

A′ = gk
′
, B′ = gℓ

′
.
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Then the elliptic curves over Fp2 and isomorphic to E ′ are exactly the curves of the
form y2 = x3 + Ax+B where

A = gk, B = gℓ

with
C ≡ 2ℓ− 3k mod p2 − 1.

Proof. Let E be a curve over Fp2 and isomorphic to E ′ (over Fp). Therefore the
coefficients of E must satisfy

A = u2A′, B = u3B′ (20)

for some u ∈ F×
p2 [Sil09, p. 45]. Notice that there are exactly p2 − 1 such curves. In

terms of a given generator g of F×
p2 , we have

A = gk = u2gk
′
= g2r+k′ and B = gℓ = u3gℓ

′
= g3r+ℓ′

for some r ∈ {0, . . . , p2 − 2}. Then

2ℓ− 3k ≡ 2(3r + ℓ′)− 3(2r + k′) ≡ 2ℓ′ − 3k′ ≡ C mod (p2 − 1).

Thus, letting u vary in F×
p2 , we have p2− 1 distinct solutions for the equation in L and

K

2L− 3K ≡ C mod (p2 − 1). (21)

Lemma II.2.13 ensures that there is no other solution.

Corollary II.2.15. Let G(X) be the polynomial defined in (19). The non-zero roots
of G(X) are in bijection with the supersingular j-invariants in Fp2 \ {0, 1728}.

Proof. Let g be a primitive element of Fp2 . We have already shown that every non-zero
root gC of G(X) corresponds to some isomorphism class of supersingular elliptic curves.
Namely, if

E : y2 = x3 + gkx+ gℓ

is a representative of this class (in particular, 2k−3ℓ ≡ C mod (p2−1)), its j-invariant
is

j(E) = 1728 · 4g3k

4g3k + 27g2ℓ

=
1728 · 4

4 + 27g2ℓ−3k
.

Therefore the correspondence

{non-zero roots of G(X)} ↔ {supersingular j-invariants in Fp2 \ {0, 1728}}

gC 7→ 1728 · 4
4 + 27gC

64 · 4
j
− 4

27
←[ j

(22)
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is one-to-one.

Let
ci =

(
m

i

)(
m− i
2m− 3i

)
be the coefficients of G(X) (equation (19)), for i ∈

{
⌈p−1

4
⌉, . . . , ⌊p−1

3
⌋
}
. We have:

ci =
m!

i!(m− i)!
· (m− i)!
(2m− 3i)!(2i−m)!

=
m!

i!(2m− 3i)!(2i−m)!
.

We can assume that G(X) is normalized with respect to c⌈ p−1
4

⌉. Therefore, starting
from c⌈ p−1

4
⌉ = 1, every other coefficient can be computed recursively via the following

formula:

ci+1 = −12 ·
(3i+ 1)(3i+ 2)

(4i+ 3)(4i+ 5)
· ci. (23)

With the eventual exception of c⌊ p−1
3

⌋, p does not appear within the factors of any ci,
and hence every coefficient of G(X) is different from 0. This implies that obtaining
G(X) requires exponential storage in log(p).

Montgomery model

Consider the family of elliptic curves over Fq in Montgomery form, i.e. the curves of
equation y2 = (x3 + Ax2 + x)/B with A,B ∈ Fq, B ̸= 0 and A2 ̸= 4. Thus, the
Hasse invariant Ap of a generic curve in this family can be regarded as a polynomial
in Fq[A,B].

We note that the zeroes of Ap do not depend on B, which is in accordance with the
fact that j-invariants of Montgomery curves depend only on A (see Table I.1). We can
therefore assume B = 1 and compute Ap as a polynomial in the only variable A.

Proposition II.2.16. The Hasse invariant of an elliptic curve E : y2 = x3 +Ax2 + x,
over Fq and in Montgomery form, is

Ap =

⌊m2 ⌋∑
i=0

(
m

i

)(
m− i
m− 2i

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ci

Am−2i,

and its coefficients can be computed recursively starting from c0 = 1 via the formula

ci+1 = ci ·
(m− 2i)(m− 2i− 1)

(i+ 1)2
.
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Proof. We start by observing that

(x3 + Ax2 + x)m = xm(x2 + Ax+ 1)m

= xm ·
m∑
i=0

(
m

i

)
x2i(Ax+ 1)m−i

= xm ·
m∑
i=0

(
m

i

)
x2i

(
m−i∑
j=0

(
m− i
j

)
Ajxj

)
.

In each term, the degree of x equals p−1 if and only if m+2i+j = 2m, or, equivalently,
j = m− 2i. Therefore,

Ap =

⌊m2 ⌋∑
i=0

(
m

i

)(
m− i
m− 2i

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ci

Am−2i.

Notice that c0 = 1 is the coefficient of the leading term; the other coefficients can
be computed recursively via the formula

ci+1 = ci ·
(m− 2i)(m− 2i− 1)

(i+ 1)2
.

Remark II.2.17. The degrees of the terms in Ap have all the same parity. In particular,
if A is a zero of Ap, also −A is. This is, again, in accordance with the fact that
j-invariants (and then isomorphism classes) depend only on A2.

Splitting field of the Hasse invariant Since every supersingular j-invariant lies
in Fp2 by Theorem I.5.1.b, the definition of the j-invariant for Montgomery curves (see
Table I.1) suggests that the roots of Ap lie in Fp12 . A stronger result actually holds, as
we are going to show in Proposition II.2.21, whose proof requires a few lemmata. The
first one is just a special case of [Was08, Ex. 4.10].

Lemma II.2.18. Let E : y2 = x3 + Ax + B be an elliptic curve in Weierstrass form
over Fp2 with trace a. Then one of its twists has trace −a.

Proof. Let γ be a generator for F×
p4 . Define

u = γ
p2+1

2

and consider the curve
E ′ : y2 = x3 + u4Ax+ u6B.
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From [Sil09, p. 45] we know that

φ : E → E ′

(x, y) 7→ (u2x, u3y).

is an isomorphism defined over Fp4 but not over Fp2 ; in other words, E ′ is a quadratic
twist of E.
Let a′ be the trace of E ′. By [Sil09, Rem.V.2.6] and [Hus87, Prop. 13.1.10] we have

#E(Fp2) = 1 + p2 − a, #E ′(Fp2) = 1 + p2 − a′, #E(Fp2) + #E ′(Fp2) = 2p2 + 2.

The conclusion follows immediately.

Lemma II.2.19. Let E : y2 = x3 +A′x+B′ be a supersingular elliptic curve over Fp2

in Weierstrass form with j-invariant different from 0 or 1728, and denote by E ′ its
quadratic twist. Then either E[4] ⊆ E(Fp2) or E ′[4] ⊆ E ′(Fp2).

Proof. It is well-known [Sil09, Ex. 3.32, Ex. 5.10] that the number of Fp2-rational points
of a supersingular elliptic curve E over Fp2 is p2 + 1− a, where

a ∈ {0,±p,±2p}.

Furthermore, a ∈ {0,±p} if and only if j(E) ∈ {0, 1728} [AAM19, pp. 5–6]. We can
therefore assume that E has trace 2p, while its quadratic twist E ′ has trace −2p by
Lemma II.2.18.

From [Sch87, Lemma 4.8.ii] we know the structure of the Fp2-rational groups of the
two curves:

E(Fp2) ∼= Z/(p− 1)Z× Z/(p− 1)Z and E ′(Fp2) ∼= Z/(p+ 1)Z× Z/(p+ 1)Z.

In particular,

• if p ≡ 1 mod 4, then Z/(p − 1)Z has a subgroup of order 4 and such subgroup
must be Z/4Z. Otherwise, E would have more than 4 points of 2-torsion, con-
tradicting [Sil09, Cor. III.6.4]. Then Z/4Z × Z/4Z is a subgroup of E(Fp2) (up
to isomorphism). Equivalently, again from [Sil09, Cor. III.6.4], E[4] ⊆ E(Fp2).

• Similarly, if p ≡ 3 mod 4, one can prove E ′[4] ⊆ E ′(Fp2).

Lemma II.2.20. Let E ′ : y2 = x3 +A′x+B′ be an elliptic curve over Fq. Then E ′ is
birationally equivalent to a Montgomery curve E over Fq if and only if

(i) E ′ has an Fq-rational 2-torsion point (α, 0),
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(ii) 3α2 + A′ = s2 for some s ∈ F×
q ,

and the coefficients of E are {
A = 3αs−1,

B = s−1.

Proof. See [OKS00, Prop. 4.1, 7.5].

Proposition II.2.21. The Hasse invariant Ap for a generic elliptic curve over Fq in
Montgomery form splits completely over Fp2. Equivalently, the coefficient A of any
supersingular Montgomery curve lies in Fp2.

Proof. First of all, notice that the j-invariant

j =
256(A2 − 3)3

A2 − 4

of an elliptic curve in Montgomery form E : By2 = x3 + Ax2 + x over Fp2 equals 0 if
and only if A is a square root of 3. Similarly, one can check that j(E) = 1728 if and
only if either A = 0 or A is a square root of 2−1 · 9. In both cases, A lies in Fp2 .
Let E be an elliptic curve representative of supersingular j-invariant j′ ∈ Fp2\{0, 1728}.
By Proposition I.2.3, E can be written in Weierstrass form over Fp2 :

E : y2 = x3 + A′x+B′.

By Lemma II.2.19 we can also assume that the 4-torsion points of E are Fp2-rational.
In particular, it has the 2-torsion points (αi, 0) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, with αi ∈ F×

p2 (they are
non-zero, otherwise B′ = 0 and j = 1728 which contradicts our assumption). Notice
that B′ can be written as

B′ = −α3
i − A′αi (24)

for every i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Such relation can be used to factor the fourth division polynomial
ψ4 (see Section II.2.4) as follows:

ψ4/2y = 2x6 + 10A′x4 + 40B′x3 − 10(A′)2x2 − 8A′B′x− 2(A′)3 − 16(B′)2

= 2x6 − 40x3α3
i − 16α6

i + 10A′x4 − 40A′x3αi+

+ 8A′xα3
i − 32A′α4

i − 10(A′)2x2 + 8(A′)2xαi − 16(A′)2α2
i − 2(A′)3

= − 2(−x2 + 2xαi + 2α2
i + A′)(x4 + 2x3αi + 6x2α2

i − 4xα3
i+

+ 4α4
i + 6A′x2 − 6A′xαi + 6A′α2

i + (A′)2).

(25)

Since ψ4 vanishes exactly on the x-coordinates of the 4-torsion points (see Proposi-
tion II.2.27), for each i there exist two distinct values xi and x′i in Fp2 such that the
first factor of (25) is zero, i.e.

−x2 + 2xαi + 2α2
i + A′,
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or, equivalently, satisfy
A′ + 3α2

i = (x− αi)
2. (26)

Notice that xi − αi is non-zero because xi ̸= x′i. The conditions (a) and (b) from
Proposition II.2.20 are therefore verified, and E is birationally equivalent to elliptic
curves, over Fp2 and in Montgomery form, with coefficients{

Ai = 3αi(xi − αi)
−1

Bi = (xi − αi)
−1

for every i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
We claim that A2

i ̸= A2
j for i ̸= j. Suppose, by contradiction, A2

i = A2
j for some i ̸= j.

By (26) we can write

9α2
i (3α

2
i + A′)−1 = 9α2

j (3α
2
j + A′)−1

α2
i (3α

2
j + A′) = α2

j (3α
2
i + A′)

α2
i = α2

j ,

but this cannot occur. In fact, αi ̸= αj by construction, and the assumption B′ ̸= 0

together with (24) implies αi ̸= −αj.
To summarize, starting from a suitable supersingular elliptic curve in Weierstrass form
with j-invariant j′ ∈ Fp2 \ {0, 1728}, we have found three distinct solutions A2

1, A
2
2, A

2
3

for the equation

j′ =
256(X − 3)3

X − 4
.

Since there could not be any other solution, the coefficient of x2 of an elliptic curve in
Montgomery form with j-invariant j′ must belong to the set {±Ai | i = 1, 2, 3}, which
is contained in Fp2 .

Jacobi Consider the family of elliptic curves over Fq in Jacobi form, i.e. the curves of
equation y2 = ϵx4−2δx2+1 with ϵ, δ ∈ Fq, ϵ ̸= 0 and δ2 ̸= ϵ. Thus, the Hasse invariant
Ap of a generic curve in the family can be regarded as a polynomial in Fq[ϵ, δ].

Proposition II.2.22. The Hasse invariant of an elliptic curve E : y2 = ϵx4−2δx2+1,
over Fq and in Jacobi form, is

Ap =

⌊m2 ⌋∑
i=0

(
m

i

)(
m− i
m− 2i

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ci

ϵi(−2δ)m−2i

and its coefficients ci can be computed recursively starting from c0 = 1 via the formula

ci+1 = ci ·
(m− 2i)(m− 2i− 1)

(i+ 1)2
.
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Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition II.2.16. In particular, notice that the coeffi-
cients are the same.

Efficiency analysis

We have found explicit formulas to construct the Hasse invariant Ap for a generic
elliptic curve in different models, in the form of a polynomial. None of them allows for
an efficient construction of Ap. From a computational point of view, even the storage
of Ap becomes problematic when p is of cryptographic size.

However, the combination of (extended) Bröker’s algorithm and random walks, as
described in Section II.2.2, provides an efficient method to find arbitrarily many roots
of Ap. We cannot rule out that this fact, combined with the recursion formulas for the
coefficients of Ap, might lead to an efficient algorithm to solve the cSRS problem. We
leave the investigation for future work.

II.2.4 Torsion points

In this section, we provide two distinct characterizations of supersingular elliptic curves
over finite fields in terms of torsion points.

Division polynomials

Following [Sil09, ex. 3.7; Was08, § 3.2], we introduce division polynomials, which con-
stitute the main tool for the two characterizations. Let

E : y2 = x3 + Ax+B

be an elliptic curve over a perfect field k with chark /∈ {2, 3}. For m = −1, 0, 1, 2, . . .
we define the division polynomials ψm ∈ k[x, y], relative to E, as

ψ−1 = −1,
ψ0 = 0,

ψ1 = 1,

ψ2 = 2y,

ψ3 = 3x4 + 6Ax2 + 12Bx− A2,

ψ4 = 2y(2x6 + 10Ax4 + 40Bx3 − 10A2x2 − 8ABx− 2A3 − 16B2),

and then recursively using the following relations:

ψ2n+1 = ψn+2ψ
3
n − ψn−1ψ

3
n+1 for n ≥ 2, (27)

ψ2n =
ψ2
n−1ψnψn+2 − ψn−2ψnψ

2
n+1

ψ2

for n ≥ 3. (28)
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For ease of notation, for m ≥ 1 we also define

ϕm = xψ2
m − ψm+1ψm−1,

2ψ2ωm = ψ2
m−1ψm+2 − ψm−2ψ

2
m+1

for m ≥ 1.

We now review some well-known results about division polynomials, which can be
proven by induction (see [Was08, Lem. 3.3, 3.5]).

Proposition II.2.23. For each m > 0, the polynomial ψ2 is an even-degree factor of{
ψ2ψm if m is even,

ψm if m is odd.

In particular, ψm is a polynomial for each m.

Remark II.2.24. If m is odd, ψm, ϕm and ψ−1
2 ωm are polynomials in k[x, ψ2

2]; the same
holds, if m is even, for ψ−1

2 ψm, ϕm and ωm. As a consequence, when evaluating these
polynomials at points of E, ψ2

2 can be substituted with 4(x3 + Ax + B), so that the
variable y no longer appears. Therefore, by a slight abuse of notation, we will often
identify these polynomials with their representatives in the quotient ring

k[x, ψ2
2]/(y

2 − x3 − Ax−B) ∼= k[x].

Proposition II.2.25. Consider ϕm and ψ2
m as elements in k[x]. Then

ϕm(x) = xm
2

+ terms of lower degree

ψ2
m(x) = m2xm

2−1 + terms of lower degree.

Theorem II.2.26 (Computation of [m]P via division polynomials). Consider an el-
liptic curve E : y2 = x3 + Ax + B over k, a point P = (x0, y0) ∈ E(k) \ {O} and a
positive integer m such that [m]P ̸= O. Then, the point [m]P can be calculated as
follows:

[m]P =

(
ϕm

ψ2
m

,
ωm

ψ3
m

)
(29)

or, equivalently,

[m]P =

(
x0 −

ψm−1ψm+1

ψ2
m

,
ψm+2ψ

2
m−1 − ψm−2ψ

2
m+1

4y0ψ3
m

)
where we denote by ϕm, ψm e ωm the evaluations ϕm(x0, y0), ψm(x0, y0) and ωm(x0, y0),
respectively.

Proof. See [Was08, §9.5].

Proposition II.2.27 (Characterization of E[m] via division polynomials). Let E : y2 =

x3 + Ax+B be an elliptic curve over k. Then

E[m] = {O} ∪ {(x0, y0) ∈ E(k) | ψm(x0, y0) = 0}.

Proof. See [CR88, Prop. 9.10].
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p-torsion points

Theorem I.5.1 ensures that an elliptic curve E over a field of characteristic p is supersin-
gular if and only if E[pr] = {O} for some r ≥ 1. As in Section II.2.2 and Section II.2.3,
in this section we construct a polynomial whose zeroes are exactly the pairs of coeffi-
cients A and B defining supersingular elliptic curves in Weierstrass form. In this case,
though, the coefficients of the considered polynomial lie in a much larger set, namely
Fp[X].

Since any non-constant polynomial over Fp has its zeroes in Fp, Proposition II.2.27
allows us to rephrase the characterization given in Theorem I.5.1.(a1) as follows:

Proposition II.2.28. Let E : y2 = x3 + Ax + B be an elliptic curve over a field Fq

of characteristic p. Then E is supersingular if and only if ψpr(x) is constant for some
r ≥ 1.

A refinement of the above result, which we state below in a more general fashion,
is given in [Dol18, Lem. 4].

Proposition II.2.29. Let E : y2 = x3 + Ax+ B be a elliptic curve over Fp2. Then E

is supersingular if and only if the polynomial

ψpr with r =


1 if tr(E) = ±2p
2 if tr(E) = 0

3 if tr(E) = ±p

is either 1 or −1 in Fp[x].

Proof. Suppose that E is supersingular (the other implication is a trivial consequence
of Proposition II.2.28). Doliskani’s proof covers the case tr(E) = ±2p, but it can be
easily extended to the other cases, as follows. The characteristic polynomial of the
Frobenius endomorphism φp2 of a supersingular elliptic curve E over Fp2 is

X2 ∓ 2pX + p2 if tr(E) = ±2p
X2 + p2 if tr(E) = 0

X2 ∓ pX + p2 if tr(E) = ±p.

As a consequence, a suitable r-th power of φp2 equals ±[pr], namely
φp2 = ±[p] if tr(E) = ±2p

φ2
p2 = −[p2] if tr(E) = 0

φ3
p2 = ∓[p3] if tr(E) = ±p.
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Suppose tr(E) = −p. From the latter equations, we can write

[p3](x, y) =
(
xp

6

, yp
6
)

(30)

for every (x, y) ∈ E, while from equation (29) and Proposition II.2.25 we obtain

[p3](x, y) =

(
ϕp3

ψ2
p3
,
ωp3

ψ3
p3

)
=

(
xp

6
+ terms of lower degree

p6xp6−1 + terms of lower degree
,
ωp3

ψ3
p3

)
. (31)

Comparing the first coordinates on the right-hand sides of (30) and (31) yields ψ2
p3 = 1.

The other cases can be proven similarly.

Proposition II.2.29 suggests the following strategy to sample supersingular elliptic
curves:

• consider ψp for a generic elliptic curve over a field of characteristic p, i.e. ψp ∈
Fp[A,B, x];

• find pairs (A,B) such that ψ2
p − 1 is zero. Such pairs are coefficients of supersin-

gular elliptic curves.

Some further assumptions can be made to diminish the number of monomials in ψp:

• restrict the root finding to A,B ∈ Fp;

• assume B = −1− A.

Equivalently, we consider ψ2
p−1 as an element of the quotient ring Fp[A,B, x]/J , where

J = (A + B + 1, Ap−1 − 1). The second assumption is without loss of generality since
every Fp2-isomorphism class of supersingular elliptic curves over Fp contains at least
one curve such that B = −1− A.

Proposition II.2.30. For each supersingular j-invariant j ∈ Fp there is at least one
elliptic curve in Weierstrass form that has j-invariant j, is defined over Fp and passes
through (1, 0).

Proof. If j = 1728, the elliptic curve of equation y2 = x3 − x has j-invariant 1728 and
passes through (1, 0). Assume j ̸= 1728 and let E : y2 = x3 + A′x + B′ be an elliptic
curve, over Fp and in Weierstrass form, of j-invariant j (it is by Proposition I.2.3.b
that we can assume E is defined over Fp). Combining Theorem I.5.1.d and Hasse’s
inequality

|p+ 1−#E(Fp)| ≤ 2
√
p

(see [Was08, Thm. 4.2]), we know that any supersingular curve over Fp has exactly p+1

rational points; in particular, #E(Fp) is even. Therefore, as O is one of the rational
points, and every rational point (x, y) yields another point (x,−y), every supersingular
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curve over Fp must intersect the horizontal axis an odd number of times. Let (x0, 0) be
any point in the intersection of the horizontal axis with E. Since j ̸= 1728, x0 must be
non-zero. Let u ∈ F×

p2 be a square root of x0−1. Then [Sil09, p. 45] the curve defined
by the coefficients

A = u4A′, B = u6B′

is isomorphic over Fp2 to E and passes through (1, 0) because we have

1 + A+B = 1 +
A′

x02
+
B′

x03

=
1

x03
(x0

3 + A′x0 +B′)

= 0.

Efficiency analysis Even with the addition of extra assumptions on A and B, the
computation of ψp2 − 1 remains unfeasible. The main obstacles are the recursive def-
inition of division polynomials and their quickly increasing degrees. Therefore, de-
termining the coefficients of supersingular elliptic curves as roots of ψp2 − 1 seems
an impractical method to solve the cSRS problem, despite the theoretical interest of
Proposition II.2.29.

Small-torsion points

In this section, we sketch a new method for sampling supersingular elliptic curves over
Fp, under the assumption that p+ 1 has ‘many’ small factors.

Proposition II.2.31. Let p =
∏r

i=1 ℓ
ei
i − 1 be a prime such that

r∏
i=1

ℓi > 2
√
p, (32)

and denote by r′ the minimum integer in {1, . . . , r} satisfying (32). An elliptic curve
E : y2 = x3 + Ax + B, over Fp and in Weierstrass form, is supersingular if and only
if the division polynomial ψℓi(x, y) relative to E has a root (xi, yi) ∈ E(Fp) for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , r′}.

Proof. Suppose that E is supersingular. As observed in the proof of Proposition II.2.30,
the subgroup E(Fp) has p + 1 elements. In particular, for any prime ℓi dividing p +
1, Cauchy’s theorem ensures that there exists a subgroup of E(Fp) having order ℓi.
Equivalently, there exists an Fp-rational ℓi-torsion point (xi, yi) of E. Such point is a
zero for ψℓi by Proposition II.2.27.
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For the converse, the bound (32) is needed. Suppose that there exists an Fp-rational
ℓi-torsion point of E, and then ℓi divides #E(Fp), for each i ∈ {1, . . . , r′}. Equivalently,
by the Chinese Remainder Theorem,

#E(Fp) ≡ 0 mod
r∏

i=1

ℓi. (33)

Moreover, #E(Fp) must satisfy Hasse’s inequality

|p+ 1−#E(Fp)| ≤ 2
√
p. (34)

Since
∏r′

i=1 ℓi > 2
√
p, it is easy to check that the only way for (33) and (34) to both

hold is for #E(Fp) = p+ 1. Therefore, E is supersingular by Theorem I.5.1.d.

Remark II.2.32. Some of the primes used in cryptographic applications do satisfy the
hypotheses of Proposition II.2.31. For example, the prime p in CSIDH-512 [Cas+18c,
§ 8.1] is p = 4 · 587 · ℓ1 · · · ℓ73 − 1 where ℓ1, . . . , ℓ73 are the first 73 odd primes.

The characterization of supersingular elliptic curves given by Proposition II.2.31
provides a method to sample supersingular elliptic curves. In particular, given a prime
p =

∏r
i=1 ℓ

ei
i −1 such that (32) is satisfied for some (minimal) r′ ≤ r, then any solution

of the system of equations

ψℓi(A,B, xi, yi) = 0 for each i ∈ {1, . . . r′}
y2i − x3i − Axi −B = 0 for each i ∈ {1, . . . r′}
xpi − xi = 0 for each i ∈ {1, . . . r′}
ypi − yi = 0 for each i ∈ {1, . . . r′}
Ap − A = 0

Bp −B = 0

(35)

yields the coefficients A,B of a supersingular elliptic curve E : y2 = x3+Ax+B over Fp,
together with the coordinates of Fp-rational ℓi-torsion points (xi, yi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , r′}.

Efficiency analysis The polynomials involved in system (35) have either low degree
or sparse coefficients. A naive use of Groebner bases or other polynomial-system solvers,
though, is far from enough to turn this method into an efficient algorithm to solve the
cSRS problem, due to the exponential size of the set of solutions of system (35). We
leave any improvement of this technique for future work.

II.3 Comparing M-small supersingular elliptic curves

One of the takeaway messages in this chapter is that supersingular elliptic curves
with small non-trivial endomorphisms should be in general avoided when constructing
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isogeny-based cryptosystems. In this section, we look at this from a different, crypt-
analytic perspective. Namely, we take inspiration from Love and Boneh’s work [LB20]
and introduce a greedy algorithm – based on ‘how small’ non-trivial endomorphisms
are – to navigate Gℓ(Fp). The algorithm works only ‘on the quaternion side’, which we
have introduced in Section I.6.4. As far as we know, there is no efficient way to imple-
ment it on the elliptic-curve side. Its main purpose, rather than solving EndRing, is
to provide a heuristic estimate of the complexity of a decisional variant of EndRing,
which we will call IsMSmaller.

M-small elliptic curves Given a positive integer M , we say that an elliptic curve
E (or, equivalently, its j-invariant) is M-small if End(E) contains a non-trivial endo-
morphism α of degree at most M . Moreover, to every elliptic curve E we associate the
quantity

ME = min{deg(α) | α ∈ End(E) \ Z},

which is by definition the smallest integer for which E is M -small. Since this quantity
is invariant under isomorphisms of E, we may as well write Mj for a given j-invariant.

We can now state more precisely the problem that we are going to consider through-
out this section.

Problem 4 (IsMSmaller). Given two supersingular j-invariants j0 and j1, output 0
if Mj0 ≤Mj1, and 1 otherwise.

II.3.1 Distribution of Mj: first heuristics

We will study the distribution of Mj when j ranges in the set of supersingular j-
invariants over Fp2 .

It is shown in [LB20, Prop.A.5] that Mj ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 3
√
p2/2 + 1/4}. As long as we

work on toy examples, we can use the same idea as in Bröker’s Algorithm 2 to estimate
Mj (faster than the brute-force approach of listing all isogenies of small degree): for
each j, one sets O to be the imaginary quadratic order of smallest absolute discriminant
|−d| s.t. j is a root of the Hilbert class polynomial PO, and sets M̃j to be the minimum
of the norms in O (i.e. (1 + d)/4 if d ≡ 3 mod 4 and d otherwise). See Algorithm 4.

Remark II.3.1. We stress that, in general, M̃j ̸=Mj. Consider for example p = 31: the
first iterations of Algorithm 4 yield O1 = Z[i] and O2 = Z[

√
−2], with Hilbert class

polynomials x− 1728 and x− 8000, respectively. Thus we find that the corresponding
j-invariants modulo 31, which are 23 and 2, have an endomorphism of degree 1 and
an endomorphism of degree 2, respectively. However, also the remaining supersingular
j-invariant, which is 4, has an endomorphism of degree 2 which is not found via the
above CM-reductions. The only way to find it via CM reductions, according to [Onu21,
Lemma 3.1], is to scan through orders of discriminant pr ·2 for r > 0 (in this case r = 1

turns out to be enough).
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Algorithm 4: Supersingular j-invariants sorted by an upper-bound of Mj

Input: A prime p ≥ 5.
Output: The list of all supersingular j-invariants, sorted by M̃j.
Set i = 1;
Set n = number of supersingular j-invariants over Fp2 ;
Set L = [ ];
while #L < n do

Set D = i-th negative fundamental discriminant;

if
(

D
p

)
̸= 1 then

Compute the Hilbert class polynomial PO relative to the quadratic
order O of discriminant D;

foreach root α ∈ Fp2 of PO modulo p do
if (α,_) /∈ L then

Set j = α;
Set Mj = minimum norm in O;
Append (j, M̃j) to L;

end
end

end
Set i = i+ 1;

end
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Figure II.2: The j-invariants in Fp2 counted w.r.t. the value of Mj for some small values
of p.

In spite of Remark II.3.1, CM reduction still gives an effective intuition of the
distribution of Mj: only few small values of Mj can appear, since they are (mostly)
the roots of some small-degree Hilbert polynomials, and only few large values of Mj

can appear, since the roots of large-degree Hilbert polynomials modulo P are likely to
be also roots of smaller-degree Hilbert polynomials.

For more precise heuristics, we move to the quaternion side: in this way, computing
Mj for a given supersingular j-invariant j amounts to finding a non-trivial element of
minimal norm in the maximal order whose class corresponds to j. This allowed us
to compute all the values of Mj for some small values of p: see Figure II.2 for some
examples.

II.3.2 Greedy algorithm for Mj

If Mj is small, we have already observed in Proposition II.2.6 that the corresponding
endomorphism ring can be easily computed. Therefore, solving EndRing amounts to
efficiently finding paths in Gℓ(Fp) which lead to small values of Mj. It is then natural
to ask whether these paths could be found via a greedy algorithm based on the value of
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Mj, i.e. an algorithm that, given a supersingular j-invariant in Gℓ(Fp), keeps walking
on the graph by choosing the neighbor with smallest Mj at each step. This can be
implemented on the quaternion side, as shown in Algorithm 5. To implement this idea
on the elliptic-curve side, one would need an efficient oracle for IsMSmaller, telling
which of any two elliptic curves has the non-trivial endomorphism of the smallest
degree.

Algorithm 5: Greedy algorithm for Mj

Input: A prime p ≥ 5, a prime ℓ ̸= p and a maximal order O ⊆ Bp,∞.
Output: A list of ideals [I1, . . . , In] of norm ℓ and a list of orders

[O0 = O,O1, . . . ,On] connected by those ideals and s.t. for i < j the
minimum norm in Oi \ Z is smaller or equal than the minimum
norm in Oj \ Z.

Set Mj = minimum of the norm in O \ Z;
Set connIdeals= [ ];
Set Orders= [O ];
Set flag = 0;
while flag = 0 do

Enumerate maximal left ideals of norm ℓ of O;
Set ellNeighbours= list of corresponding right orders;
if All elements in ellNeighbours belong to Orders then

Set flag = 1;
end
else

Sort ellNeighbours by the norms of the smallest non-trivial elements;
Set O = first element in ellNeighbours which is not in Orders;
Append the corresponding connecting ideal to connIdeals;
Append O to Orders;

end
end

Toy examples (see Figure II.3) already suggest that optimal paths may not have
strictly decreasing values of Mj.

This heuristic intuition is confirmed by the following result, which explicitly pro-
vides a large family of starting orders which make Algorithm 5 stop ‘too early’.

Proposition II.3.2. Let j0 be a supersingular j-invariant s.t. Mj0 and 4Mj0 − 1 are
both square-free and Mj0 is smaller than √p/(2ℓ2). Then none of the elliptic curves
listed by (the elliptic-curve version of) Algorithm 5 on input j0 has Mj < Mj0.

Proof. Mj0 is an element of minimal norm in some imaginary order of discriminant
d, i.e. it is (1 + d)/4 if d ≡ 3 mod 4 and d otherwise – as already observed at the
beginning of II.3.1. Our hypotheses ensure that in both cases d is square-free: in
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Figure II.3: G2(F2003), with vertices labelled by their Mj. The vertices labeled by 43

will cause an Mj-greedy algorithm to stop since their neighbors have Mj ∈ {47, 53, 63}.
We remark that the symmetry of the graph comes from the Frobenius map sending j
to jp.
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particular, it identifies a maximal order in Q[
√
d]. Suppose by contradiction that there

exists an isogeny of degree ℓ connecting j0 to another supersingular j-invariant j1 with
Mj1 < Mj0 . Therefore, the corresponding order must lie in a different quadratic field
than Q[

√
d]. However, by [LB20, Prop. 4.5], this can only happen if ℓ4 ≥ p/(4M2

j0
),

which contradicts our assumption on Mj0 .

In light of the above result, we do not expect IsMSmaller to be as hard as En-
dRing. On the other hand, we conjecture that being able to compute the exact value
of Mj might be enough to navigate Gℓ(Fp) efficiently, exploiting the results in [LB20].
We leave this for future work.





Chapter III

Can pairings break CSIDH?

In this chapter we will mostly adopt a cryptanalytic perspective, based on a concern
that was raised by the break of SIDH in [CD23; Mai+23; Rob23]: are CSIDH and its
variants still secure? Recall that the core of the SIDH attack is as follows:

SIDH attack

Let φ : E → E ′ be an isogeny between two elliptic curves E,E ′ over Fq.
Suppose that

• the n-torsion information, i.e. the action of φ on a basis of E[n], is
known for a sufficiently smooth n,

• deg(φ) is known and coprime with n,

• n2 > deg(φ).

Then φ can be recovered in polynomial time.

Since no n-torsion information is revealed and deg(φ) is unknown in CSIDH, it is
not obvious, a priori, how it could be affected by the SIDH attack. Nevertheless, some
variants of CSIDH do reveal some extra information on the secret isogenies involved: in
particular, in Section III.1 we focus on SiGamal, a public-key encryption scheme, and
show how its security would be undermined if suitable non-trivial self-pairings existed
(and were efficiently computable). While this provides an example of how pairings
can be used in the cryptanalysis of isogeny-based protocols (even independently from
the SIDH attack), our strategy turns out to be infeasible in the case of SiGamal: the
reason is thoroughly explained in Section III.2, where the existence and construction of
self-pairings are discussed in a more general framework. On the other hand, we show
that the combination of the SIDH attack with the construction of suitable pairings is
an effective strategy to target, if not CSIDH, at least some of its variants in which
deg(φ) is known and a ‘weak’ orientation is chosen.

65
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III.1 A motivating example: SiGamal

To acquire a first intuition of how families of compatible pairings, and in particular self-
pairings, can be used in cryptanalysis, we consider the SiGamal public-key encryption
scheme [MOT20]. In the aftermath of the SIDH attack, SiGamal seemed an easy
target since it entails revealing (masked) 2r-torsion information. However, although
the attack idea presented in this section can be seen as a special case of a more general
– and in some cases effective – strategy, we anticipate that SiGamal is still unbroken,
for reasons that will be made clear in Section III.2. Moreover, we stress that this attack
idea does not rely on the SIDH attack.

III.1.1 Structure of the scheme

We briefly recall the structure of SiGamal.

KeyGen: Let p be a prime such that p+1 = 2rℓ1 · · · ℓs, where ℓ1, . . . , ℓs are distinct
odd primes. Let E0 be the curve of equation y2 = x3 + x, and P0 a random point
in E0[2

r](Fp).
Alice randomly chooses integers (α, e1, . . . , es), where α ∈ (Z/2rZ)×, sets a =
(α)le1 · · · les and computes E1 = [a]E0 and P1 = aP0. The pairs (E0, P0) and
(E1, P1) are Alice’s public key, while (α, e1, . . . , es) is her secret key.

Enc: Let µ be a plaintext of r−2 bits. Bob randomly chooses integers (β, e′1, . . . , e′s),
where β ∈ (Z/2rZ)×, sets b = (β)le

′
1 · · · le′s and computes E2 = [b]E0, P2 = bP0,

E3 = [b]E1 and P3 = b(2µ+ 1)P1. The ciphertext is (E2, P2, E3, P3).

Dec: Alice computes P ′
3 = aP2 and solves the discrete logarithm problem over

Z/2rZ for P ′
3, P3. The solution is then easily converted to the original plaintext µ.

We stress that the main differences between this scheme, summarized in Figure III.1,
and CSIDH are that a large power of 2, namely 2r, is required to divide p+1 and some
masked 2r-torsion information is revealed throughout the protocol.

(E0, P0) ([a]E0, aP0)

([b]E0, bP0) ([b][a]E0, (2µ+ 1)baP0)

([a][b]E0, abP0)

a

b b

a

Figure III.1: The SiGamal scheme.
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III.1.2 Attack strategy

In SiGamal, the hardness of the IND-CPA game – i.e., given the encryption of one out of
two known plaintexts, guessing which one has been encrypted – relies on the following
ad hoc assumption called the P-CSSDDH assumption [MOT20, Thm. 8]: given the
curves E0, [a]E0, [b]E0, [ab]E0 and the points P0, P1 = φa(P0) and P2 = φb(P0), no
efficient algorithm can distinguish P3 = φab(P0) from a uniformly random 2r-torsion
point P ′

3 ∈ [a][b]E0(Fp). If there existed non-trivial self-pairings fi : ⟨Pi⟩ → µ2s for some
s > 0, compatible with Fp-rational isogenies of odd degree, then one could compute

f1(P1) = f1(φa(P0)) = f0(P0)
N(a)

f2(P2) = f2(φb(P0)) = f0(P0)
N(b)

f3(P3) = f3(φab(P0)) = f0(P0)
N(a)N(b),

where we write fi(Pi) rather than fi(Pi, Pi) for brevity. Thus, the P-CSSDDH challenge
could be reduced to a decisional Diffie-Hellman problem on µ2s .

III.1.3 Construction of self-pairings: some attempts

The above attack strategy motivates the search of self-pairings of 2-smooth order.
While we defer to Section III.2 a more general framework for the construction of self-
pairings, here we focus on how classic pairings fail to provide the non-trivial self-pairings
we would need to break SiGamal.

Tate pairings

Since the Weil pairing is alternating, it is always trivial as a self-pairing. A second
natural candidate, then, is the Tate pairing. Instead of recalling its construction,
we just discuss an often neglected feature, that is its dependence on the finite field
considered. To clarify this, we stress that the following tower of fields comes into play
when we define a Tate pairing over E[n] :

• Fq, the field over which E is defined.

• Fqs , the smallest extension of Fq containing all n-th roots of unity µn (s is the
embedding degree, i.e. the smallest integer s such that n | qs − 1).

• Fqt , the smallest field containing the full n-torsion. One can easily prove that s | t.

Classically [BSS05, §IX.3], the Tate pairing is defined as

τq,n : E(Fqs)[n]× E(Fqs)/nE(Fqs)→ µn

and it is π-invariant, where π denotes the Frobenius endomorphism over Fq. In partic-
ular, we note that the domain of τq,n is not E[n]× E[n]. Nevertheless, the definitions
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of Section I.9 can be straightforwardly adapted. Since E is defined over any field above
Fq, we can replace Fq by some extension Fqk and denote by τqk,n the corresponding
Tate pairing:

• if k divides s, the tower above Fqk is the same as the tower above Fq and τqk,n =
τq,n.

• If (k, s) = 1, then Fqs is replaced by Fqks in the tower of fields, and thus τqk,n does
not have the same domain and codomain as τq,n. Consider the ‘inclusion’ map

ι : E(Fqs)/nE(Fqs)→ E(Fqks)/nE(Fqks)

(we stress that ι is not necessarily injective) and denote by κ the isomorphism
from n-th roots of unity in Fqks to n-th roots of unity in Fqs . Thus we have
τq,n = κ ◦ τqk,n ◦ ι′, where

ι′ : E(Fqs)[n]× E(Fqs)/nE(Fqs)→ E(Fqks)[n]× E(Fqks)/nE(Fqks)

is just the product of the natural inclusion E(Fqs)[n]→ E(Fqks)[n] and ι. There-
fore,

– if ι is injective, then τq,n can be simply seen as the restriction of τqk,n to a
smaller domain;

– if ι is not injective, the restriction of τqk,n to the domain of τq,n is not as
fine as τq,n itself: in particular, the two pairings differ on some point in the
intersection of their domains.

The injectivity of ι strictly depends on how many extra n-torsion points E has on
Fqks compared with Fqs . More precisely, we claim that ι is injective if and only if
E(Fqks)[n] = E(Fqk)[n]. To see that, let P be a point in ker(ι). Then P ∈ E(Fqk)
and there exists Q ∈ E(Fqks) such that nQ = P . Therefore (πs − 1)Q is an
n-torsion point in E(Fqks). To conclude, we just observe that (πs − 1)Q lies in
E(Fqs) if and only if Q does.

Thus we have proven that the number of distinct Tate pairings (i.e. Tate pairings
disagreeing on at least one point in the intersection of their domains) on (subgroups
of) E[n] is upper-bounded by the number of fields between Fqs and Fqt .

In SiGamal, the tower of fields considered above is particularly short. Namely, E
is defined over Fp and n = 2r divides p+ 1. Therefore E(Fp2) ∼= Z/(p+ 1)Z× Z/(p+
1)Z [Sch87, Lem. 4.8.ii] and thus E[n] ⊂ Fp2 . The only Tate pairings that need to be
considered, then, are τp,n and τp2,n. Unfortunately, the following result from [Sch07,
Thm. 3.4] seems to rule out their effectiveness for our attack.

Theorem III.1.1. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Fq and let n be an integer
coprime with q. Assume that E[n] ⊂ E(Fq). Then τ(P, P ) = 1 for all P ∈ E[n] if
and only if there exists an integer a such that π(R) = aR for all R ∈ E[n2], where π
denotes the Frobenius endomorphism over Fq.
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In SiGamal, since the Frobenius endomorphism over Fp2 satisfies π = −[p], we
conclude that τp2,n(P, P ) is trivial by the above theorem.
Regarding τp,n, we have shown in the above discussion that it is essentially a restriction
of τp2,n to a smaller domain, unless E[n] ⊂ Fp. The full n-torsion is indeed Fp-rational
if and only if r = 1. In fact, if r = 1, τp,n can be non-trivial, i.e. we might have
τp,n(P0, P0) = −1. However, this is again of no use to break the DDH problem of
Section III.1.2, since τp,n(φ(P0), φ(P0)) consequently equals −1 for any isogeny φ of
odd degree starting from E0. Since every isogeny involved in SiGamal has odd degree,
τp,n cannot be exploited to distinguish DDH tuples.

Distortion maps

Having ruled out Weil and Tate, in the light of Proposition I.9.3 we might look for
pairings arising from suitable distortion maps. More precisely, we are looking for a
pairing that is compatible with the (unknown) isogenies a, b involved in SiGamal.

Proposition III.1.2. Let φ : E → E ′ be an isogeny of elliptic curves defined over
Fq, and n be a positive integer coprime with p = char (Fq). Suppose that ω and ω′

are endomorphisms of E and E ′ respectively, and assume that ω and φ have degree
coprime with n. Then the pairings T (X, Y ) = en(X,ω(Y )) on E[n] and T ′(X, Y ) =

en(X,ω
′(Y )) on E ′[n] are compatible with φ if and only if

ω′ ≡ φ ◦ ω ◦ φ̂
deg(φ)

mod n. (36)

Proof. If (36) holds, then by compatibility of Weil pairing

T (φ(P ), φ(Q)) = en(φ(P ), ω
′(φ(Q)))

= en(φ(P ), φ(ω(Q)))

= en(P, ω(Q))
deg(φ)

= T (P,Q)deg(φ)

for any P,Q ∈ E[n]. Vice versa, if T and T ′ are compatible with φ then the above
equalities hold for any P,Q ∈ E[n]. Therefore ω′(φ(Q)) = φ(ω(Q)) for each Q since
φ : E[n]→ E ′[n] is by hypothesis an isomorphism and the Weil pairing is nondegener-
ate.

In particular, if φ,E and E ′ are defined over Fp, setting both ω and ω′ to be some
linear combination of Frobenius endomorphism and identity map trivially satisfies (36).
However, this choice automatically results in a trivial self-pairing on E(Fp)[n] and is
therefore not useful for our attack.

The other viable option is starting from some other endomorphism ω ∈ End(E).
This is feasible, in SiGamal, since the full endomorphism ring of E0 is known. However,
computing ω′ via (36) seems impossible without knowning deg(φ) and, most of all, how
φ acts on the full n-torsion.
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Pseudo-distortion maps

While finding a suitable distortion map ω ∈ End(E) seems out of reach, we might still
settle for a pseudo-distortion map of the form ω = (π + a)/n, where π denotes the
Frobenius endomorphism over Fp (more generally: the field over which E is defined)
and a is an integer. Such ω is not an endomorphism in general: still, en(X,ω(Y ))
is a well-defined pairing with domain E(Fp)[n] × E(Fp)/nE(Fp) if and only if ω is
well-defined in the sense explained by the following proposition.

Proposition III.1.3. Let π be the Frobenius endomorphism over Fp, and a, n two
integers such that a ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} and n | p+ 1. Then

ω =
π + a

n
: E(Fp)/nE(Fp)→ E[n]

is well-defined if and only if a = −1.
When this is the case, the map en(X,ω(Y )) is in fact the Tate pairing τp,n.

Proof. Let Q be an Fp-rational point. Let P be our ‘candidate’ for ω(Q), i.e. a point
such that nP = (π + a)(Q); since we are requiring that P is of n-torsion, a necessary
(and also sufficient) condition for ω to be well-defined is that π+ a annihilates for any
choice of Q. Equivalently,

E(Fp)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ker(π−1)

⊂ ker(π + a).

One can check that this occurs if and only if a = −1 (since a < p by assumption).
The last statement is a well-known fact [Sch07, Thm. 2.5].

Therefore, using a pseudo-distortion map of the form (π + a)/n works only for
a = −1, which is the same as using the Tate pairing.

Conclusion

Our so-far failed attempts to construct self-pairings to break SiGamal are an indication
– not overwhelming, however – of the fact that these maps might not exist at all. This
fact is indeed true, as we will prove in the next section.

III.2 Pairing-based attacks

Before going back to consider the attack on SiGamal, let us see, more generally, how
pairings can be used to reconstruct a secret isogeny between two given curves.
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III.2.1 Non-oriented case

We start with a remark on the non-oriented, supersingular case. Consider the following
problem.

Problem 5 (IsoPairings). Given a prime p, two coprime integers d and n not divided
by p and s.t. n2 > d, and two uniformly-random supersingular elliptic curves E,E ′ over
Fp2 s.t. there exists an isogeny φ : E → E ′ of degree d, compute two non-antisymmetric
pairings, say T on E[n] and T ′ on E ′[n], that are compatible with φ.

We will soon clarify why T and T ′ are required to be non-antisymmetric – which,
incidentally, rules out the Weil pairing.
The question we want to address is whether solving IsoPairings would be enough to
recover the action of φ on the n-torsion of E (and possibly φ itself, using the SIDH
attack).

To this end, suppose that n is coprime with both p and deg(φ). Some partial n-
torsion information can be indeed obtained as follows. Choose two bases ⟨P,Q⟩ = E[n]
and ⟨P ′, Q′⟩ = E ′[n], and let MT and MT ′ be the matrices corresponding to T and T ′

respectively, as in Section I.9. From the very definition of compatibility with φ, we
readily deduce that a necessary condition for having P ′ = φ(P ) and Q′ = φ(Q) is
MT ′ = deg(φ)MT . If it is not, Remark I.9.1 ensures that one can perform a change of
basis on E ′[n] so that this necessary condition is fulfilled. This change of basis does get
us closer to finding φ(P ) and φ(Q), but not quite enough: the obvious reason is that
different bases might yield the same matrix MT ′ . More formally, studying the number
of bases yielding the same MT ′ amounts to studying the cardinality of the stabilizer of
MT ′ w.r.t. the action τ from Remark I.9.1, defined as

Stab(MT ′) = {A ∈ GL2(Z/nZ) | AtMT ′A =MT ′}.

It is immediate to see that Stab(MT ′) ⊆ O(2,Z/nZ), where the latter denotes the
orthogonal group of 2 by 2 matrices over Z/nZ. In particular, as a consequence of
Remark I.9.1, equality holds in the case of the Weil pairing, i.e. whenMT ′ = W (defined
in (9)). This is the reason why we ruled it out from the definition of IsoPairings.
Thus, a natural question is whether there exist pairings with ‘small’ stabilizers. The
answer is, unfortunately, negative.

Proposition III.2.1. Let n be an odd integer. Let M be any matrix in M2(Z/nZ)
and consider the action of A ∈ GL2(Z/nZ) given by AtMA. Then #Stab(M) ≥ ϕ(n),
where ϕ is Euler’s function.

Proof. Write

M =

(
x y

w z

)
and A =

(
a b

c d

)
.
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Setting AtMA = M yields a system of four equations which are quadratic in a, b, c, d

and linear in x, y, w, z: 
xa2 + (y + w) ac+ zc2 − x = 0

xab+ yad+ wbc+ zcd− y = 0

xab+ wad+ ybc+ zcd− w = 0

xb2 + (y + w) bd+ zd2 − z = 0.

(37)

Write n =
∏e

j=1 p
kj
j , with pj odd primes. If (aj, bj, cj, dj) is a solution of (37) modulo

p
kj
j for every j, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem such sets of solutions corresponds

to a unique solution of (37) modulo n. Since ϕ is multiplicative with respect to its
coprime factors, it is enough to prove the statement under the assumption that n is a
prime power pk.
We consider first the case x = z = 0, in which (37) becomes

(y + w) ac = 0

yad+ wbc− y = 0

wad+ ybc− w = 0

(y + w) bd = 0.

It is then immediate to check that, for each a ∈ (Z/pkZ)×, the matrix

A =

(
a 0

0 a−1

)
trivially belongs to Stab(M), so that the cardinality of the latter must be at least ϕ(pk).

If one among x and z is non-zero, up to applying the action of J =

(
0 1

1 0

)
(stabilizers

of elements in the same orbit have the same cardinality), we may assume that z ̸= 0

and compute the following Groebner basis for the ideal defined by (37) in the ring of
polynomials in a, b, c, d with coefficients in Q(x, y, w, z) and monomial order c > d >

a > b: 
zc+ xb = 0

zd− za+ (w + y) b = 0

za2 + (−w − y) ab+ xb2 − z
(38)

To count the solutions of (38) over Z/pkZ, we would now like to ‘divide by z’. To this
end, if z is not a unit, we proceed as follows:

• if x is a unit, replace M with J tMJ so that x and z are swapped (we stress again
that stabilizers of elements in the same orbit have the same cardinality).
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• if x is not a unit but y + w is, define K =

(
1 1

0 1

)
and replace M with KtMK,

so that z is replaced by x+ y + w + z, which is a unit.

• if none among x and y + w is a unit, for each α ∈ Z/pkZ let vp(α) denote the
maximum k′ s.t. α ≡ 0 mod pk

′ , with the convention vp(0) = ∞. If vp(z) ≤
min{vp(x), vp(y + w)}, then we can in fact ‘divide by’ z the equations in (38).
As before, x and z can be swapped replacing M by J tMJ , so that the only
problematic case is when vp(y + w) < min{vp(x), vp(z)}. In this case, one can
check that replacing M with KtMK does the job.
We stress that, by doing this ‘division by a non-unit’, we do lose some solutions
of (38) (e.g. 3X = 0 has three solutions in Z/9Z, while X = 0 has only one).
However, this is not relevant since we are only looking for a lower bound on the
number of solutions.

Thus, (38) can be finally rewritten as
c+ x

z
b = 0

d− a+
(
w+y
z

)
b = 0

a2 +
(−w−y

z

)
ab+ x

z
b2 − 1 = 0.

In particular, any solution (a, b) of the latter equation uniquely determines c and d.
For the sake of notation, set

W =
−y − w

z
and Z =

x

z
,

so that the conic we want to study is

C : a2 +Wab+ Zb2 − 1 = 0.

over Z/pkZ, keeping in mind that #C ≥ #Stab(M).

• Base case: n = p. We adopt a similar counting argument as in the case of elliptic
curves [Sil09, Application V.1.3]): a given value of b ∈ Z/pZ yields two (possibly
equal) solutions

a =
−bW ±

√
∆(b)

2
where ∆(b) = b2(W 2 − 4Z) + 4

if and only if ∆(b) is a square in Z/pZ. Thus, we can already estimate #C ≤ 2p

and, since (±1, 0) is always a point of C, #C ≥ 2. In order to refine the lower
bound for #C, we exploit the field structure of Z/pZ ∼= Fp and let χ : F×

p →
{−1, 0, 1} be the map such that

χ(z) =


−1 if z is not a square,

0 if z = 0,

1 if z is a non-zero square.
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Since F×
p is cyclic of order p − 1, if we represent the elements of Fp by {−(p −

1)/2, . . . , (p− 1)/2}, the equality

χ(z) = z
p−1
2

holds for every z ∈ Fp. Therefore we have

#C =
∑
b∈Fp

(
1 + χ

(
∆(b)

))
= p+

∑
b∈Fp

(
∆(b)

) p−1
2 .

Moreover, by means of the following equality [Was08, Lem. 4.35]

∑
b∈Fp

bi =

{
−1 if p− 1 | i,
0 if p− 1 ∤ i.

for every positive integer i,

the latter sum can be rewritten (modulo p) as follows :∑
b∈Fp

(
∆(b)

) p−1
2 =

∑
b∈Fp

(
b2(W 2 − 4Z) + 4

) p−1
2

=
∑
b∈Fp

p−1
2∑

j=0

(p−1
2

j

)
4

p−1
2

−j
(
b2(W 2 − 4Z)

)j
=

p−1
2∑

j=0

(p−1
2

j

)
4

p−1
2

−j
(
W 2 − 4Z

)j ∑
b∈Fp

b2j

= −(W 2 − 4Z)
p−1
2 .

In conclusion, since 2 ≤ #C ≤ 2p, the only possibilities are

#C =


p− 1 or 2p− 1 if W 2 − 4Z is a quadratic residue modulo p,

p or 2p if W 2 − 4Z ≡ 0 mod p,

p+ 1 if W 2 − 4Z is a quadratic nonresidue modulo p.

In particular, #C ≥ p− 1 = ϕ(p).

• General case: n = pk for k > 1. As before, a necessary condition for (a, b) to be a
point of C is that ∆(b) be a square. Let us focus on the values of b ∈ {0, . . . , p−1}
such that ∆(b) mod p is a quadratic residue, i.e. ∆(b) is a root of X2−u for some
u ∈ (Z/pZ)×. For every such b, Hensel’s lemma ensures that ∆(b) + ℓp is a
root of u modulo pk for some unique ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , pk−1 − 1}. Since the number
of quadratic residues in (Z/pkZ)× is ϕ(pk)/2, a simple counting argument shows
that ∆(b + ℓp) must be a quadratic residue for any ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , pk−1 − 1}. In
conclusion, for each b ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1} s.t. ∆(b) is a quadratic residue modulo
p, the conic C has 2pk−1 points of the form (a, b + ℓp). Moreover, from the case
n = p we readily deduce that there are at least (p− 1)/2 such values of b. Thus
we have found at least (p− 1)pk−1 = ϕ(pk) points on C.
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Remark III.2.2. We conjecture that the above proof can be adapted to prove the case
of n even. We checked by hand that it holds for n ∈ {2, 4, 8}.

Proposition III.2.1 suggests that (at least for n odd) being able to solve IsoPair-
ings is not enough to recover a secret isogeny of known degree between two supersin-
gular elliptic curves. The situation changes, however, if we can compute two (suitable)
pairs of compatible pairings.

Problem 6 (TwoIsoPairings). Given a prime p, two coprime integers d and n

s.t. n2 > d, and two uniformly-random supersingular elliptic curves E,E ′ over Fp2 s.t.
there exists an isogeny φ : E → E ′ of degree d, compute two pairs of non-antisymmetric
pairings, say T, U on E[n] and T ′, U ′ on E ′[n], s.t.

• T and T ′ (resp. U and U ′) are compatible with φ.

• #(Stab(MT ) ∩ Stab(MU)) = O(log p).

Proposition III.2.3. TwoIsoPairings and ℓ-IsoPath are equivalent.

Proof (sketch). Consider a prime p, two coprime integers d and n and two uniformly-
random supersingular elliptic curves E,E ′ over Fp2 , s.t. there exists an isogeny φ : E →
E ′ of degree d. It is not restrictive to assume that d is a power of some prime ℓ.
Suppose first that one can solve ℓ-IsoPath and let {P,Q} be a basis of E[n]. As
shown in Section I.9, the set of pairings over E[n] is in bijection with M2(Z/nZ). In
particular, one can choose T and U to be the pairings corresponding to

MT = Id and MU =

(
0 1

1 0

)
.

By choosing {φ(P ), φ(Q)} as a basis of E ′[n], one can simply set T ′ and U ′ to be
the pairings corresponding to MT and MU . To show that T, T ′, U, U ′ are a solution
of TwoIsoPairings, we only need to prove that the intersection of their stabilizers
contains O(log p) elements. Indeed, from (38) we readily deduce

Stab(MT ) =

{(
a b

−b a

) ∣∣∣∣ a2 + b2 − 1 = 0

}
and Stab(MT ) ∩ Stab(MU) = {±Id}.
Conversely, suppose that one can solve TwoIsoPairings. Then we proceed as at the
beginning of this section: after choosing any basis {P,Q} for E[n], we can find a basis
{P ′, Q′} for E ′[n] such that the matrix corresponding to T ′ is deg(φ)MT . However,
we simultaneously want that the matrix corresponding to U ′ is deg(φ)MU : this can be
achieved by applying changes of bases in Stab(MT ). Thanks to the assumption on the
stabilizers of MT and MU having small intersection, there are only O(log n) bases of
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E ′[n] for which the matrices corresponding to T ′ and U ′ are, respectively, deg(φ)MT

and deg(φ)MU . One of these bases is indeed {φ(P ), φ(Q)}: then one can resort to the
SIDH attack to recover φ.

However, it is not clear, from a practical perspective, how TwoIsoPairings could
be solved without solving ℓ-IsoPath first. In other words, it is not clear how one
could force two pairings on E[n] and E ′[n] – other than the Weil pairing – to be
compatible with φ : E → E ′, without knowing φ. The trick is to consider pairings that
are compatible with some large family of isogenies to which φ belongs: this turns out
to be sometimes feasible, for example, in the presence of an orientation, as we are going
to show in the next section.

III.2.2 Oriented case

Let us go back to oriented (not necessarily supersingular) elliptic curves, and see how
the knowledge of an orientation can be leveraged, in combination with suitable self-
pairings, to attack some class-group-action-based protocols.

Attack strategy

Consider the following problem.

Problem 7 (O-IsoPath). Let p be a prime, d be a positive integer coprime with p,
and let O be an order in an imaginary quadratic field K. Given d, together with two
uniformly random O-oriented elliptic curves (E, ι) and (E ′, ι′) linked by a K-oriented
isogeny φ of degree d, find φ.

We now want to tackle this problem, similarly to what we did for ℓ-IsoPath in
Section III.2.1, by combining suitable pairings with the SIDH attack.
To understand the gist of our strategy, let us consider for simplicity the case of CSIDH
(see Example 2). Choose n = ℓr for some small odd prime ℓ which does not divide
d and splits in Q(

√
−p). Then E[n] is spanned by two eigenspaces ⟨P ⟩, ⟨Q⟩ of the

Frobenius endomorphism πp. Since φ is assumed to beO-oriented, it commutes with πp.
Therefore, E ′[n] is also spanned by two eigenspaces ⟨P ′⟩, ⟨Q′⟩ of πp on E ′ corresponding
to the same eigenvalues as in E[n]. This ensures that ⟨P ′⟩ = ⟨φ(P )⟩ and ⟨Q′⟩ = ⟨φ(Q)⟩.
In particular, there exist λ, µ ∈ (Z/nZ)× such that P ′ = λφ(P ) and Q′ = µφ(Q). Thus,
by compatibility of the classical Weil pairing en with isogenies, we obtain

en(P
′, Q′) = en(λφ(P ), µφ(Q)) = en(P,Q)

λµd .

By computing a discrete logarithm, we can therefore eliminate one variable, say µ. In
order to determine also λ, we would now need two non-trivial self-pairings f on ⟨P ⟩
and f ′ on ⟨P ′⟩, compatible with every K-oriented isogeny E → E ′, to compute

f ′(P ′) = f(λφ(P )) = fλ2d .
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This raises again the problem – already encountered in Section III.1.2 – of finding such
self-pairings. In the remainder of this chapter, we will see in which cases they exist
and how they can be constructed.

Self-pairings

In Section III.1.3 we have seen how self-pairings can be constructed starting from classic
bilinear pairings. Here we give a more general framework which, a priori, allows for
maps that do not come from bilinear pairings. Given a finite subgroup G of an elliptic
curve E/k, we define a self-pairing as a homogeneous function

f : G→ k×

of degree 2. This means that, for every P ∈ G and λ ∈ Z,

f(λP ) = f(P )λ
2

.

Lemma III.2.4. Self-pairings map points of order n to gcd(n, 2)n-th roots of unity.

Proof. Let f : G→ k× be a self-pairing on an elliptic curve E. Let P ∈ G have order
n. Then from

f(P )n
2

= f(nP ) = f(OE) = f(0 ·OE) = f(OE)
02 = 1

and

f(P )n
2+2n =

f(P )(n+1)2

f(P )
=
f((n+ 1)P )

f(P )
= 1

it follows that the order of f(P ) divides gcd(n2, n2 + 2n) = gcd(n, 2)n.

Consider two elliptic curves E,E ′ over k equipped with respective self-pairings
f : G → k×, f ′ : G′ → k× for finite subgroups G ⊆ E, G′ ⊆ E ′. Let φ : E → E ′ be an
isogeny. We say that f and f ′ are compatible with φ if

φ(G) ⊆ G′, f ′(φ(P )) = f(P )deg(φ)

for all P ∈ G.

We are particularly interested in the case in which the domains G = ⟨P ⟩ and
G′ = ⟨P ′⟩ are cyclic: then we know that φ(P ) = λP ′ for some λ ∈ Z and we can
conclude

f ′(P ) = f(P )λ
2 deg(φ),

which (almost) reveals λ if deg(φ) is known and vice versa. We will refer to self-pairings
with cyclic domains as cyclic self-pairings.
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Remark III.2.5. The group structure observed for the set of pairings in Remark I.9.2
also appears in the case of self-pairings. Indeed, given a finite subgroup G of an elliptic
curve E over k, the set of self-pairings for G forms a group (S, ·) w.r.t. the point-wise
product (f ·g)(P ) = f(P ) ·g(P ). In particular, if G is cyclic, S is cyclic too. Moreover,
let φ : E → E ′ be an isogeny and G′ be a finite subgroup of E ′ containing φ(G), and
suppose that, for some f ∈ S, there exists a self-pairing f ′ for G′ that is compatible
with φ. Then one can easily check that (f ′)i is compatible with f i for every i > 0.

Asking for compatibility with K-oriented isogenies imposes severe restrictions.

Proposition III.2.6. Let O be an imaginary quadratic order with discriminant ∆O

and let (E, ι) be an O-oriented elliptic curve over k. Assume that there exists a self-
pairing

f : C → k×

on some finite cyclic subgroup C ⊆ E which is compatible with endomorphisms in ι(O).
In other words, for every σ ∈ O and every P ∈ C we have

ι(σ)(P ) ∈ C, f(ι(σ)(P )) = f(P )N(σ).

Write m = #⟨f(C)⟩. Then

(i) char(k) ∤ m,

(ii) m | ∆O,

(iii) with r the 2-valuation of ∆O, we have:

• if r = 2 then m | ∆O/2,

• if r ≥ 3 then m | ∆O/4.

Conversely, if m satisfies these necessary conditions, then we can equip every O-
oriented elliptic curve (E, ι) over k for which the orientation is locally primitive at
m with a cyclic self-pairing

f(E,ι) : C(E,ι) → k×

of order m, such that these self-pairings are compatible with all K-oriented isogenies
of degree coprime with m (as usual, K denotes the imaginary quadratic number field
containing O).

Remark III.2.7. Note that the image of a self-pairing is not necessarily a group, which
is why we write ⟨f(C)⟩ rather than f(C).

Proof. Statement (i) follows immediately from the fact that k× contains no elements
of order char(k).
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As for (ii) and (iii), let P be a generator of C. Then f(P ) has order m. For any
σ ∈ O we have that ι(σ)(P ) = λσP for some λσ ∈ Z, and via

f(P )N(σ) = f(ι(σ)(P )) = f(λσP ) = f(P )λ
2
σ

we see that N(σ) ≡ λ2σ mod m. Writing s for the 2-valuation of m, we make a case
distinction:

• If s ≤ 1 then from Lemma III.2.4 we see that some multiple R of P must have
order m. Let σ be such that O = Z[σ]. From

(σ− σ̂)2R = (σ2+ σ̂2−2N(σ))R = (λ2σ+λ
2
σ̂−2N(σ))R = (2N(σ)−2N(σ))R = 0

it follows that m | ∆O as wanted.

• If s ≥ 2 then Lemma III.2.4 only shows the existence of a point R ∈ C of order
m/2 and we obtain the weaker conclusion m | 2∆O. But at least this implies that
∆O is even, so we must have r ≥ 2. Write ∆O = −2rn and consider elements in
O of the form

σ =

√
∆O

2
+ 2ta a, t ∈ Z≥0,

so that N(σ) = 2r−2n + 22ta2 has to be a square modulo 2s for every choice of
a, t. We distinguish further:

– If r is odd, then also r− 2 is odd and taking a = 0 immediately shows that
s ≤ r − 2, as wanted.

– If r is even, then taking t = (r − 2)/2 yields that n + a2 must be a square
modulo 2s−r+2 for all a. If s ≥ r then this gives a contradiction both in
case n ≡ 1 mod 4 (take a = 1) and in case n ≡ 3 mod 4 (take a = 0). So
s ≤ r − 1.

It remains to show that, if r ≥ 4 is even, then in fact s ≤ r− 2. But if s = r− 1

then taking t = (r − 4)/2 yields that 4n + a2 must be a square modulo 8 for all
a, which gives a contradiction (take a = 0).

To prove that the necessary conditions in the first part of the statement are also
sufficient, we will construct a family of cyclic self-pairings of order m, one for each
(E, ι) ∈ Eℓℓk(O), which is compatible with all horizontal isogenies. More generally, the
construction will apply to all O-oriented elliptic curves (E, ι) for which the orientation
is locally primitive at m. Let m ≥ 2 be any integer in k. Consider an O-oriented
elliptic curve (E, ι) and let σ ∈ O be such that

Tr(σ) ≡ 0 mod gcd(m,N(σ)). (39)
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We define

T σ
m : E[m,σ]× E[σ]

m(E[σ])
→ µm ⊆ k×

(P,Q) 7→ em(P, σ(R)),

where we denoted E[m] ∩ ker(σ) by E[m,σ] and for brevity, and R ∈ E is such that
mR = Q and – by a slight abuse of notation – we write σ instead of ι(σ). This is
well-defined: indeed,

• we have (mσ)(R) = σ(mR) = σ(Q) = 0E′ , so σ(R) ∈ E[m],

• making another choice for R amounts to replacing R← R+T for some T ∈ E[m],
and

em(P, σT ) = em(σ̂(P ), T ) = em((Tr(σ)− σ)(P ), T ) = 1

where the last equality follows from

P ∈ E[m,σ] ⊆ E[m] ∩ E[N(σ)] = E[gcd(m,N(σ))].

We remark that the classic Tate pairing from Section III.1.3 is indeed obtained by
applying the above definition to elliptic curves over Fq equipped with the natural
Frobenius orientation and to σ = πq − 1.

One can check that the pairing T σ
m is bilinear and non-degenerate and satisfies

the following compatibility condition: for any positive integer m and any K-oriented
isogeny φ : E → E ′ between O-oriented elliptic curves,

T σ
m(φ(P ), Q) = T σ

m(P, φ̂(Q)) for all P ∈ E[m,σ], Q ∈ E ′[σ].

Again the proofs are analogue to the corresponding properties of the classic Tate pair-
ing.
Now consider m ∈ Z≥2 such that m | ∆O, unless m is even in which case we make
the stronger assumptions that 2m | ∆O in case 4 | ∆O, and 4m | ∆O in case 8 | ∆O.
Furthermore, assume that char(k) ∤ m. Pick any generator σ ∈ O such that

m | Tr(σ), (40)

except in the special case where v2(m) = 1, in which case we want

2m | Tr(σ) if 8 | ∆O, m | Tr(σ) but 2m ∤ Tr(σ) if 8 ∤ ∆O. (41)

Such a generator always exists. Indeed, if m is odd then we can choose whatever
generator σ ∈ O and replace it by σ − (Tr(σ))/2 mod m if needed. If m is even and
8 | ∆O then we can just take σ =

√
∆O/2, whose trace is exactly zero. If m is even

and 8 ∤ ∆O then we can take σ =
√
∆O/2 +m/2, with trace m.
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Conditions (40–41) trivially imply (39), so from the foregoing it follows that to any
elliptic curve E equipped with an O-orientation we can associate the non-degenerate
bilinear pairing

T σ
m : E[m,σ]× E[σ]

m(E[σ])
→ µm ⊆ k×

,

and we know that this family of pairings is compatible with K-oriented isogenies. We
can also view T σ

m as a left non-degenerate bilinear pairing E[m,σ] × E[m∞, σ] → µm,
where E[m∞, σ] = (

⋃∞
k=1E[m

j]) ∩ ker(σ).

Now assume that the orientation is locally primitive atm. Then the group E[m∞, σ]

is cyclic: if it were not cyclic, we would have E[m′] ⊆ E[m∞, σ] for some positive m′ di-
viding m, but this would mean that σ/m′ ∈ End(E), contradicting that σ is a generator
of O and the orientation is locally primitive. Next, note that our assumptions (40–41)
together with

∆O = (Tr(σ))2 − 4N(σ)

imply that m | N(σ). Along with the fact that E[m∞, σ] is cyclic, this in turn yields
that E[m,σ] is cyclic of order m. By the left non-degeneracy, we see that T σ

m is
surjective onto µm and that it can be converted into a self-pairing

f(E,ι) : E[m
∞, σ]→ µm

P 7→ T σ
m(τP, P )

still satisfying #⟨im(f(E,ι))⟩ = m; here τ is the index of E[m,σ] in E[m∞, σ].

We will refer to the quantity m = #⟨f(C)⟩ as the order of the self-pairing f .

To leave room for a few more self-pairings for a given orientation O, one may want
to relax the assumptions from Proposition III.2.6 and impose compatibility only with
endomorphisms whose norm is coprime to m.

Proposition III.2.8. We inherit the notation/assumptions from Proposition III.2.6,
but now we only require that our cyclic self-pairing

f : C → k×

of order m is compatible with endomorphisms ι(σ) for which gcd(N(σ),m) = 1. Then
char(k) ∤ m, and writing ∆O = −2rn with n odd, we have:

(a) if r = 0 and n ≡ 3 mod 8 then m | ∆O,

(b) if r = 0 and n ≡ 7 mod 8 then m | 2∆O,

(c) if r = 2 and n ≡ 1 mod 4 then m | ∆O,

(d) if r = 2 and n ≡ 3 mod 4 then m | ∆O/2,
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(e) if r = 3, 4 then m | ∆O/4,

(f) if r ≥ 5 then m | ∆O/2.

Conversely, if m satisfies these necessary conditions, then we can equip every O-
oriented elliptic curve (E, ι) over k for which the orientation is locally primitive at
m with a cyclic self-pairing

f(E,ι) : C(E,ι) → k×

of order m, such that these self-pairings are compatible with all K-oriented isogenies
of degree coprime with m (as usual, K denotes the imaginary quadratic number field
containing O).

Proof. Write m = 2sm′ with m′ odd. Note that the statement char(k) ∤ m is again
immediate.

Too prove the other divisibility conditions, it is easy to see that one can always
find a generator σ ∈ O of norm coprime with m′, and by mimicking the proof of
Proposition III.2.6 (see the part “If s ≤ 1 then . . . ”) we find that m′ | ∆O. Since the
self-pairing

C → k×

P 7→ f(P )m
′ (42)

has order 2s, the remaining divisibility conditions just follow from the case m = 2s

which is discussed below. This ignores a subtlety, namely that (42) may be incompatible
with endomorphisms σ for which gcd(N(σ), 2sm′) ̸= 1, rather than just gcd(N(σ), 2s) ̸=
1. However, it is easy to check that the proof below does not suffer from this.

As for the converse statement, the cyclic self-pairings

f(E,ι),m′ : C(E,ι),m′ → k×

of order m′ that were constructed within the proof of Proposition III.2.6 are compatible
with K-oriented isogenies of any degree. So, here too, if we manage to find cyclic self-
pairings

f(E,ι),2s : C(E,ι),2s → k×

of order 2s that are compatible with K-oriented isogenies of odd degree, then

C(E,ι),2s × C(E,ι),m′ → k×

P 7→ f(E,ι),2s(P )f(E,ι),m′(P )

is a family of cyclic self-pairings of the desired kind (we can assume that C(E,ι),2s is
2-primary, so that the domain is indeed cyclic).

Therefore, from now on we concentrate on the case m = 2s, i.e. m′ = 1. We proceed
by the case distinction from the proposition statement:
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(a) If s ≥ 1 then by Lemma III.2.4 we know that C[2] ∼= Z/2Z. The generator
σ = (1 +

√
∆O)/2 satisfies Tr(σ) ≡ N(σ) ≡ 1 mod 2, so when acting on E[2] it

has characteristic polynomial x2 + x + 1, which is irreducible. By compatibility
with σ, however, we know that C[2] is an eigenspace: a contradiction.

(b) If s ≥ 2 then as in the proof of Proposition III.2.6 we find that n = N(
√
∆O)

must be a square modulo 4: a contradiction. If s = 1 then we can construct
the desired family of self-pairings as follows. Let C(E,ι) be the subgroup of E[2]
that is fixed by σ = (1 +

√
∆O)/2. This is a cyclic group of order 2 because the

characteristic polynomial is x2 + x in this case. We then simply define

f(E,ι) : C(E,ι) → {±1}
P 7→ −1,
OE 7→ 1

It is trivial that this family is compatible with K-oriented isogenies of odd degree
(but note, as a sanity check for Proposition III.2.6, that it is not compatible with
the even-degree endomorphism σ).

We now discuss the cases r ≥ 2. Note that the existence part is completely covered by
the proof of Proposition III.2.6, so it suffices to prove the necessary conditions, except
in cases (c) and (f). We will use the notation

σa := a+
√

∆O/2

for any a ∈ Z. This is an element of O with norm a2 + 2r−2n.

(c) If s ≥ 3 then we arrive at a contradiction because {n, n + 4} = {N(σ0), N(σ2)}
must both be squares modulo 8.

For existence when s = 2, fix an O-oriented elliptic curve (E, ι) and consider
the non-zero point P ∈ E[2] annihilated by σ1. This point exists because the
characteristic polynomial of σ1 mod 2 is x2, and it is unique because otherwise
E[2] ⊆ ker(σ1) would imply that 4 divides 1 + n, a contradiction. Consider the
self-pairing

f(E,ι) : C(E,ι) → µ4

P 7→ ζ4

OE 7→ 1

where C(E,ι) = ⟨P ⟩ and ζ4 is some fixed primitive 4-th root of unity. This is
indeed a self-pairing of order 4: we have

f(E,ι)(λP ) = f(E,ι)(P )
λ2
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for any λ ∈ Z because odd squares are congruent to 1 modulo 4. It is easy to
see that f(E,ι) is compatible with oriented endomorphisms of odd degree. Indeed,
every such endomorphism σ can be written as a+ bσ0 for some integers a and b,
where exactly one among a and b is even since N(σ) = a2 + b2n is odd. Thus

f(E,ι)(σ(P )) = f(E,ι)((a+ b)P ) = f(E,ι)(P )
a2+b2+2ab = f(E,ι)(P )

N(σ).

To turn this into a family of self-pairings compatible with odd-degree K-oriented
isogenies, with every O-oriented elliptic curve (E ′, ι′) that is connected to (E, ι)

via a K-oriented isogeny of degree 1 mod 4, we associate a self-pairing as above.
If (E ′, ι′) is connected via a K-oriented isogeny of degree 3 mod 4, then we do
the same, except we map P to −ζ4 instead of ζ4. This is unambiguous because
if (E ′, ι′) was connected to (E, ι) via K-oriented isogenies of degrees 1 and 3

mod 4, then (E, ι) would have an oriented endomorphism of degree 3 mod 4: a
contradiction since we have shown above that all oriented endomorphisms have
norm of the form a2 + b2n. By construction, this family of self-pairings is then
indeed compatible with K-oriented isogenies of odd degree.1

Finally, if s = 1, then we can just resort to our family of self-pairings from the
proof of Proposition III.2.6.

(d) If s ≥ 2 then we find that n = N(σ0) must be a square modulo 4: a contradiction.

(e) If r = 3 and s ≥ 2 then 1 + 2n = N(σ1) is a square mod 4, while if r = 4 and
s ≥ 3 then 1 + 4n = N(σ1) is a square mod 8: contradictions.

(f) Assume s ≥ r. By Lemma III.2.4 we know that C[2s−1] ∼= Z/2s−1Z. Since f is
compatible with σa for every odd integer a, each of these endomorphisms acts on
C by scalar multiplication. But then the same must be true for σ0: let λ ∈ Z be
a corresponding scalar. Since Tr(σ0) = 0 the eigenvalues of σ0 acting on E[2s−1]

are then given by ±λ and therefore

−λ2 ≡ N(σ0) = 2r−2n mod 2s−1. (43)

On the other hand, the compatibility implies that N(σa) ≡ (λ + a)2 mod 2s

for all odd integers a. Along with the above congruence this yields a2 − λ2 ≡
(λ+a)2 mod 2s−1. Plugging in a = ±1 we find that (λ+1)2 ≡ (λ−1)2 mod 2s−1,
so that λ ≡ 0 mod 2s−3. This means that the left-hand side of (43) vanishes mod
2s−1, leaving us with 2r−2n ≡ 0 mod 2s−1: a contradiction.

For existence when s < r, it suffices to assume that s = r− 1. Fix an O-oriented
elliptic curve (E, ι) such that the orientation is locally primitive at 2. Note that

1The construction may not reach every O-oriented elliptic curve (E′, ι′), because there may not
exist an oriented isogeny to (E, ι), e.g. in view of [Onu21, Prop. 3.3], but we can simply repeat the
procedure inside every connected component.
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2r−2 | N(σ2r−3), so from Lemma I.7.1 we see that E[2r−2, σ2r−3 ] is cyclic of order
2r−2. Fix a generator P and define the self-pairing

f(E,ι) : C(E,ι) → µ2r−1 : λP 7→ ζλ
2

2r−1 ,

where ζ2r−1 is some generator of µ2r−1 . As in (c), this is a well-defined self-pairing
of order 2r−1. Indeed, for any λ and t we have

f(E,ι)((λ+ 2r−2t)P ) = f(E,ι)(P )
λ2+2r−1tλ+22(r−2)t2 = f(E,ι)(λP ).

To see compatibility with odd-degree endomorphisms, similar to in (c), we remark
that every oriented endomorphism σ can be written as a+ bσ0 for some integers
a and b. In particular, N(σ) = a2 +2r−2b2, which is odd if and only if a is. Then

f(E,ι)(σ(P )) = f(E,ι)((a− 2r−3b)P ) = f(E,ι)(P )
a2+2r−2ab = f(E,ι)(P )

N(σ),

where the last equality follows from the fact that ab ≡ b2 mod 2 because a is
odd, hence 2r−2ab ≡ 2r−2b2 mod 2r−1. To turn this into a family of self-pairings
compatible with odd-degree K-oriented isogenies, we proceed as in (c): if (E ′, ι′)

is a primitively O-oriented elliptic curve (locally at 2) connected to (E, ι) via a
K-oriented isogeny φ : E → E ′ of odd degree, then we equip (E ′, ι′) with the
above self-pairing, except that we use

ζ
deg(φ)

2r−1 instead of ζ2r−1

as our primitive 2r−1-th root of unity, and we choose the specific generator P ′ =

φ(P ) of E ′[2r−2, σ2r−3 ].2 To see that this self-pairing is independent of the choice
of φ, let

φ1, φ2 : E → E ′

be twoK-oriented isogenies of odd degree, and write P ′
i for φi(P ). Then P ′

1 = λP ′
2

for some odd λ, and we need to check that deg(φ1) ≡ λ2 deg(φ2) mod 2r−1.
Notice that φ̂2 ◦ φ1 is an oriented endomorphism of E sending P to λ deg(φ2)P .
By compatibility of f(E,ι) with oriented endomorphisms of odd degree we have
(λ deg(φ2))

2 ≡ deg(φ1) deg(φ2) mod 2r−1. The thesis immediately follows from
the fact that deg(φ2) is a unit modulo 2r−1.

Remark III.2.9. The above proof naturally raises the question of whether the self-
pairings in the boundary cases

• s = r = 2, n ≡ 1 mod 4,
2Here again, as in Footnote 1, the construction may not reach every instance of (E′, ι′), but we

can repeat the procedure in every connected component.
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• s = r − 1 ≥ 4,

whose existence was shown in a non-effective way, admit a more direct description.
Such a description would be needed for these self-pairings to be of any practical use.
In the former case, we know that the answer is yes for the Frobenius orientation,
thanks to the semi-reduced Tate pairing from [CSV20, Rmk. 11]. Namely, let E be an
elliptic curve over a finite field Fq with q ≡ 1 mod 4 and #E(Fq) ≡ 2 mod 4. Then the
semi-reduced Tate pairing, defined as

E(Fq)[2]→ µ4

P 7→ f2,P (DR)
q2−1

4 , 2R = P

maps OE to 1 and it sends the point of order 2 to a primitive 4-th root of unity.
Unfortunately, this construction is of Frey–Rück type, i.e. involving Miller functions,
and we do not know if/how it generalizes to arbitrary orientations.

Conclusions

Propositions III.2.6 and III.2.8 show that the self-pairings needed to solve O-IsoPath
via the strategy sketched in Section III.2 do exist in some cases, depending on O.
This fact undermines the security of CRS for some choices of O – namely, in the
Frobenius-oriented case, whenever ∆O has a factor ℓ2r for some small prime ℓ. We
refer to [Cas+23, §5.3] for an efficient construction of self-pairings needed to attack
these weak instances of CRS.

On the other hand, Propositions III.2.6 and III.2.8 also show that self-pairings do
not exist in some cases. For example, for the parameters of CSIDH (see Example 2),
the discriminant of O is −4p, so that the only self-pairings available are for 2-torsion
points. This has some (negative) consequences on the possibility of attacking CSIDH
and its offspring:

• the attack on SiGamal from Section III.1 cannot work because all isogenies in-
volved have odd degrees by construction.

• even assuming that the degree of the secret key is known in CSIDH (it is in
some variants of CSIDH, e.g. [CS+21]), only DDH is broken – which already was
in [CSV20], with a slightly different approach – but not the protocol itself.



Chapter IV

A first exploration of Hessian graphs

In this chapter, we construct a family of graphs whose vertices are, once again, (iso-
morphism classes of) elliptic curves. The edges, however, do not represent isogenies.
They stem instead from the definition of Hessian of an elliptic curve: namely, the
determinant of the Hessian matrix of an elliptic curve E with nonzero j-invariant gives
rise to another elliptic curve, called the Hessian of E and denoted by Hess(E).

While Hessian varieties are a classic topic in algebraic geometry (see e.g. [Sal79,
§5.5]), their possible relevance for isogeny-based cryptography has not been investigated
yet. In particular, as in the case of isogeny graphs, we show that one can work directly
on isomorphism classes rather than on elliptic curves, and define Hess as a map on Fq

(viewed as a set of j-invariants). This map determines a functional graph which we
call a Hessian graph. The structure of Hessian graphs seems to be blind to isogenies
– in particular, most vertices in the same connected components are non-isogenous
– but it has a remarkably regular structure that could be relevant for cryptographic
applications.

In Section IV.1 we compute the short Weierstrass form of Hess(E) for an elliptic
curve E over k, and we show how Hess behaves on k-isomorphism classes and k-
isomorphism classes. This leads us to the definition of Hessian graphs in Section IV.2,
which is mostly focused on the case k = Fq. Here we provide some partial results
on the structure of Hessian graphs, with particular emphasis on their supersingular
components, i.e. the connected components containing at least one supersingular elliptic
curve. Finally, in view of a possible application to the SRS problem from Section II.2,
we state a necessary condition for a connected component to be supersingular.

IV.1 Hessian of cubic curves

Let F ∈ k[X, Y, Z]3 be a homogeneous cubic. It is well-known that the determinant
of the Hessian matrix of F , denoted as Hess(F ), defines another homogeneous cubic,
called the Hessian of F . In this chapter, we will mostly focus our attention on the

87
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case in which F is irreducible – namely, it defines a non-degenerate projective curve
C ⊂ P2(k). We refer to Remark IV.1.3 and [CO20, Prop. 4.14] for the remaining cases.

It is well-known [Sil09, §III.1] that in fields of characteristics different from 2, 3 one
can choose F in short Weierstrass form, as

F = X3 + AXZ2 +BZ3 − Y 2Z.

We will always identify F with the curve C it defines. A straightforward computation
shows that its Hessian curve Hess(C) is defined by

Hess(F ) = −8(3XY 2 + 3AX2Z + 9BXZ2 − A2Z3) = 0.

Remark IV.1.1. In the remainder of this chapter, we will consider Hessian curves ‘up to
linear changes of variables’ – in particular, we will write every cubic in short Weierstrass
form. The reason why this can be done is a classic result: denote by H the Hessian
matrix of F , and let M ∈ GL3(k) represent a linear change of variables,

M ·

XY
Z

 =

X ′

Y ′

Z ′

 .

Then the hessian matrix of F (X ′, Y ′, Z ′) is M tH(X ′, Y ′, Z ′)M . In particular, the
discriminants of the two hessian matrices differ only by a non-zero scalar factor, mean-
ing that Hess(F (X, Y, Z)) and Hess(F (X ′, Y ′, Z ′)) define the same curve.

We are particularly interested in the case ∆(C) ̸= 0, i.e. C is an elliptic curve.

Proposition IV.1.2. Let E be an elliptic curve over P2(k) defined by

y2 = x3 + Ax+B.

If A = 0, then Hess(E) is the union of three independent lines and

Hess(Hess(E)) = −24 ·B · Hess(E). (44)

If A ̸= 0, then the short Weierstrass form of Hess(E) is

y2 = x3 +
−A3/3− 3B2

A4
x+
−A3B/3− 2B3

A6
(45)

and

∆(Hess(E)) = −∆(E)

27A6
, (46)

j
(
Hess(E)

)
=

(6912− j(E))3

27(j(E))2
. (47)
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Proof. The case A = 0 follows immediately from the equation of Hess(E): if we de-
homogenize it by setting Y = y/X and Z = z/X, we obtain the degenerate conic
3Bz2 + y2 = 0, which is the union of two lines (B cannot be 0 since we are assuming
∆(E) ̸= 0. The equation X = 0 yields an additional line at infinity. These three lines
are independent since the matrix of their coefficients,0 1 α

0 1 −α
1 0 0

 with α2 = −3B,

is invertible (recall that we are assuming the characteristic of k to be different from 2).
Equation (44) follows from a straightforward computation.
Instead, if A ̸= 0 then Hess(E) may be described as the affine component given by
X ̸= 0 together with a unique point at infinity [0 : 1 : 0]. To recover its Weierstrass
form in the affine chart X ̸= 0 when A ̸= 0, we dehomogenize the equation by setting
x = Z/X and y = Y/X and obtain

Hess(E) = −6A2

((
2y

A

)2

+
4

A
x+

12B

A2
x2 − 4

3
x3

)

= −216A2

(( y

3A

)2
+

1

3A

(x
3

)
+

3B

A2

(x
3

)2
−
(x
3

)3)
.

Finally, the substitution (x/3, y/(3A)) 7→ (x, y) yields the equation of the Hessian curve

y2 = x3 − 3B

A2
x2 − 1

3A
x,

and the substitution x 7→ x+B/A2 yields (45).
Equations (46) and (47) easily follow from (45):

∆(Hess(E)) =
(64/27)A3 + 16B2

A6
= −∆(E)

27A6
,

j
(
Hess(E)

)
=

1728(A3 + 9B2)3

A6(A3 + 27/4B2)
= j(E)

(A3 + 9B2)3

A9
=

(6912− j(E))3

27(j(E))2
.

A consequence of the above Proposition is that the elliptic curves whose Hessian is
also an elliptic curve are exactly those with non-zero j-invariant.
Remark IV.1.3. More generally, for a field k of characteristic different from 2, the
Hessian of three lines of equation

(a11X + a12Y + a13Z)(a21X + a22Y + a23Z)(a31X + a32Y + a33Z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
F

= 0

is equal to 2F det(M)2, where M = (aij). Therefore, Hess sends any three independent
lines into themselves, and any non-independent lines into the whole P2(k). Similar com-
putations can be performed to check the remaining cases, which were already proven
in [CO20, Prop. 4.14]. Namely,
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• the Hessian of a nodal cubic is a nodal cubic,

• the Hessian of a cuspidal cubic is a cuspidal cubic,

• the Hessian of a conic plus a line is either a conic plus a line or a single line with
multiplicity 3.

Remark IV.1.4. The points in F ∩Hess(F ) are called flex points or inflection points of
F . It is well-known [Dic14; Sil09, Ex. III.3.9; SV21, Lemma3.7] that, if F is an elliptic
curve, its inflection points coincide with its 3-torsion points. Moreover, if we set one
of these points to be the identity of Hess(F ) (the natural choice is the identity of F ),
then F ∩Hess(F ) also coincides with the 3-torsion points of Hess(F ). This can be seen
by noticing that, on these 9 points, the addition law of Hess(F ) coincides with the
addition law of F .

IV.1.1 Hessian of j-invariants

Equation (47) shows that the j-invariant of the elliptic curve Hess(E) is invariant
under k-isomorphisms of E. This fact suggests that Hess might be seen as a map on k
sending j0 ∈ k into the j-invariant of the Hessian of (any) elliptic curve of j-invariant
j0. Consequently, we will write

Hess(j) =
(6912− j)3

27(j)2
.

In this subsection, we investigate how much information is lost when moving to isomor-
phism classes. In particular, we want to assess the behavior of Hess(E) with respect
to k-isomorphisms. The most problematic cases are the curves of j-invariants 0 and
1728, as is already evident from the following result.

Lemma IV.1.5. Assume p ≥ 5 and, for j′ ∈ k, define

Hj′(j) = j2(Hess(j)− j′) ∈ k[j].

Then

(i) if j′ /∈ {0, 1728}, then Hj′ has only simple roots;

(ii) if j′ = 1728,

H1728(j) = −
1

27
(j − 1728)(j + 8 · 1728)2,

so that, in particular, Hess(1728) = 1728;

(iii) if j′ = 0,

H0(j) = −
1

27
(j − 4 · 1728)3.
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Proof. This is a straightforward computation using the derivatives

H ′
j′ = −

1

9
3(j2 + 18jj′ − 13824j + 47775744),

H ′′
j′ = −

2

9
6(j + 9j′ − 6912).

In fact, H ′′
j′ = 0 if and only if j = −9j′ + 6912, in which case H ′

j′ = 0 if and only if
either j′ = 0 (in which case also Hj′ = 0, proving (iii)) or j′ = 1536 (which fails to be
a root of Hj′ since we are assuming that the characteristic of k is not 2 or 3).
Double roots are checked similarly: H ′

j′ = 0 if and only if

j′ =
−3j2 + 41472j − 143327232

54j
,

in which case Hj′ = 0 if and only if either j′ = 0 (which is the case of triple roots)
or j′ = 1728 (which proves (ii)). Then (i) follows from the fact that we have already
covered all the possible double and triple roots of Hj′(j).

Given two k-isomorphic elliptic curves E and E ′ over k, recall that E ′ is a proper
twist of E if there is no k-isomorphism between E and E ′. We denote by Twist(E)
the set of elliptic curves over k that are k-isomorphic to E, up to k-isomorphism. The
structure of Twist(E) is well-known.

Lemma IV.1.6. Let E : y2 = x3 + Ax+B be an elliptic curve over k, and define

n =


2 if j(E) ̸∈ {0, 1728},
4 if j(E) = 1728,

6 if j(E) = 0.

(48)

Then Twist(E) ∼= k×/(k×)n. Namely, the elements of Twist(E) can be listed as

(i) ED : y2 = x3 +D2Ax+D3B if j(E) ̸∈ {0, 1728},

(ii) ED : y2 = x3 +DAx if j(E) = 1728,

(iii) ED : y2 = x3 +DB if j(E) = 0,

with D ranging in k×/(k×)n.

Proof. See [Sil09, Prop.X.5.4].

Proposition IV.1.7. Let E : y2 = x3+Ax+B be an elliptic curve defined over k and
with non-zero j-invariant. Define n as in (48) and, for D ∈ k×, let ED be defined as
in Lemma IV.1.6. Write E ′ = Hess(E) and define n′ and E ′

D accordingly. Then

Hess(ED) =


E ′

D−1 if j(E ′) /∈ {0, 1728} or j(E ′) = 1728 = j(E),

E ′
D−2 if j(E ′) = 1728 ̸= j(E),

E ′
D−3 if j(E ′) = 0.

(49)
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In particular, Hess descends to a map Twist(E)→ Twist(E ′), which is bijective in
the first case of (49) and injective in the third.

Proof. Write E ′ : y2 = x3 + A′x+B′.
If j(E) /∈ {0, 1728}, then from (45) we get

Hess(ED) : y
2 = x3 +

1

D2
A′x+

1

D3
B′ =


E ′

D−1 if j(E ′) /∈ {0, 1728},
E ′

D−2 if j(E ′) = 1728,

E ′
D−3 if j(E ′) = 0.

Similarly, if j(E) = 1728, then by Lemma IV.1.5 we already know that j(E ′) = 1728.
More precisely, from (45) we get

Hess(ED) : y
2 = x3 +

1

D
A′x,

which is exactly E ′
D−1 .

From (49), which covers every possible value of (j(E), j(E ′)), we see that n always
divides n′ and, therefore, if D = D′ in k×/(k×)n then Di = (D′)i in k×/(k×)n

′ for
every i. This proves that Hess is well-defined as a map Twist(E) → Twist(E ′). The
cases in which it is bijective/injective are easily deduced from (49).

An immediate consequence of Proposition IV.1.7 is that ‘in most cases’ proper
twists commute with Hess. In particular, when j(Hess(E)) /∈ {0, 1728}, also the twist
of Hess(E) arises as the Hessian of some elliptic curve (namely, the proper twist of
E). The only cases that need special care are those in which extra proper twists might
appear.

Proposition IV.1.8. Let E ′ : y2 = x3 + A′x+B′ be an elliptic curve over k.

• Suppose j(E ′) = 1728. Then Hess(E ′) has j-invariant 1728, and it is a proper
twist of E ′ if and only if −3(A′)2 /∈ (k×)4. Moreover, if k× = (k×)2, then E ′

has no proper twists and it is the Hessian of a curve with j-invariant −8 · 1728.
When k× ̸= (k×)2, two cases may occur:

– if −1 is not a square in k, then Twist(E ′) has two elements, and one of
them is the Hessian of two curves of j-invariant −8 · 1728, one proper twist
of each other.

– if −1 is a square in k, then Twist(E ′) has four elements, two of which are,
respectively, the Hessian of an elliptic curve of j-invariant −8 ·1728 and the
Hessian of its proper twist.

• Suppose j(E ′) = 0 and k× = (k×)2. Then,
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– if 1 has only one cube root in k, then Twist(E ′) has one element, which is
the Hessian of an elliptic curve of j-invariant 4 · 1728.

– if 1 has three cube roots in k, then Twist(E ′) has three elements, one of
which is the Hessian of three k-isomorphic curves of j-invariant 4 · 1728.

If k× ̸= (k×)2, the result is analogous, except that quadratic twists appear (for
example, the quadratic twist of E ′ is obtained replacing B′ with D3B′, where D is
a non-square): thus Twist(E ′) has twice as many elements and, if E ′ = Hess(E),
its quadratic twist equals Hess(ED), where D is a non-square.

Proof. • Suppose j(E ′) = 1728, i.e. B′ = 0. It easily follows from (45) that
Hess(E ′) is the curve of equation y2 = x3 − 1/(3A′)x and, in turn, E ′ is the
Hessian of this curve. By Lemma IV.1.6, Hess(E ′) is a proper twist of E ′ if
and only if there exists D ∈ k× \ (k×)4 such that −1/(3A′) = DA′, which is
the same as requiring −3(A′)2 /∈ (k×)4. Moreover, by (45), there exists a curve
E : y2 = x3 +Ax+B s.t. B ̸= 0 and Hess(E) = E ′ if and only if −A′ is a square
α2 ∈ k, in which case A = 1/(−6α2) and B = 1/(36α3). If k× = (k×)2, i.e. every
element of K is a square, there is nothing left to prove. Otherwise,

– if −1 is not a square, then (k×)4 = (k×)2: indeed, the inclusion ⊆ is always
true, and, for each α ∈ k, we have that either α or −α is a square, so that
polynomialX4−α2 has always a root in k – which proves the other inclusion.
Therefore the cardinality of Twist(E ′) is easily deduced from Lemma IV.1.6.
Furthermore, by (45), there exists a curve E : y2 = x3 + Ax+ B s.t. B ̸= 0

and Hess(E) = E ′ if and only if −A′ is a square α2 ∈ k, in which case
A = 1/(−6α2) and B = 1/(36α3); in particular, if such E does not exist for
E ′, then it does for its proper twist, and vice versa – since the proper twist
of E ′ is obtained multiplying A′ by a non-square. Finally, if E ′ = Hess(E)

with j-invariant ̸= 1728, then from (47) follows that j(E) = −8 · 1728 and
the Hessian of the proper twist of E is k-isomorphic to E ′ (otherwise both
E ′ and its proper twist would be Hessians of some curves with j-invariant
̸= 1728, contradicting what we have already proven).

– if −1 is a square, then k contains all the 4-th roots of 1, say ζ i for i ∈
{0, . . . , 3}, which we may choose as representatives of the four elements of
k×/(k×)4. Therefore the cardinality of Twist(E ′) is again deduced from
Lemma IV.1.6. The remainder of the proof is an easy adaptation of the case
of −1 non-square. In particular, either E ′ and its quadratic twist, or the
other two proper twists, arise as Hessians of some elliptic curve with B ̸= 0

and its proper twist, respectively.

• Suppose j(E ′) = 0, i.e. A′ = 0. By (45), E ′ is the Hessian of E : y2 = x3+Ax+B

if and only if A3 = −9B2 and B = 1/(81B′). Thus, such an E exists over k if
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and only if the square of B′ – and therefore B′ itself – is a cube in k. In this
case, writing B′ = β3 ∈ k, the equation of E is

E : y2 = x3 − 1/(9β2)x+ 1/(81β3). (50)

Moreover, one can check from (47) that the j-invariant of E is 4 · 1728. Suppose
k× = (k×)2. Then,

– if 1 has only one cube root in k, then the map x 7→ x3 is a bijection on k×, i.e.
k× = (k×)3. In particular, k×/(k×)6 = k×/(k×)2, so that, by Lemma IV.1.6,
the cardinality of Twist(E ′) is 1. Since every element of k has a unique cube
root, E ′ arises as the Hessian of some curve E as in (50).

– if 1 has three cube roots in k, then k×/(k×)6 has 3 elements, and so does
Twist(E ′) by Lemma IV.1.6. One of them arises as the Hessian of some
curve E as in (50), and also as the Hessian of the two curves obtained by
multiplying β by any primitive cube root of 1.

The case k× ̸= (k×)2 follows immediately.

IV.2 Hessian graphs over finite fields

Let us focus on the case k = Fq = Fpr . As observed in Section IV.1.1, we can view
Hess as a map over Fq (seen as a set of j-invariants) together with a point at infinity
∞ representing the degenerate case Hess(0) (see Proposition IV.1.2). More precisely,
we are interested in the functional graph of Hess, or Hessian graph for short, which is
the multigraph with set of vertices Fq ∪ {∞} and n directed edges x→ y iff

Hess(x)− y, ∂(x
2(Hess(x)− y))

∂x
, . . . ,

∂n(x2(Hess(x)− y))
∂xn

are all 0.

Remark IV.2.1. We already know, from Lemma IV.1.5, that the only multiple edges
are those landing on 0 and 1728.

Remark IV.2.2. For some finer results involving the traces of elliptic curves in the
Hessian graph, we will sometimes consider the Hessian graph with twists, i.e. we will
look at Fq-isomorphism classes rather than Fq-isomorphism classes of elliptic curves.
Since F×

q ̸= (F×
q )

2 (we are assuming 2 ∤ q), by Propositions IV.1.7 and IV.1.8 the
resulting graph is essentially a double copy of the Hessian graph, arising from quadratic
twists, with the possible appearance of few extra vertices arising from the j-invariants
0 and 1728.
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Figure IV.1: Hessian graph on F17.

We may consider a slightly larger family of rational functions, and define, for k, ℓ ∈
F∗
q,

Fk,ℓ : P1(Fq)→ P1(Fq), [x : y] 7→ [(x+ ky)3 : ℓ · x2y],

which corresponds to the affine map

Fk,ℓ(x) =
(x+ k)3

ℓ · x2
.

Proposition IV.2.3. The functional graphs corresponding to F1,ℓ, F2,ℓ, . . . are isomor-
phic.

Proof. One can check that the functional graphs of Fk,ℓ and Fk′,ℓ are isomorphic via
the map

x 7→ k′k−1x.

Indeed, one can check that

Fk′,ℓ(k
′k−1x) = k′k−1Fk,ℓ(x).

The link with our previous definition of Hess(j) is easily seen by observing that

Hess(j) = F−6912,−27(j),

so that, in light of Proposition IV.2.3, we may focus on the functional graph of Fk,−27

for any k ∈ F∗
q.

A first glance at the Hessian graph over F17 (Figure IV.1) already suggests that, com-
pared with functional graphs arising from other values of ℓ (Figure IV.2), Hessian
graphs enjoy a remarkably regular structure.
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Figure IV.2: Functional graph of F−6912,−8 over F17.

IV.2.1 Leaves of the Hessian graph

The leaves of the Hessian graph – i.e. the elliptic curves which do not arise as Hessian
curves – can be characterized in terms of their traces.

Proposition IV.2.4. Let E ′ be an elliptic curve defined over Fq. Then E ′ has even
trace (or, equivalently, order) over Fq if and only if there exists an elliptic curve E
defined over Fq such that E ′ = Hess(E). In particular,

{Hess(E) | E is defined over Fq} = {E | tr(E) ≡ 0 mod 2}.

Proof. Since p is odd and #E ′(Fq) = q + 1 − tr(E ′), trace and order of E ′ have the
same parity. If E ′ has even order, then it has an Fq-rational 2-torsion point P . By
writing E in Weierstrass form, we can assume P = (x′, 0) for some x′ ∈ Fq, and, up to
a change of coordinates (x, y) 7→ (x− x′, y), we can further assume x′ = 0. Therefore,
the equation of E ′ is

y2 = x3 + A′x2 +B′x.

From (45) we see that, for

A = − 1

3B′ and B = − A′

27(B′)2
,

the curve E : y2 = x3 + Ax+B satisfies Hess(E) = E ′.
The other implication is trivial since (0, 0) is always an Fq-rational 2-torsion point of
the curve defined by (45).
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IV.2.2 Loops

Studying the loops amounts to considering the equation Hessn(j) = j′ for n ≥ 1.

Proposition IV.2.5. If p ≥ 5, the only loops of length 1 in the Hessian graph start
from the vertices 1728,∞ and possibly the roots of 7j2 +6912j+47775744, which exist
if and only if −3 is a square in Fq.

Proof. This follows immediately from the factorization

Hess(j)− j = − 4

27
· (j − 1728) · (7j2 + 6912j + 47775744)

j2

and the fact that the discriminant of 7j2+6912j+47775744 is −21639, which is −3 up
to squares.

Loops of length n > 1 can be studied similarly by considering the degree-3n equation

Hessn(j)− j = 0, (51)

with the caveat that some roots of this equation belong to the loops of length d for
d | n. Some elementary combinatorics allow us to bound the number of loops in a
Hessian graph. To understand the idea behind the general formula, let us first consider
some simple cases:

• If n is a prime p1, the only other solutions of (51) are those appearing in loops
of length 1, so that we immediately conclude that the loops of length p1 are
(3p1−3)/p1. The final division by p1 comes from the fact that each loop of length
p1 contains p1 solutions of (51).

• More generally, if n is a prime power pe11 , we only need to rule out the solutions
of (51) which appear in loops of length 1, p1, p

2
1, . . . , p

e1−1
1 , i.e. all the roots of

Hessp
e1−1
1 (j)− j. Therefore, the loops of length n are

(
3p

e1
1 − 3p

e1−1
1

)
/n.

• If n = p1p2, we need to rule out the solutions of (51) which appear in loops of
length 1, p1 or p2. However, removing the roots of Hessp1(j)− j and Hessp2(j)− j
results in removing twice the roots of Hess(j)− j. Therefore, the loops of length
n are (3p1p2 − 3p1 − 3p2 + 3) /n.

By combining these ingredients, one can find the following general formula.

Proposition IV.2.6. Let n be a positive integer and write its factorization n =∏k
i=1 p

fi
i . Moreover, define P =

∏k
i=1 p

fi−1
i . The number of loops of length n in a

Hessian graph over Fq is at most

1

n
·
(∑

(e1,...,ek)∈{0,1}k
(−1)k+e1+···+ek3p

e1
1 ···pekk P

)
.
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Proof. The formula simply condenses a combinatorial argument. Indeed, we have al-
ready observed that the j-invariants in a loop of length n are exactly solutions of (51)
which are not solutions of Hessd(j)− j for any proper divisor d of n (since we are only
looking for an upper bound, we will always assume that all these solutions lie in Fq

and are distinct). We claim that the number of these solutions is counted by

3n −
∑

e1+···+ek=k−1
(e1,...,ek)∈{0,1}k

(
3p

e1
1 ···pekk P

)
+
∑

e1+···+ek=k−2
(e1,...,ek)∈{0,1}k

(
3p

e1
1 ···pekk P

)
− · · ·+ (−1)k3P . (52)

To prove our claim, we need to show that each proper divisor d of n appears as 3d··· in
an even number of addends of (52), exactly half of which have a negative sign. This
will ensure that the roots of Hessd(j)− j are added and subtracted the same number
of times by (52) (i.e. they are not counted at the end). Suppose first that d is either
P or a divisor of P . This means that every exponent in (52) is a multiple of d. The
number of addends in (52), counted with sign, is

k∑
i=0

(−1)i
(
k

i

)
= (1 + (−1))k = 0.

If d does not divide P , then (up to reordering p1, . . . , pk) it factors as

d = pf11 · · · p
fℓ
ℓ · [some divisor of P ]

for some ℓ > 0. Therefore, the only exponents of (52) in which d appears are in

3n −
∑

eℓ+1+···+ek=k−ℓ−1

(eℓ+1,...,ek)∈{0,1}k

(
3p1···pℓ·p

eℓ+1
ℓ+1 ···pekk P

)
+
∑

eℓ+1+···+ek=k−ℓ−2

(eℓ+1,...,ek)∈{0,1}k

(
3p1···pℓ·p

eℓ+1
ℓ+1 ···pekk P

)
− · · ·+ (−1)k−ℓ3p1···pℓP .

Counting these addends with sign yields

k−ℓ∑
i=0

(−1)i
(
k − ℓ
i

)
= (1 + (−1))k−ℓ = 0.

Dividing (52) by n yields the desired formula.

For example, the first 10 values of the upper bound in Proposition IV.2.6 are

3, 3, 8, 18, 48, 116, 312, 810, 2184, 5880.

In general, in large extensions of Fp we expect ∼ 3n/n loops of length n.
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IV.2.3 Regularity of the Hessian graph

Lemma IV.2.7. Let Fk,ℓ(x) be defined as in Proposition IV.2.3. Then the set of
vertices of indegree 1 in the corresponding functional graph is

{y ∈ Fq | k(4yℓ− 27k) is not a square} ∪ {∞}.

In particular, the vertices of indegree 1 in the functional graph of Fk,ℓ over Fq are
(q + 1)/2.

Proof. Let y be a vertex in the functional graph of Fk,ℓ. Then y has indegree 1 if and
only if the cubic polynomial

F̃ = ℓx2(Fk,ℓ − y) = x3 + (3k − ℓy)x2 + 3k2x+ k3

has exactly one root. By [Dic06, Lem. 2], this occurs if and only if the discriminant of
F̃ , which is

ℓ2y2k3(4yℓ− 27k)

is not a square.
Finally, the last statement follows immediately from the fact that y 7→ k(4yℓ− 27k) is
a bijection and 0 has indegree 1 by Lemma IV.1.5.

Proposition IV.2.8. Let F = Fk,−27 be defined as in Proposition IV.2.3, and let y be
a vertex of indegree 1 (resp. 0 or 3) in the corresponding functional graph over some
extension Fq of Fp. Then the indegree of Fk,−27(y) is{

1 (resp. 3) if either q is an even power of p or p ≡ 1 mod 3,

3 (resp. 1) otherwise.

Proof. The equality F (y) = F (y′) holds for y′ ∈ Fq if and only if either y′ = y or y′

satisfies
y′

2
y2 + (−3yk2 − k3)y′ − yk3 = 0.

Then F (y) has indegree 1 if and only if the discriminant of the latter equation, say ∆,
is not a square in Fq. We have

∆ = (4y + k)(y + k)2k3.

By Lemma IV.2.7, −3k(4y+ k) is not (resp. is) a square. Therefore, ∆ is not a square
in Fq if and only −3 is (resp. is not) a quadratic residue. One can straightforwardly
check by quadratic reciprocity that this happens precisely when q is an even power
of p or p ≡ 1 mod 6 (which is the same as p ≡ 1 mod 3 since we are assuming that
p ̸= 2, 3).
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Remark IV.2.9. Since Lemma IV.2.7 holds for any ℓ, it is natural to ask whether
Proposition IV.2.8 can be generalized to ℓ ̸= −27. Indeed, the first part of the proof
carries over for any ℓ, since the equality F (y) = F (y′) (and therefore ∆) is independent
of ℓ. However, for ℓ ̸= −27 the special link between the quadratic residuosity of ∆

and k(4yℓ − 27k) is lost, i.e. it does depend on the value of y (while it does not for
ℓ = −27).

Corollary IV.2.10. Let Fk,−27(x) be defined as in Proposition IV.2.3, and denote by
G the corresponding functional graph over Fq. Then

• if −3 is a square in Fq, the connected components of G are either pure loops or
“totally ramified" trees (in the sense that every vertex, apart from the leaves, has
indegree 3).

• if −3 is not a square in Fq, a vertex of indegree 1 in G is followed by a vertex
with indegree 3, and every vertex with indegree 0 or 3 is followed by a vertex of
indegree 1.

IV.2.4 Supersingular components

Given the Hessian graph over Fp or Fp2 , we are now interested in the supersingular
components of the graph, i.e. the connected components containing supersingular j-
invariants.

Proposition IV.2.11. Let E be an elliptic curve in short Weierstrass form defined
over Fq, and suppose that it has non-zero j-invariant. Then E and Hess(E) have the
same trace modulo 3.

Proof. By Remark IV.1.4, E and its Hessian (before rescaling) have the same 3-torsion
points. Therefore, their Frobenius endomorphisms coincide over E[3], meaning that
they are represented (as automorphisms of E[3]) by the same matrix over GL2(Z/3Z).
In particular, the corresponding characteristic polynomials are equal. This still holds
after the scaling needed to write Hess(E) in short Weierstrass form (45), which proves
our statement.

Corollary IV.2.12. Let G′ be a connected component of the Hessian graph over Fq

with twists (as defined in Remark IV.2.2). Then every curve in G′ has the same trace
modulo 3.

Moreover, assume that G′ is supersingular:

(i) if q = p, then G′ contains only curves with traces 0 mod 3;
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(ii) if q = p2, then G′ contains only curves with traces ±1 mod 3, unless it consists
of one or two vertices of j-invariant 1728.

Proof. Most of the statement is an immediate consequence of Proposition IV.2.11. As
for (ii), recall that supersingular elliptic curves over Fp2 have their traces in {±2p,±p, 0}.
Since p ≡ ±1 mod 3, the only case we need to consider is when G′ contains a supersin-
gular elliptic curve E of trace 0. It is well-known (see e.g. [AAM19, §4]) that this occurs
if and only if p ≡ 3 mod 4 and E has j-invariant 1728. Then, by Proposition IV.1.8,
either G′ consists of E alone, or it is a loop of length 2 containing E and its quadratic
twist.

Corollary IV.2.12 suggests a simple way to improve the exhaustive-search approach
to the cSRS problem from Section II.2.2: rather than sampling random j-invariants in
Fp (resp. Fp2), one can start from a j-invariant corresponding to curves with trace 0
(resp. ±1) mod 3 and then walk on the corresponding Hessian graph. This, however,
does not improve much, heuristically, the efficiency of the algorithm, since supersingular
elliptic curves seem to be evenly distributed within the connected components with
traces 0 (resp. ±1) mod 3. Only a better understanding of the structure of the Hessian
graph could lead to more significant improvements.

IV.2.5 Open directions

While Corollary IV.2.10 provides a partial explanation of the regular structure of Hes-
sian graphs, we conjecture – based on heuristic observations – that there is still more
to be proven.

Define the depth of a vertex to be its distance from the loop of its connected
component.

Conjecture IV.2.13. Any two branches starting from vertices of depth N > 0 in the
same connected component are isomorphic.

We also define the depth of a connected component to be the maximum of the depths
of its vertices.

Conjecture IV.2.14. If q ≡ 2 mod 3, then each connected component has the same
depth.

See Figure IV.3 for a visual depiction of these conjectures.

From a cryptographic perspective, there are two open directions that we believe
might be worth considering: the first one, already pointed out in Section IV.2.4, is
to find new approaches to the SRS problem by studying the supersingular connected
components of the Hessian graphs over Fp or Fp2 .
The second one concerns 3-isogenies: since, by Remark IV.1.4, 3-torsion points play
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Figure IV.3: Hessian graph on F89. Each connected component has depth 4.

a special role in the construction of Hessian curves, it is reasonable to expect that
3-isogenies can show some regular behavior in the Hessian graph.



Conclusions

...ἃ μὴ οἶδα οὐδὲ οἴομαι εἰδέναι.

Ἀπολογία Σωκράτους, Plato.

Building cryptographic protocols on top of an enormous amount of theory has its
advantages, but is prone to the risk that hidden mathematical structures might under-
mine their security, as it happened to SIDH. Throughout this thesis, we have considered
both design problems, such as randomizing the starting supersingular curve, and crypt-
analytic problems, such as assessing the hardness of some variants of ℓ-IsoPath and
studying the construction of pairings to target, in general, non-oriented elliptic curves
and, more specifically, some class-group-action-based protocols.

Some questions were successfully answered: in Proposition II.3.2, we observed that
a greedy algorithm based on the ‘M -smallness’ of supersingular elliptic curves would
not be powerful enough to solve ℓ-IsoPath. In Proposition III.2.3, we proved that
the knowledge of pairings can be enough to recover a secret isogeny, and showed, in
Section III.2.2, that this leads to an effective attack, in some cases, when an orientation
is given. Finally, in Chapter IV, we gave a partial account of the remarkable regularity
of Hessian graphs, which could have interesting consequences from both a constructive
and a cryptanalytic point of view.

On the other hand, we ended up with even more questions than we started with:
the problem of hashing in the supersingular isogeny graph is still unsolved, despite
the seemingly promising formulas found in Proposition II.2.31. Moreover, an effec-
tive construction of some of the self-pairings from Proposition III.2.8 is yet to be
found, possibly by mimicking the construction of the semi-reduced Tate pairing for the
Frobenius-oriented case in [CSV20, Rmk. 11]. Finally, the regularity of Hessian graphs,
and even more their possible interconnection with degree-3 isogenies, is not yet fully
understood.

Of course, it would be much worse if we had believed that we had solved all the
problems of this branch: that would mean either that the branch is not rich enough,
or that we are deluded. For now, we just look at the climb ahead, in the hope that it
will take us higher.
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Other works: p-adic continued
fractions

In this appendix, we briefly mention some results from the other main branch of our
research, which consists of the study of p-adic continued fractions. We stress that this
topic is mostly unrelated to our research in isogeny-based cryptography: the only (and
negligible) intersection is the presence of quaternion algebras in [CMT22].

Given an element α ∈ R, the classical (Archimedean) continued fraction expansion
(or CF-expansion for short) of α is the (possibly infinite) sequence of integers [c1, c2, . . . ]
computed by means of the following algorithm:

α0 = α

cn = ⌊αn⌋
αn+1 =

1
αn−cn

if αn − cn ̸= 0,

(53)

stopping if αn = cn. It is well known that α is rational if and only if its CF-expansion
is finite, and, if α is not rational, then the sequence of n-th convergents

c1 +
1

c2 +
1

. . . +
1

cn

converges to α.

More generally, let D be a division algebra and c1, c2, . . . be a sequence of elements
in some subset R ⊆ D. One can always define a continued fraction C = [c1, c2, . . . ] as
the formal expression

c1 +
1

c2 +
1

. . .

. (54)

The elements c1, . . . , cn are called the partial quotients of C.

Just as a formal series can converge to some limit, one might ask how C can ‘rep-
resent’ some value α lying in K.
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Two situations can prevent (54) from representing an actual element of K: the
appearance of zero denominators and the fact that the sequence c1, c2, . . . might be
infinite. To deal with these situations, for n ≥ 1 we consider the n-th convergent

[c1, c2, . . . , cn] = c1 +
1

c2 +
1

. . . +
1

cn

(which can be seen as a finite continued fraction in its own right). Studying the case
in which C is infinite requires a suitable notion of convergence. Indeed, if D is endowed
with a suitable topology (in particular, if it is a metric space), we can consider the
convergence of the sequence {[c1, . . . , cn]}∞n=1: if it converges, we say that C converges.

In this general setting, several problems arise:

• Which continued fractions converge? Or, said otherwise: which elements in the
topological completion of D can be represented by continued fractions?

• Can algorithm (53) be adapted to compute these representations?

• Which continued fractions/CF-expansions are finite/periodic?

The questions above have been extensively studied in the ‘classical’ case, i.e. when
D = Q, endowed with the Euclidean topology, and R = Z. The first contributions date
back to the works of Wallis, Euler, and Lagrange [Bre12]. More recent works, starting
from [Rub70] and [Bro78], deal with the case in which D is a number field endowed
with a non-Archimedean absolute value. Our works follow the latter line of research,
focusing on non-Archimedean continued fractions:

(i) In [CMT22], we take D to be a quaternion algebra ramified at some odd prime
p, R to be the ring

R = {α ∈ O | vq(α) ≥ 0 for each place q ̸= p},

where O is a maximal order in D. We show that the construction of p-adic CF-
expansions carries over to this non-commutative setting. In particular, once a
suitable p-adic floor function is chosen, CF-expansions can be obtained via algo-
rithm (53). We characterize the elements of D having a finite continued fraction
expansion and, using a suitable notion of quaternionic height, we prove a suffi-
cient condition for a given CF-expansion algorithm (i.e. a given floor function
combined with (53)) to provide infinite expansions for every element in D. Fur-
ther, as an example, we show that a natural generalization of Browkin’s algorithm
fails to produce finite p-adic CF-expansions for some elements of the quaternion
algebra ramified at two distinct rational primes p and q. Finally, we draw some
consequences about the solutions of a family of quadratic polynomial equations
with quaternionic coefficients.
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(ii) In [Cap+23a], we setD to be a number field and we fix a finite subset of extraneous
denominators T ⊆ D. Defining

R′ = {β ∈ OD | vq(α) ≥ 0 for each place q ̸= p},

where OD is the ring of integers D, we finally take R to be

R = {α ∈ D | there exists γ ∈ T s.t. γα ∈ R′}.

We show that, for suitable choices of the set T , for every place p of sufficiently
large norm there exists a p-adic CF-expansion algorithm s.t. every element of
K has a finite CF-expansion. This provides, in particular, a new algorithmic
approach to the construction of terminating division chains in number fields.

(iii) In [Cap+23b], we take D = Q and R = Z[1/p] for an odd prime p, and study
p-adically convergent periodic continued fractions. Unlike the previous works, we
do not consider specific CF-expansions algorithms or floor functions: we consider
instead every possible eventually periodic sequence of partial quotients in R. To
this end, following a previous work by Brock, Elkies, and Jordan [BEJ21], we
use the language and techniques of algebraic geometry to study certain algebraic
varieties associated with periodic continued fractions with period and preperiod
of fixed lengths. In particular, we focus on the p-adically convergent loci of these
varieties, characterizing the cases in which the variety is a curve.
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